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Role of charge-density fluctuations and many-particle Coulomb correlations in the
mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity of cuprate metal-oxide compounds

É. A. Pashitski * and V. I. Pentegov
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The charge-fluctuation~plasmon! mechanism ofd-wave Cooper pairing in high-Tc superconductors
~HTSCs! is considered. This mechanism arises from the interaction of current carriers with
collective low-frequency electron-density excitations. It is shown that for layered crystals of
cuprate metal-oxide compounds the existence of a one-electron spectrum of anisotropic
extended saddles~flat bands! with an anomalously high density of states can give rise to damped
long-wavelength charge-density fluctuations that lead to suppression of the static screened
Coulomb repulsion in the region of small momentum transfers. As a result, an effective attraction
between electrons arises in thed-wave Cooper channel; this attraction is substantially
enhanced by many-particle Coulomb correlations of the local-field-effects type, described by a
Coulomb vertexGc . It leads to Cooper pairing withdx22y2 symmetry of the
superconducting order parameter and can make for rather high maximum values of the critical
temperature,Tc;100 K, at the optimum doping level for cuprate metal-oxide compounds.
Taking the anisotropy of the electron–phonon interaction into account makes it possible to describe
the weak oxygen isotope effect in HTSC compounds. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1353700#
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most characteristic features of high-Tc super-
conductors~HTSCs! based on layered cuprate metal-oxi
compounds ~MOCs! with hole-type conductivity is the
dx22y2 symmetry of the superconducting order parame
which has been observed directly in a number of pha
sensitive experiments, e.g., from the shift in the magne
field dependence of the Josephson currents in systems o
SQUID type with Josephson contacts on mutually perp
dicular faces of layered cuprate MOC crystals1–4 and from
the spontaneous generation of half-integer magnetic
quanta in HTSC rings with an odd number of weak links.5–7

An indication of d-wave symmetry of the superconductin
gap in HTSC crystals has also been obtained in an
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy~ARPES! experi-
ments,8,9 where a strong anisotropy of the superconduct
gap was observed in the layer planeab, with deep minima
~zeroes! along the diagonals of the two-dimensional~2D!
Brillouin zone.

The possibility of d-wave symmetry of the supercon
ducting order parameter in HTSCs was first discussed
Refs. 10 and 11 in the the framework of the site represe
tion of the Hubbard model and then in a series of papers12–17

in a model of an almost antiferromagnetic quasi-2D Fe
liquid with strong spin correlations. According to these mo
els,dx22y2 symmetry of the superconducting gap is realiz
in HTSCs on account of the effective anisotropy of t
electron–electron attraction arising either in real space, a
the Hubbard model with repulsion at one site and attrac
at neighboring sites of the 2D square lattice,10 or in momen-
tum space, due to the fact that the electron–electron re
sion induced by spin-density fluctuations~magnons! has
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sharp peaks at the corners of the Brillouin zone.15

However, in addition to the exchange~spin-fluctuation!
channel of electron–electron interaction there is also a di
Coulomb~charge-fluctuation! channel, which was not take
into account in Refs. 10–17. We note that attempts h
been made18,19to treat the spin and Coulomb channels sim
taneously in the Hubbard site approximation, which cor
sponds to taking into account the local repulsion of electr
at one site but does not take into account the long-ra
character of the Coulomb interaction.

On the other hand, in Refs. 20–23 it was shown in
random phase approximation~RPA! that the extended
saddles observed in the quasi-2D band spectrum of cup
MOCs in the ARPES experiments24–28 and which lead to
strong anisotropy of the effective mass and group velocity
quasiparticles near the Fermi surface can give rise to a lo
wavelength, low-frequency~LF! branch of strongly damped
electron-density excitations having an acoustical dispers
relation (vq}q asq→0), analogous to acoustic plasmons29

in many-band metals with a multiply connected anisotro
Fermi surface and in many-valley degenerate semicond
tors and semimetals.30–33

The small-angle inelastic scattering of electrons on th
LF collective fluctuations of the charge density leads
weakening of the screened Coulomb repulsion in the reg
of small momentum transfersq.22 In combination with the
strong anisotropy of the one-electron spectrum in the ba
planeab due to the extended saddles, the minimum of
electron–electron repulsion at smallq ~like the repulsion
peaks at the corners of the Brillouin zone15–17! corresponds
to an effective attraction in thed-wave Cooper channel an
makes fordx22y2 symmetry of the order parameter.20–23

In this paper we use empirical data on the band struc
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dispersion relations for the bondingE1(kx ,ky) and antibondingE2(kx ,ky) branches~solid curves! of the band spectrum of the Y-123 crystal alon
the principal symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone; obtained by calculation in Ref. 34~a! and proposed in Ref. 28 on the basis of experimental data~b!.
The dashed curve shows the spectrumE2(kx ,ky) renormalized on account of the electron–electron interaction.
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of cuprate MOC layered crystals to carry out a se
consistent numerical calculation of the electronic polariza
ity, the self-energy of the electrons, and the screened C
lomb interaction with allowance for many-particle Coulom
correlations, which are described by a Coulomb vertex p
Gc . It is shown that such many-particle local-field effec
lead to substantial enhancement of the electron–electron
teraction considered in Refs. 20–23, which arises in
d-wave Cooper channel on account of the suppression o
Coulomb repulsion at small momenta by long-wavelen
fluctuations of the charge density. By numerical solution
the integral equation for an anisotropic superconducting
der parameter withdx22y2 symmetry in the strong-coupling
approximation, we evaluate the dimensionless electro
plasmon interaction constant and the critical temperatureTc

for transition to the superconducting state for various po
tions of the Fermi level relative to the bottom of the sadd
in the quasi-2D band spectrum of the electrons in the Cu2

cuprate layers. It is shown that the effective attraction due
suppression of the Coulomb repulsion by the retard
electron–plasmon interaction can make for rather high m
mum valuesTc>100 K at the optimum doping level in cu
prate MOCs. By taking the anisotropy of the electro
phonon interaction into account, one can describe the w
oxygen isotope effect in HTSC compounds.

2. LOW-FREQUENCY CHARGE-DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS
IN LAYERED CRYSTALS WITH AN ANISOTROPIC
QUASI-2D ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM

We shall show in the random phase approximation th
sufficiently strong anisotropy of the quasi-2D electron
spectrum of layered crystals in the layer planeab can give
rise to damping of a LF branch of long-wavelength collect
electron-density excitations with an acoustic dispersion r
-
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tion vq}q as q→0, which is analogous to the branch o
acoustic plasmons in metals with a multiply connected Fe
surface.29–33

Let us consider two different types of anisotropic ele
tron spectra with extended saddles~Fig. 1!. The first version
~Fig. 1a! corresponds to the theoretical band spectrum ca
lated in Ref. 34 for 2D CuO2 cuprate layers in the crysta
YBa2Cu3O7 ~Y-123!. As the second version~Fig. 1b! we
choose the empirical band spectrum of the Y-123 crys
proposed in Ref. 28, based on the data of the ARPES exp
ments. The upper~antibonding! E2(k) and lower~bonding!
E1(k) branches of this spectrum in the second case are
scribed by the expressions

E2~kx ,ky!50.436820.54695~coskx1cosky!

10.5612 coskx cosky20.0388

3~cos 2kx1cos 2ky!10.0674 cos 2kx cos2ky

20.05205~coskx cos 2ky1cos 2kx cosky!,

~1a!

E1~kx ,ky!50.175620.56295~coskx1cosky!

10.554 coskx cosky20.0887

3~cos 2kx1cos 2ky!10.1286 cos 2kx cos 2ky

20.03505~coskx cos 2ky1cos 2kx cosky!.

~1b!

Figure 2 shows the results of our numerical calculatio
of the real and imaginary parts of the longitudinal electro
permittivity of a layered crystal with a quasi-2D band spe
trum,

«e~q,v!5«`1Vc~q!Pe~qi ,v!. ~2!
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FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of the real~solid curve! and imaginary~dashed curve! parts of the electronic permittivity and also the spectral function of
charge-density fluctuations~dotted curve! calculated in the RPA forqx5qy5p/16a andqz50 on the basis of the theoretical~a! ~Fig. 1a! and empirical~b!
~Fig. 1b! spectra. The circle indicates the position of the weakly damped branch of acoustic plasmons.
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Here«` , the high-frequency dielectric constant of the cry
tal, is mainly determined by the electronic polarizabilit
which is due to interband transitions, in particular betwe
the branchesE1(k) and E2(k); Pe(qi ,v) is the polariza-
tion operator for the electrons in the conduction band an
a function of the longitudinal~in the plane of the layers!
momentumqi ; Vc(q) is the matrix element of the un
screened Coulomb repulsion of the electrons, which in
crystal with one conducting layer per unit cell is given by

Vc~q!5
2pe2

qi

sinhqic

coshqic2cosqzc
, ~3!

wherec and qz are the lattice constant and the momentu
along the axisciz.

According to Ref. 35, the presence of two or three lay
in the unit cell of a layered crystal will substantially comp
cate the expression for the Coulomb matrix elements and
electronic permittivity. However, in view of the specifi
‘‘stack’’ structure of cuprate MOC crystals, where the d
tance between the CuO2 conducting layers within a stack i
much less than the distance between the stacks of tw
three identical two-dimensional CuO2 layers, we can to good
accuracy use expression~3! under the condition that the
doubled or tripled value of the one-band polarization ope
tor is used in~2!.

Figure 2a shows the frequency dependence
Re«e(q,v) and Im«e(q,v) calculated in the RPA on the
basis of the one-electron spectrum corresponding to the
persion of the upper~antibonding! branch of the theoretica
band spectrum shown in Fig. 1a, and Fig. 2b shows the
responding frequency dependence for the empirical spec
shown in Fig. 1b.
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We see that in the first case~Fig. 2a! the function
Re«e(q,v) has three zeros in the long-wavelength regio
one of them lying at the minimum of Im«e(q,v) and deter-
mining the frequency of weakly damped acoustic plasmo
while in the second case~Fig. 2b! there is only one zero o
Re«e(q,v), which lies near the maximum of Im«e(q,v)
and corresponds to strongly damped~overdamped! collective
LF excitations of the electron density.

Nevertheless, the frequency dependence of the spe
function of the charge-density fluctuations~plasmons! shown
in Figs. 2a and 2b,

Spl~q,v!52
1

p
Im «e

21~q,v! ~4!

is in both cases characterized by the presence of a maxim
in the region of the minimum of Im«e(q,v), where this
minimum is due to the antiphase collective oscillations
electrons on parts of the anisotropic Fermi surface with s
stantially different effective masses and Fermi velocities.

By virtue of the Kramers–Kronig relation for the invers
permittivity36,37 the features of the spectral function~4!
should be reflected in the behavior of the retarded scree
Coulomb interaction:

Ṽc~q,v![
Vc~q!

«e~q,v!
5Vc~q!F11E

2`

` dv8Spl~q,v8!

v2v81 ih
G .

~5!

We note that the second~integral! term in ~5! can be re-
garded as the spectral representation of the plasmon Gre
function.
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As we shall see below, the existence of a LF maxim
in the frequency dependence ofSpl(q,v) in the long-
wavelength regionq!p/a ~wherea is the lattice constant in
the plane of the layers! leads to suppression of the stat
Coulomb repulsion

Ṽc~q,0!5
Vc~q!

«e~q,0!
5Vc~q!F122E

0

` dv8

v8
Spl~q,v8!G

~6!

at small q, which corresponds tod-wave symmetry of the
Cooper pairing of the current carriers.

3. SCREENED COULOMB INTERACTION WITH ALLOWANCE
FOR MANY-PARTICLE CORRELATIONS IN THE
LAYERED CRYSTALS OF CUPRATE METAL OXIDES

For describing the effects of screening of the Coulo
interaction, we shall start from the expression for the ren
malized electron polarization operatorP̃e(qi ,v) at TÞ0 in
the Matsubara representation:

P̃e~qi ,nn!52
2T

a2N2 (vn
(
ki

G~ki ,vn!G~ki1qi ,vn1nn!

3Gc~ki ,vn ;ki1qi ,vn1nn!, ~7!

wherenn52npT andvn5(2n11)pT are the discrete bo
son and fermion frequencies (n50,1,2, . . . ), N2 is the num-
ber of discrete values of the momentum within the first B
louin zone,Gc is the Coulomb vertex part describing th
many-particle local-field effects~see below!, andG(ki ,vn)
is the one-electron Green’s function:

G~ki ,vn!5
1

ivn2E~k!1m2(c~ki ,vn!
. ~8!

Here m is the chemical potential, which is related to th
electron densityne as

ne5
2T

a2N2 (ki

(
vn.0

ReG~ki ,vn!1
1

2
; ~9!

(c~ki ,v!52
T

a2N2 (
vn8

(
ki8

Ṽc~ki2ki8 ,vn2vn8!

3G~ki8 ,vn8!Gc~ki ,vn ;ki8 ,vn8! ~10!

is the Coulomb part of the self-energy of the electrons,

Ṽc~qi ,nn!5K Vc~q!

«`1Vc~q!P̃e~qi ,nn!
L

'

~11!

is the matrix element of the screened Coulomb interactio
the layered crystal, averaged over the transverse momen
qz .

We note that expression~3! for Vc(q) corresponds to the
long-wavelength approximation, whenqa!1 ~for a!c). In
order to carry out calculations over the whole volume of
Brillouin zone, it is necessary, strictly speaking, to use
Bloch electronic functions, so that forq'p/a the Coulomb
matrix element~11! should depend not only on the mome
tum transferq5k2k8 but also on the electron momentak
b
r-

in
um

e
e

andk8. However, it can be shown that the corrections to~3!
due to the periodic Bloch factors are comparatively small
q,p/a.

To calculate the Coulomb vertexGc we use the Nambu
approximation:38,39

Gc~ki ,vn ;qi ,nm!5
1

2
@Zc~ki1qi ,vn1nm!1Zc~ki ,vn!#,

~12!

which satisfies the Ward identities40 at q→0 for a charged
Fermi liquid. HereZc is the Coulomb renormalization facto
of the electron spectrum with allowance for retardation
fects in the electron–plasmon interaction:

Zc~ki ,vn!512
Im (c~ki ,vn!

vn
. ~13!

The system of equations~7!–~13! was solved by an it-
erative method using a fast Fourier decomposition on a
tice containingN3N points in a 2D Brillouin zone (N
564) and up to 2048 points on the imaginary frequen
axis, with a subsequent analytical continuation to the reav
axis with the use of multipoint Pade´ approximants.

As the initial spectrumE(ki) in ~8! we chose the uppe
branchE2(ki) of the empirical spectrum~1!, the saddles of
which lie near the Fermi level~Fig. 1b!. The existence of a
second branch,E1(ki) in this spectrum and the associate
virtual interband electronic transitions were taken into a
count by introducing a parameter«`.1 in expression~2!.
According to the data of optical experiments,41 the quantity
«` in cuprate MOC crystals is anisotropic, and in the lon
wavelength limit lies in the interval«`'4 –8. However, the
value of «` should decrease with increasing momentum
account of spatial dispersion effects. Therefore, for the eff
tive value of«` to use in the calculations below we chose t
minimum value«`54. It should be noted that the renorma
ized one-electron spectrumẼ2(ki) shown by the dashed
curve in Fig. 1b differs relatively little from the initial spec
trum, and so the use of the latter as the ‘‘bare’’ dispers
relation is justified.

Figure 3 shows the results of the numerical calculatio
of the momentum dependence of the static polarization
erator, obtained using spectrum~1b! in the framework of a
self-consistent solution of the system of equations~7!–~13!
under the condition that the Fermi level lies near the bott
of the saddles~solid curve! and obtained in the RPA for this
same spectrum~dashed curve!, and also that for a simple
band with the spectrumE(ki)5E0(coskxa1coskya) ~dotted
curve!. We see that in the first two cases there are p
nounced maxima of the static polarization operator in
region of low momentum transfersqi , whereas in the las
case there is a broad maximum at theG point of the Brillouin
zone.

Figure 4 shows the momentum dependence of the ma
element of the static screened Coulomb repulsion~11! for the
empirical spectrum~1b! in the self-consistent approach~solid
curve! and in the RPA~dashed curve!, and the corresponding
dependence for a simple band~dotted curve!. We see that a
substantial weakening of the Coulomb repulsion occurs
the region of smallqi ~in comparison with the case of a wid
2D band!. This effect is a consequence of the Kramer
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Kronig relation ~6! and is due to the retarded electron
plasmon interaction of the current carriers with collecti
electron-density excitations that exist in the long-wavelen
region on account of the anisotropy of the band spectrum
to the extended saddles and which are manifested in the
a low-frequency peak in the spectral function of the char
density fluctuations~Fig. 2!.

We shall show below that the suppression of the C
lomb repulsion at small momentum transfers in combinat
with the strong anisotropy of the band spectrum and the e
tronic density of states leads to an effective attraction
tween electrons in thed-wave Cooper channel which is sub
stantially enhanced on account of many-particle Coulo
correlations.

4. EQUATION FOR AN ANISOTROPIC SUPERCONDUCTING
GAP AND THE MECHANISM OF d-WAVE COOPER
PAIRING

Let us start from the standard theory of superconduc
ity, including the electron–phonon and electron–plasmon
teractions and the Coulomb repulsion in the strong-coup
approximation.42 In what follows we shall take into accoun
only the normalGc and anomalousG̃c Coulomb vertices,
assuming for simplicity that the normal phonon vert
Gph'1.

In this approximation the linearized~for T→Tc) equa-
tion for the anomalous self-energy partS2 at the Fermi sur-
face with allowance for the Kramers–Kronig relation~5!
takes the form

FIG. 3. Momentum dependence of the static polarization operator along
principal symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone; calculated in the R
~dashed curve! and with allowance for many-particle Coulomb correlatio
~solid curve! on the basis of the empirical spectrum~1b! for «`54 and at
the optimum hole concentration, which corresponds to coincidence of
Fermi level with the position of a Van Hove singularity in the renormaliz
spectrum. The dashed curve shows the polarization operator calculat
the RPA for a simple 2D band 2 eV wide at the same hole concentrati
h
e
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(2~ki,0!52E d2ki8

~2p!2 E
2`

` dv

2p
Im

3H (2~ki8 ,v!

v2Z2~ki8 ,v!2j2~ki8!1 ihJ
3F E

0

`

dVH @^gph
2 ~k,k8!&'Sph~V!

1^Vc~k2k8!Spl~k2k8,V!&'Gc
2~ki8 ,v;ki

2ki8 ,V!#S tanh~v/2Tc!1coth~V/2Tc!

V1v2 ih

1
tanh~v/2Tc!2coth~V/2Tc!

V2v1 ih D
2^Vc~k2k8!&'Gc

2~ki8 ,v;ki2ki8 ,V!tanh
v

2Tc
J G .
~14!

HereZ is the total renormalization factor with allowance fo
the electron–phonon and electron–plasmon interactio
j(ki) is the electron energy measured from the Fermi lev
the angle bracketŝ. . . &' denote averaging overqz , and the
square of the normal Coulomb vertexGc arises because o
the right-hand side of~14! the contribution of the anomalou
Coulomb vertexG̃c is taken into account to first order inS2

~see Ref. 43!.
Since the Fermi energy in cuprate MOCs is low (E

'0.2–0.3 eV!, the width of the electron–electron repulsio
region due to the electron–phonon and electron–plasmon

he

e

in
.

FIG. 4. Momentum dependence of theqz-averaged matrix element of the
static screened Coulomb repulsion along the principal symmetry direct
of the Brillouin zone; calculated in the RPA~dashed curve! and with allow-
ance for many-particle Coulomb correlations~solid curve! on the basis of
the empirical spectrum~1b!, and also in the RPA for a simple 2D ban
~dotted curve! for the same parameters as in Fig. 3.
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teractions is comparable toEF , so that the frequency depen
dence ofS2 , Z, and Gc in the integrand in~14! can be
neglected. On the other hand, as numerical calculations h
shown, in the static approximation (v50) the momentum
dependence ofZ(ki,0) and Gc(ki0;qi,0) is comparatively
weak.

Figure 5 shows the momentum dependence of the C
lomb part of the renormalization factorZc(ki,0) in the first
Brillouin zone, and Fig. 6a shows the result of a calculat
in the Nambu approximation~12! for the dependence o
Gc(ki,0;qi,0) on qi for kx5ky and k5kF . The numerical
calculations ofZc andGc were done for the same position o
the Fermi level as for the calculations ofPe andṼc in Figs.
3 and 4.

For comparison, Fig. 6b shows the analogous dep
dence for the quantity 11Gc

(1) , whereGc
(1) is the first cor-

FIG. 5. Momentum dependence of the Coulomb renormalization fa
Zc(ki) in the static approximation within the first Brillouin zone, calculat
with allowance for many-particle Coulomb correlations on the basis of
empirical spectrum~1b! for the same parameters as in Figs. 3 and 4. T
maximum values of the functionZc(ki) are reached atki5kF .
ve

u-

n

n-

rection to the Coulomb vertex function in renormalized p
turbation theory:

Gc
~1!5~ki ,vn ;qi ,nm!

5
T

a2N2 (
vn8

(
ki8

Ṽc~ki2ki8 ,vn2vn8!

3G~ki81qi ,vn81nm!G~ki8 ,vn8!. ~15!

We see that both approaches — the Nambu approxi
tion ~12! and taking the first correction~15! into account —
lead to similar momentum dependence ofGc(ki,0;qi,0) with
almost the same mean valuesḠc , possibly indicating a rathe
rapid convergence of the diagram series forGc .

As follows from Figs. 5 and 6, the amplitudes of th
variation ofZc andGc do not exceed 10%. Therefore, we ca
to good accuracy replaceZc andGc in Eq. ~14! by their mean
values Z̄c and Ḡc . The mean valueZ̄ in this case can be
written in the form

Z̄511l̄ph1l̄pl . ~16!

Here l̄ph and l̄pl are the averaged dimensionless coupli
constants in the isotropics channel:

l̄ph~pl)

5

E d2ki

~2p!2
d~ j̃~ki!!E d2ki8

~2p!2
d~ j̃~ki8!!Wph~pl)~ki ,ki8!

E d2ki

~2p!2
d~ j̃~ki!!

,

~17!

whereWph andWpl are the anisotropic matrix elements of th
electron–phonon and electron–plasmon interactions,

Wph~ki ,ki8!52E
0

` dV

V
^gph

2 ~ki ,ki8!&'Sph~V!; ~18!

r

e

ch
FIG. 6. Dependence of the Coulomb vertex functionGc(ki ,qi) on q for kx5ky , k5kF in the static approximation in the framework of the Nambu approa
~12! ~a! and with allowance for the first correctionGc

(1)(ki ,qi) ~b!.
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Wpl~ki ,ki8!52E
0

` dv

v
^Vc~ki2ki8!Sph~ki2ki8 ,v!&'Ḡc

2,

~19!

and j̃(ki)5j(ki)/Z̄ is the renormalized electron energy.
On the other hand, by virtue of relation~12! we can set

Ḡc5Z̄c[~11l̄pl!. ~20!

The calculations that were done give the valueḠc5Z̄c

'2.3, which corresponds to an averaged electron–plas
interaction constantl̄pl'1.3.

If it is assumed that the main contribution to the integ
over V in ~14! comes from the phonon and plasmon mod
in the spectral functionsSph(V) andSpl(q,V) with frequen-
cies V@Tc , then the quantityv;Tc in the denominators
(V6v7 ih) can be neglected in comparison withV. As a
result, on doing the integration overv in ~14!, bypassing the
pole at the pointv5 j̃(ki8), and then changing from integra
tion over ki8 to integration overj̃ and over the azimutha
anglew8 betweenki8 on the Fermi surface and the directio
of one of the crystallographic axes (a or b) in the plane of
n
th
to

n

th

on
,

ed

y
f t
on

l
s

the layers, with the help of the static Kramers–Kronig re
tion ~6! we arrive at an equation for the anisotropic gap at
Fermi surface as a function of the anglew betweenki and
the a ~or b) axis:

Z̄D~w!5
1

2 E0

2p dw8

2p
D~w8!E

2ẼF

ẼF
dj̃

j̃
n~w8,j̃ !

3@Wph~w,w8!u~ṽph2u j̃u!

2Ṽc~w,w8!Ḡc
2#tanh

j̃

2Tc
, ~21!

where D(w)[D(kF(w))[S2(kF(w),0)/Z̄ is the renormal-
ized superconducting gap,n(w8,j̃) is the angle- and energy
dependent electronic density of states,ẼF and ṽph are the
renormalized values of the Fermi energy and the limiti
frequency of the phonon spectrum,u(x) is the Heaviside
step ~theta! function, andṼc(w,w8) is the qz-averaged ma-
trix element ~11! of the static Coulomb repulsion at th
Fermi surface:
Ṽc~w,w8![Ṽc~ ukF~w!2kF~w8!u!5K Vc~ ukF~w!2kF~w8!u;qz!

«`1Vc~ ukF~w!2kF~w8!u;qz!P̃e~ ukF~w!2kF~w8!u,0!
L

'

. ~22!
tion
-

f
al-

n-
Thus the character of the anisotropy of the electro
electron Coulomb interaction is largely determined by
momentum dependence of the static polarization opera
which for TÞ0 is given by the expression

P̃e~qi,0!52E d2ki

~2p!2

f F~j~ki2qi!!2 f F~j~ki!!

j~ki!2j~ki2qi!

3
Gc~ki ,j~ki!;ki2qi ,j~ki!!

Z~ki ,j~ki!!Z~ki2qi ,j~ki!!
. ~23!

We call attention to the circumstance that the integra
in ~23! contains a function of two variables,

F~j~ki!,j~ki2qi!!5
f F~j~ki2qi!!2 f F~j~ki!!

j~ki!2j~ki2qi!
, ~24!

which has a sharp maximum atj(ki)5j(ki2qi)50, where
it has the valueF(0,0)51/4T ~Fig. 7!. Therefore, at suffi-
ciently low values ofT the functionsGc and Z, which are
comparatively smooth with respect toj(ki), can to good
accuracy be taken out from under the integral sign at
point j(ki)50 and for ki5(ki2qi)5kF . When the rela-
tively weak momentum dependence of the static functi
Gc and Z ~see Figs. 5 and 6! is also taken into account
expression~23! can be written approximately in the form

P̃e~qi,0!>Pe~qi,0!Ḡc /Z̄2, ~25!

wherePe(qi,0) is the static polarization operator calculat
in the RPA~see Fig. 3!.

We note that because of the anomalously high densit
states in the region of the extended saddles, the value o
–
e
r,

d

e

s

of
he

static polarization operator may be so large that the condi
Vc(q)P̃e(qi,0)@«` holds in the entire volume of the Bril
louin zone, so that we can to good accuracy set

Ṽc~qi!'1/P̃e~qi,0!'Z̄2/Pe~qi,0!Ḡc . ~26!

It follows that in Eq.~21!, in addition to the weakening o
the electron–phonon interaction on account of the renorm
ization of Z̄21, in this case the Coulomb interaction is e

hanced on account of the multiplicative factorZ̄Ḡc .

FIG. 7. Plot of the functionF(j1 ,j2) ~see Eq.~24!! in the integrand for the
static polarization operator~23! versusj1 andj2 at T5100 K.
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5. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND ISOTOPE EFFECT

The critical temperature of the superconducting tran
tion is determined by the eigenvalues of the linearized in
gral equation for the gap~26!, which can be written

D~w!5E
0

2p dw

2p
K~Tc ;w,w8!D~w8!, ~27!

where

K~Tc ,w,w8!5
1

2Z̄
E

2ẼF

ẼF
dj̃

j̃
tanh

j̃

2Tc
n~w8,j̃ !

3@Wph~w,w8!u~ṽph2u j̃u!2Ṽc~w,w8!Ḡc
2#.

~28!

Neglecting the energy dependence of the density of sta
we write the anisotropic kernel of~28! in the form

K~Tc ,w,w8!5
1

Z̄
FLph~w,w8!ln

2gṽph

pTc

1Lc~w,w8!ln
2gẼF

pTc
G , ~29!

where

Lph~w,w8!5n~w8,0!Wph~w,w8!;
~30!

Gc~w,w8!52n~w8,0!Ṽc~w,w8!Ḡc
2;

andg is the Euler constant (g'1.78).
Following Ref. 17, we shall solve equation~27! by ex-

panding the kernelK(Tc ,w,w8) and the gapD(w) in Fourier
series inw and w8. In this case we shall for simplicity ap
proximate the anisotropic density of states in~30! by an ex-
pression that reflects theC4v symmetry of the electronic
spectrum in the plane of the 2D layers:

n~w,0!5
n1

2
~11cos 4w!1

n2

2
~12cos 4w!, n1.n2 .

~31!

We note that the values of the parametersn1 andn2 depend
on the position of the Fermi level relative to the bottom
the saddles.

Since the explicit form of the matrix element of th
electron–phonon interaction is unknown, let us first calcul
Tc without taking into account the phonon term in~29!. In
that case a numerical solution shows that the maximum c
cal temperature is reached for a gap that transforms acc
ing to the irreducible representationB1 of the groupC4v :

D~w!5 (
n51

`

a4n22 cos~4n22!w. ~32!

This corresponds todx22y2-wave symmetry of the supercon
ducting order parameter, while the dimensionless electr
plasmon interaction constant in thed-wave channel,lpl

d , is
determined by the maximum positive eigenvalue of the
isotropic Coulomb kernelLc(w,w8).

Figure 8 shows the dependence of the constantlpl
d on the

reduced concentrationx of the doped current carriers~holes!
for «`54 and for two values of the averaged electro
i-
-

s,

f

e

i-
rd-

–

-

phonon interaction constantl̄ph, which enters into the renor
malization factorZ̄ in ~25! and, hence, into the Coulom
kernel Lc(w,w8). The maximum value oflpl

d is reached at
x5x0, which corresponds to coincidence of the Fermi lev
with a Van Hove singularity in the quasiparticle density
states.

To estimate the contribution of the anisotropy electro
phonon interaction component responsible for thedx22y2

symmetry of the gap, we introduce a constantlph
d , the value

of which (lph
d 50.2–0.3) is chosen in accordance with t

electron–phonon interaction model considered in Ref. 44
In this approximation the critical temperature for th

transition to a superconducting state withd-wave symmetry
of the gap is given, with allowance for~29!, by the expres-
sion

Tc'E
F

lpl
d /ldṽ

ph
lph

d /ld expS 2
11l̄pl1l̄ph

ld
D ,

~33!
ld5lph

d 1lpl
d .

Figure 9 shows the curves ofTc versusx for various
values of the electron–phonon interaction constants for«`

54; the curves are in qualitative agreement with the exp
mental data for cuprate MOCs. It follows from the resu
that a weak isotropic electron–phonon interaction withl̄ph

<0.5 has practically no effect on the maximum value ofTc ,
whereas for values ofl̄ph comparable tol̄pl there occurs an
appreciable suppression ofTc in thed-wave Cooper channe
owing to strong-coupling effects, which determine the va
of the renormalization factor (11l̄pl1l̄ph) in ~33!.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the curves of the isotope-eff
exponenta[(1/2)] lnTc /] lnṽph5(1/2)lph

d /(lpl
d 1lph

d ) as a
function of x for «`54 for the same nonzero values of th
electron–phonon interaction constant as in Fig. 9. Th
curves demonstrate the tendency fora to decrease with in-
creasingTc , a finding which is also in agreement with th

FIG. 8. Dimensionless electron–plasmon interaction constant in thed chan-

nel, lpl
d , as a function ofx for l̄ph50.5 ~1! and 0.8~2!, with «`54 and

l̄pl51.3.
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available experimental data on the change inTc anda upon
the substitution of the oxygen isotope18O for 16O ~Refs. 45
and 46!.

6. CONCLUSION

To sum up, in this paper we have shown that becaus
the presence of extended saddles in the quasi-2D band s
trum of 2D cuprate layers in MOC crystals, damped~over-
damped! long-wavelength electron-density oscillations wi
an acoustical dispersion relation appear in their collec
electronic spectrum. The interaction of the current carri
with these excitations is manifested in the suppression of
screened Coulomb repulsion in the region of small mom

FIG. 9. Curves ofTc versusx for various values of the electron–phono

interaction constant, with«`54 andl̄pl51.3. Curves1 and18 correspond

to l̄ph50.5 for lph
d 50.3 and 0.2, and curves2 and 28 to l̄ph50.8 for lph

d

50.3 and 0.2. The heavy dotted curve shows the dependence ofTc on x in

the absence of electron–phonon interaction (l̄ph5lph
d 50).

FIG. 10. Isotope-effect exponenta as a function ofx for the parameters
corresponding to curves1, 18, 2, and28 in Fig. 9.
of
ec-

e
s
e
-

tum transfers and, as a result, in the appearance of an e
tive attraction between quasiparticles in thed-wave Cooper
channel. We have also demonstrated that in the framew
of the charge-fluctuation~plasmon! mechanism of HTSC
considered here, it is necessary to take the Coulomb ve
functions into account for correct estimation of the superc
ducting transition temperatureTc . With the aid of a numeri-
cal solution of the integral equation for an anisotropic sup
conducting order parameter withdx22y2 symmetry in the
strong-coupling approximation, we have shown that
many-particle Coulomb correlations of the local-field-effec
type, which are described by Coulomb verticesGc , lead to a
substantial enhancement of the electron–electron attrac
in the d-wave channel. At the optimum doping level for cu
prate MOCs, when the Fermi level coincides with the po
tion of a Van Hove singularity, the values ofTc can exceed
100 K, and, if the anisotropic electron–phonon interaction
also taken into account, one can describe the weak oxy
isotope effect in HTSC materials.

In closing we thank B. I. Al’tshuler, V. M. Loktev, and
A. V. Semenov for helpful discussions.
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Equilibrium magnetic characteristics of high- Tc superconductors with allowance
for the spatial distribution of the order parameter in the vortex cores. I. Equilibrium
magnetization
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An investigation is made into the accuracy of the theoretical description of the field dependence
of the equilibrium magnetizationM (H) of type-II superconductors with Ginzburg–Landau
parametersk@1 in various approximations for magnetic fieldsH much less than the upper critical
field Hc2. It is found that taking the spatial distribution of the order parameter into account
has a substantial effect on the behavior of the magnetizationM (H) even at the very lowest fields
in the close vicinity of the lower critical fieldHc1. The mechanisms through which and the
degree to which the field dependenceM (H) is influenced by such factors as the self-energy of the
vortex, the accuracy of description of the spatial distribution of the vortex field, the
suppression of the order parameter due to the overlapping of the vortices, and the use of the
principle of superposition of fields are investigated for fields in the intervalHc1<H!Hc2. In this
field interval an analytical expression forM (H) is obtained by direct evaluation of the
lattice sums with allowance for the influence of the structure of the vortex cores. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353701#
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of taking into account the effect of suppr
sion of the order parameter in the vortex cores in calcula
the equilibrium magnetization of type-II superconductors h
been solved in various approximate approaches~see, e.g.,
Refs. 1–5!. The most thorough discussion of this proble
and of the question of the ‘‘quantitative incorrectness’’ of t
widely used London approximation in the theory of sup
conductivity is found in Ref. 4.

Indeed, a simple analysis shows that there are sev
reasons for inaccuracy of the London approximation. T
first of these stems from the impossibility of calculating t
self-energy of a vortex in the framework of this approxim
tion, particularly that which is due to the spatial variation
the order parameter~in the London approximation it is as
sumed that the modulus of the order parameter is cons
outside the vortex cores, and the core itself is described
two-dimensionald function!. The second cause of inaccu
racy is the error in the calculation of the electromagne
energy on account of the rather rough description of the s
tial distribution of the field of an individual vortex~in the
London model, in particular, the self-field of a flux line d
verges on its axis!. The third factor stems from the imposs
bility of taking into account the additional suppression of t
order parameter due to overlapping of the vortices.

It is clear that in the case of high fields, when the dens
of vortices is large and their cores occupy an apprecia
volume in comparison with the volume of the superco
1131063-777X/2001/27(2)/6/$20.00
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c
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ductor, the role of the factors listed above becomes imp
tant, and it is without a doubt necessary to use other mo
that take these circumstances into account. Foremost am
these other models is the variational model of Hao, Cl
et al.3,4 ~see also Ref. 6!, which yielded a rather simple ana
lytical expression forM (H) that describes the experiment
results well for almost all the known HTSC compounds ov
a wide range of magnetic fields, all the way up to the seco
critical field Hc2 ~Refs. 7–14!.

It should be noted, however, that the problem set fo
above has not been analyzed in detail in the region of sm
fields, just slightly above the first critical fieldHc1. At the
same time, in this field region, where the distance betw
vortices is still much larger than the size of the vortex cor
the statement made in Ref. 4 that the London approxima
is quantitatively incorrect and that it is necessary to take i
account the energy of the vortex cores in a calculation of
equilibrium magnetization is not so obvious. It is therefore
interest to ascertain the region of magnetic fields in wh
the influence of the structure of the vortex cores begins
have an appreciable effect on the behavior of the field
pendenceM (H).

In this paper we do a systematic analysis of each of
factors mentioned above and assess the effect of taking t
into account. This will make it possible to ascertain expl
itly the mechanisms by which and the degree to which th
factors influence the behavior of the equilibrium magneti
tion of type-II superconductors~for the casek@1) in the
field regionHc1<H!Hc2.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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We shall also show that the analytical expression
M (H) obtained in Ref. 4 in the framework of a variation
model gives a quantitatively inaccurate result in the low-fi
region. As compared to the London approximation or
approach of Ref. 4, we shall obtain~both numerically and
analytically! a more accurate field dependenceM (H), taking
into account the self-energy of the vortices and the influe
of the structure of the vortex cores on the spatial distribut
of the field of a vortex, i.e., the influence of those factors t
are most important to take into account in the region of m
erate fields.

CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE FIELD
DEPENDENCE OF THE MAGNETIZATION, WITH THE
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ORDER PARAMETER
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT TO VARYING DEGREES
OF ACCURACY

In the field regionH!Hc2 the distances between neig
boring vortices in a regular lattice is much greater than
size of the vortex cores. For this reason the vortex state
can be represented as a system of individual interacting
ments. Here the self-energy of each filament, its field, a
also the structure of the order parameter and its core
assumed to be the same as for an isolated filament~i.e., in-
dependent of the presence of other vortices!.

As we know,15 in this field region the Gibbs free energ
of the vortex lattice~per unit volume! can be written in the
form

G5
B

F0
S F01(

i
F0i D 2

BH

4p
, ~1!

whereF0 is the self-energy of each filament,F0i is the en-
ergy of interaction of the given filament with the others,B is
the average magnetic induction of the sample, andF0 is the
magnetic flux quantum.

On the other hand, in the Ginzburg–Landau theory
energy of a vortex filament can be represented as a sum
the electromagnetic energyFem and the energyFcor due to
the spatial variation of the order parameter. Using the sec
Ginzburg–Landau equation, we can write the electrom
netic energy of a unit length of vortex as

Fem5
F0

8p
b~0!, ~2!

whereb(0) is the total local field at the center of the vorte
We shall assume that this field is a superposition of the fi
b0(0) produced by the filament itself and the fieldb0(ur i

2r0u) produced by the vortices surrounding it, i.e.,

b~0!5b0~0!1(
i

b0~ ur i2r0u!, ~3!

wherer i is the radius vector of thei th vortex in the plane of
a transverse section, and the fieldb0(r ) is the same as the
field of an isolated flux line.

Thus the total self-energy of a vortex consists of t
energyFcor of its core and the electromagnetic self-ener
Fem

0 :

F05Fcor1
F0

8p
b0~0!. ~4!
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The interaction energyF0i is of an electromagnetic nature:

F0i5
F0

8p
b0~ ur i2r0u!. ~5!

In accordance with Eqs.~4! and ~5!, we can rewrite expres
sion ~1! in the form

G5
B

F0
S Fcor1

F0

8p
b0~0! D1

B

8p (
i

b0~ ur i2r0u!

2
BH

4p
. ~6!

From the condition of minimum Gibbs free energ
(dG/dB50) we find the magnetic field at which the vorte
lattice is found in a thermodynamic equilibrium state:

H5
4p

F0
Fcor1

b0~0!

2
1

1

2

d

dB FB(
i

b0~ ur i2r0u!G . ~7!

We note that the same condition of minimumG at B
→0 gives the value of the first critical field:

Hc15
4p

F0
Fcor1

b0~0!

2
. ~8!

Therefore, if we neglect the change inFcor and b0(0)
with increasing field in the range of fields considered, the

H5Hc11
1

2

d

dB FB(
i

b0~ ur i2r0u!G . ~9!

Hence for the magnetization24pM5H2B we obtain

24pM5Hc11
1

2

d

dB FB(
i

b0~ ur i2r0u!G2B. ~10!

We see from formula~10! that in the field interval under
study the quantitative accuracy of the functionsM (H) ob-
tained depends largely on the accuracy of determination
the lower critical fieldHc1 and of the functionb0(r ) describ-
ing the local field of an isolated vortex. In other words, fo
mula ~10! for the magnetization can be a significantly mo
accurate quantitative result if, instead of the expressions
Hc1 and b0(r ) obtained in the London approximation, on
uses more accurate values that can be calculated for the
the framework of other approaches, including numerical
lution of the Ginzburg–Landau equations.

It is known15 that in the London approximation

b0~r !5
F0

2pl2
K0S ur2r0u

l D , ~11!

whereK0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of imagina
argument, andl is the London penetration depth of the ma
netic field. In this model the fieldHc1 can be found only
approximately, using the standard procedure of cutting
the vortex field~11! at ur2r0u5j, wherej is the coherence
length:

Hc15
F0

4pl2
K0~1/k!. ~12!

Taking into account the spatial variation of the ord
parameter in the vortex cores gives the exact value ofHc1:
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Hc15
F0

4pl2
~ ln k1C1!, ~13!

and gives for the field at the center of an isolated vortex

b0~0!5
F0

2pl2
~ ln k2C0!, ~14!

whereC1 andC0 are constants.
At present the values of the constantsC1 andC0 for k

@1 can be regarded as reliably established:C150.496815
andC050.282276. These values were obtained in Ref. 16
numerical solution of the system of Ginzburg–Landau d
ferential equations and are in good agreement with the
sults obtained in Ref. 17.

For k5100 and the given values ofC1 andC0 we obtain
the value of 4pM cor in a field H5Hc1 : 24pM cor5kFcor/
4p5(C11C0)/2k50.038. This value can then be used f
comparison with the resultant magnetization.~Here and be-
low we have switched to Ginzburg–Landau units, in whi
all lengths are measured in units ofl and fields are in units
of A2Hc , whereHc is the thermodynamic critical field; the
F052p/k, Hc25k.!

The exact distribution of the field of an individual vorte
b0(r ) can be found by numerical solution of the system
Ginzburg–Landau equations. The results are presente
Fig. 1a. Also shown for comparison in this figure is the fie
distribution ~11! obtained in the London approximation. W
see that the main difference in the curves shown is obse
near the center of the vortex and is a consequence of ta
into account the distribution of the order parameter in t
region~the behavior of the functionf (r ) is given in Fig. 1b!.
It should be noted that the numerical values ofb0(r ) pre-
sented in Fig. 1a can be described quite well by the ana
cal expression

b0~r !5
f `K0~ f `~r 21jn

2!1/2!

kjnK1~ f `jn!
, ~15!

which was obtained in Ref. 4 by a variational method fro
the second Ginzburg–Landau equation with the use of
following trial function for the modulus of the order param
eter:

f 5
f `r

~r 21jn
2!1/2

, ~16!

wherejn and f ` are variational parameters representing
effective radius of the core and the order parameter far fr
the vortex core~for k@1 in the field range under conside
ation here, they can be considered constant:jn5jn0

5A2/k, f `51). The behavior of the function~16! and of
the field ~15! is shown by the solid curves in Fig. 1; we se
that they describe the exact numerical values very w
Therefore in the calculations ofM (H) below we shall use
the analytical expression~15! for the description ofb0(r ).

Figure 2 shows the magnetization curvesM (H) for su-
perconductors withk5100, with the spatial distribution o
the order parameter taken into account to varying degree
accuracy. Let us first discuss the curves18, 28, and38, given
by the data points in the figure. All of these curves cor
spond to numerical summation according to formula~10! for
y
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a triangular vortex lattice. Here curve18 ~triangles! corre-
sponds to the purely London approximation, i.e.,b0(r ) and
Hc1 are described by expressions~11! and ~12!. Curve 28
~crosses! was obtained with the use of formulas~11! and~13!
for the given characteristics. For curve38 ~circles! expres-
sions more accurate than those given by the London appr
mation are used for bothb0(r ) andHc1, i.e., Eqs.~15! and
~13!, respectively.

We see that curves18 and28 demonstrate the differenc
in the behavior ofM (H) due to the different form of the
formulas forHc1, while curves28 and38 reflect the influence
of the form of the functionb0(r ) on the behavior ofM (H).
For fieldsH,0.005Hc2, where the magnetization is mainl
determined by the self-energy of the flux line, curves28 and
38 are in good agreement~see the inset to Fig. 2!, since the
same value ofHc1 ~13! was used for them. From a compar
son of curves18, 28, and38 we see that taking the suppre
sion of the order parameter in the vortex cores into acco
which in this case is done by a simple replacement of f
mulas ~11! and ~12! by the more accurate expressions~15!
and ~13!, has a substantial effect on the whole trend of t
curveM (H), starting from the lowest fields.

Figure 2 also shows continuous curves ofM (H), which

FIG. 1. Spatial distribution of the field of an individual vortex~a! and of the
order parameter~b! ~in Ginzburg–Landau dimensionless units!. The data
points represent a numerical solution of the system of Ginzburg–Lan
equations. The continuous curves represent the corresponding analytic
lations ~15! and ~16!. The dashed curve is the field of an isolated vortex
the London approximation~11!. The lineAB corresponds to the cutoff of
the functionK0(r ) at a distancer 5j.
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correspond to the analytical results. For example, curve1
and2 were calculated from the known Fetter formula,18 ob-
tained in the London model:

24pM5Hc12
F0

8pl2

3S ln
l2~H2Hc1!

F0
1 ln 4p122C2A6D ,

~17!

whereC50.5772 . . . is theEuler constant,A6 is a numeri-
cal parameter~for a triangular latticeA650.07968 . . . ). As
we see from Fig. 2, formula~17! gives a good description o
the results of the numerical calculation~curves18 and 28),
starting from fieldsH.0.0015Hc2, if expression~12! or
~13!, respectively, is used forHc1. ~At lower fields formula
~17! is inapplicable, so that it was necessary to use the
culated curves18 and 28 for further analysis in the field
range directly adjacent toHc1.!

It is of interest to compare the numerically calculat
curve38 with the analytical dependenceM (H) given in Ref.
4. We note that the approach used in the present pape

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the magnetization of a type-II supercondu
with k5100 ~in Ginzburg–Landau dimensionless units!. The data points
show the results of a numerical calculation for a triangular vortex lat
according to formula~10! in which the following have been substituted fo
Hc1 andb0(r ): curve18 — Eqs. ~12! and ~11!; curve28 — Eqs. ~13! and
~11!; curve 38 — Eqs. ~13! and ~15!. The continuous curves represent th
analytical relations:1,2 — calculation according to the Fetter formula~17!
together with~12! or ~13!, respectively;3 — according to the formula ob-
tained in Ref. 6;4 — according to the formula obtained in Ref. 4;5 —
according to formula~22!. Curves6 ~dot-and-dash! and7 ~dotted! give the
function 24pM cor(H) for the casesFcor5const andFcor5Fcor(H) ~see
Ref. 4!, respectively. The inset shows24pM (H) in the immediate vicinity
of Hc1.
l-

for

calculating curve38 should give a result that differs onl
slightly from the result of the variational model used
Ref. 4.

Indeed, let us analyze the results of Ref. 4 in more det
They imply, in particular, that the expression for the se
energyF0 of each vortex~per unit length! under the condi-
tion f `51 can be written as

F05Fcor1Fem
0 5

pjn
2

21Bkjn
2

1
2p~11Bkjn

2!

k2~21Bkjn
2!

1
2pK0~jn!

k2jnK1~jn!
.

~18!

Substituting expression~18! into the general formula for
the Gibbs free energy~1! and taking into account that in low
fields the terms of the type Bkjn

2!1, we obtain for the mag-
netization

24pM5
kjn

2

8
1

1

8k
1

K0~jn!

2kjnK1~jn!

1
k

8p

d

dB FB(
i

b0~ ur i2r0u!G2B2
B

2k2
.

~19!

In the same variational model one obtains

Hc15
kjn

2

8
1

1

8k
1

K0~jn!

2kjnK1~jn!
. ~20!

It follows that

24pM5Hc11
k

8p

d

dB FB(
i

b0~ ur i2r0u!G2B2
B

2k2
.

~21!

The form of formula~21! is completely identical to tha
of ~10! except for the last term@reflecting the field depen
dence ofFcor(B)], which is very small anyway for largek
and smallB. The values ofHc1 calculated according to for
mulas~13! and~20! agree if one setsC150.52 in~13!. Thus,
in view of the fact that the expression forb0(r ) used by us is
the same as that used in Ref. 4 and that the principle
superposition was used in the calculation ofFem both in Ref.
4 and here, one expects that the total expression for the m
netization obtained in Ref. 4 should give a result in the lo
field range that is practically an exact match to the numer
data described by curve38 in Fig. 2. ~We note that the func-
tion M (H) in Ref. 4 is insensitive to the field dependence
jn and f ` up to H'0.6Hc2; this, as we have said, allows u
to set them equal to constants.! However, as we see from
curve4 in Fig. 2, which corresponds to the functionM (H)
of Ref. 4 ~let us call it the Hao–Clem curve! differs notice-
ably from curve38, practically right from the lowest fields
H'Hc1 ~see the inset to Fig. 2!. This fact is evidence of an
error in the calculations of Ref. 4.

An analysis showed that in fact this error arose in Ref
in the calculation of the electromagnetic energy, in goi
from a sum over the reciprocal vortex lattice to an integr
Our calculations carried out in the framework of the sa
variational model as in Ref. 4 but without using the afor
mentioned procedure, i.e., with a direct summation over
vortex lattice, yielded an analytical expression forM (H) in

or
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the field rangeHc1<H!Hc2 which is somewhat differen
from the expression obtained in Ref. 4 and is more accur

24pM5Hc11
1

2kjnK1~jn! H 2 ln~12exp~22pjn /d!!

1
3p

2d
exp~2jn!1

p exp~2d!

12exp~2d!

3S 3

d
2

jn

2d
1

1

12exp~2d! D1Bkjn
2 ln d

1
pjn

d

exp~22pjn /d!

12exp~22pjn /d!J
2

K0~jn!

2kjnK1~jn!
2

B

2k2
2B, ~22!

whered5A2p/kB is the distance between vortices. A de
vation of formula~22! is given in the Appendix.

The dependenceM (H) corresponding to formula~22! is
shown by curve5 in Fig. 2. As expected, in the low-field
range curve5 is in good agreement with the results of th
numerical calculation~curve38) ~see also the inset in Fig. 2!.
The slight difference between the given curves in the fi
rangeH.4 is due to the fact that curve5 takes into accoun
the change in energy of the vortex cores with increasing fi
in the form set forth in the variational method,4 while curve
38 does not take it into account.~For clarity the contribution
to the magnetization from the field dependence ofFcor(H) is
shown in Fig. 2 by curve7, in comparison with the straigh
line 6, which corresponds to24pM cor5const50.038.!

Thus, returning to the Hao–Clem curve and comparin
with the more accurate curve5, we can see that the inaccu
racy in the calculation ofFem in Ref. 4 leads to an error o
8–14% in the values ofM (H) in the field region under
study.

Let us conclude by briefly discussing the possible infl
ence on the behavior of theM (H) curve of the factor due to
the change in the spatial distribution of the order param
f (r ) as a result of overlapping of the vortices, which was n
taken into account in the derivation of formula~22!. This
factor should affect the value ofF0 and also alter the spatia
distribution of the field of a vortex. It is important to not
that here it becomes incorrect to use the principle of sup
position of fields in the form~3!, i.e., in the form of a sum of
the fields of isolated vortices.

A theoretical treatment taking into account~implicitly !
all of the factors mentioned above was carried out in Ref
and 6 in the framework of the variational method without t
use of the principle of superposition, i.e., in a manner m
self-consistent than in Ref. 4. Despite the use of differ
trial functions in the different papers, the resultingM (H)
curves obtained in Refs. 1 and 6 agree to a high degre
accuracy. Since the corresponding analytical express
have a rather awkward form, we present the results dire
in the form of theM (H) curve~the solid curve3! in Fig. 2.
We note that curve3 is in good agreement with the results
a numerical solution of the Ginzburg–Landau equations fo
regular vortex lattice by the method proposed in Ref. 2~the
difference is not more than 0.3% in the investigated fi
interval!.
e:
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As we see in Fig. 2, this more accurate curve3 is in fact
slightly different from curve5, which was calculated with
the use of the principle of superposition. However, it tur
out that curve3 is practically identical to the numerically
calculated curve38 all the way to fieldsH'15. Analysis
showed that this agreement is to some degree accidenta
happens because in the calculation of curve38 the neglect of
the field dependence ofM cor is compensated by the erro
introduced by the use of the principle of superposition.

Thus a comparison of curves3, 38, and5 shows that in
the magnetic field region considered in this study, for wh
the distance between vortices is not less thand'8j, the
change in the order parameter due to the overlapping of
vortices is so small that it can be neglected in calculations
the equilibrium magnetization of superconductors.

CONCLUSIONS

A comparative analysis of the field dependence of
equilibrium magnetizationM (H) of type-II superconductors
(k5100) has revealed a substantial difference in the beh
ior of the curves obtained with and without allowance for t
spatial distribution of the order parameter; this differen
starts at fieldsH5Hc1 and increases as the field is increas
further.

An approach is proposed which eliminates the m
source of inaccuracy of the London approximation and in
simplest way takes the structure of the vortex cores into
count in the expression forM (H). In this approach one stil
uses formula~10! for the magnetizationM (H) but now with
Hc1 and the spatial distribution of the vortex fieldb(r ) in
that formula replaced by expressions obtained not in
London approximation but in other approaches that giv
more accurate result. In particular, one can use the resul
an exact numerical solution of the Ginzburg–Landau eq
tion or of the variational method developed in Ref. 4.

Using expression~13! for Hc1 with a constantC1'0.5
correctly takes into account not only the energy of the vor
cores but also the value of the vortex field at the center,
using the analytical expression~15! obtained in Ref. 4 for
b(r ) ~which gives a good description of the results of t
numerical solution of the Ginzburg–Landau equation!
makes it possible to calculate the electromagnetic interac
energy of the vortices more adequately than in the Lond
model. The additional changes in the order parameter in
vortex cores due to the influence of the fields of neighbor
vortices is too small to have a noticeable effect on the
havior of theM (H) curves in the field range under stud
(H<0.1Hc2).

We have obtained an analytical expression forM (H) in
the magnetic field rangeHc1<H!0.1Hc2 by direct summa-
tion over the lattice of individual vortices with allowance fo
the spatial distribution of the order parameter. This analyti
expression is in good agreement with the results of a num
cal calculation by the method described above.

At the same time, the analysis done in the present pa
has shown that the analytical value forM (H) obtained in
Ref. 4 in the framework of the Clem variational model~and
which solves essentially the same problem of taking
structure of the vortex cores into account! gives a quantita-
tively incorrect result when used in the low-field region. T
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reason for this lies in the error that arose in the calculati
of Ref. 4 when the sum over the reciprocal vortex lattice w
replaced by an integral.

This study was supported by the Russian Foundation
Basic Research~Project No. 00-03-32246 and, in part, b
Project No. 00-02-18032!.

APPENDIX

As we see from Eq.~10!, to calculate the magnetizatio
one needs to find the total magnetic fieldbf(0) produced on
the axis of a given vortex by all the other vortices. For si
plicity we consider a square vortex lattice; the result for
magnetization in this case will not differ appreciably fro
the result obtained for a hexagonal lattice.18 Using ~15!, we
obtain forbf(0)

bf~0!5
1

kjnK1~jn! (
m52`

1`

(
n52`

1`

K0~Ad2~m21n2!1jn
2!

2
K0~jn!

kjnK1~jn!
, ~A1!

whered5A2p/kB is the distance between neighboring vo
tices. Let us find the fieldb produced by an individual vortex
row at an arbitrary point of the superconductor. We int
duce a coordinate system with its center on the axis of on
the vortices, with thex axis perpendicular to the plane co
taining the vortex row, they axis lying in this plane and
orthogonal to the vortex, and thez axis directed along the
vortex axes. In this case we obtain

b~x,y!5
1

kjnK1~jn! (
m52`

`

K0~A~dm1y!21x21jn
2!.

~A2!

In the sum in~A2! we do a Fourier transformation with re
spect to the coordinatey:

b~x,y!5
f `

kjnK1~ f `jn! (
m52`

` E dq exp~2 iq~y1dm!!

3E dy

2p
exp~ iqy!K0~ f `Ax21y21jn

2!. ~A3!

Doing the integral overy andq on the right-hand side of this
last expression with the use of the standard formulas
definite integrals of Bessel functions19 and the relation

(
m52`

1`

exp~2 iqm!52p (
m52`

1`

d~q22pm!

we obtain

b~x,y!5
1

kjnK1~jn!

p

d (
m52`

1` S 11
4p2m2

d2 D 21/2

3exp~2Ax21jn
2A11~4p2m2!/d2!cosS 2pmy

d D .

~A4!

Using ~A4! we obtain forbf(0)
s
s

r

-
e

-
of

r

bf~0!5
p

kdjnK1~jn! (
n52`

`

exp~2An2d21jn
2!

1
2p

kdjnK1~jn! (
m51

` S 11
4p2m2

d2 D 21/2

3exp~2jnA11~4p2m2!/d2!2
K0~jn!

2kjnK1~jn!
.

~A5!

Since the relationjn!d holds in the field regionH
!Hc2, we expand the first term on the left-hand side of~A5!
in powers ofjn /d, keeping the term proportional tojn

2/d2. In
the second term we take into account thatd2!4p2 for fields
not too close toHc1. Hence we find

bf~0!5
p

kdjnK1~jn! H 2
d

p
lnS 12expS 2

2pjn

d D D
1exp~2jn!1

2 exp~2d!

12exp~2d!
1

jn
2

d
ln dJ

2
BK0~jn!

kjnK1~jn!
. ~A6!

Equations~21! and ~A6! yield Eq. ~22! for M (B). Here the
dependence of the magnetic field on the induction is giv
by the relationH(B)5B24pM . Thus we have obtained th
function M (H) implicitly.
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Equilibrium magnetic characteristics of high- Tc superconductors with allowance
for the spatial distribution of the order parameter in the vortex cores. II. Vibrational
contribution to the dynamic magnetic permeability
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The vibrational contributionmv(H) to the dynamic magnetic permeabilitymac8 is calculated with
allowance for the spatial variation of the order parameter in the magnetic field regionH
!Hc2, where the properties of type-II superconductors are usually described in the London
approximation. The features of the behavior of the analytical relationsmv(H) are
analyzed for the case when the vortices execute small oscillations about their equilibrium
positions corresponding to the thermodynamic-equilibrium vortex lattice. It is shown that taking
into account the suppression of the order parameter in the vortex cores leads to substantial
differences in the behavior ofmv(H) in comparison with the analogous dependence obtained in
the London approximation. It is found that the main factor responsible for these differences
is a change in shape of the effective potential well in which the vibrational motion of the
subsurface vortices takes place. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The vibrational contribution to the dynamic magne
permeability reflects the oscillatory motion of the vortic
about their equilibrium positions when the static magne
field H is modulated by a weak alternating magnetic field~of
low frequencyv and vanishingly small amplitudeh). In the
magnetic fieldH(t)5H1hsin(vt) this contribution is given
by

mv5 lim
h→0

~mac8 !, ~1!

where

mac8 5
1

2ph E0

2p/v

cos~vt !
dB

dt
dt ~2!

is the real part of the complex magnetic permeability~i.e.,
the Fourier expansion coefficient of the periodically tim
varying volume-averaged magnetic inductionB(t)).

According to the definition~1!, ~2!, a nonzero contribu-
tion to the dynamic magnetic permeability can arise for t
reasons: if the number of vortices varies over the per
t522p/v, or if the value of their magnetic flux varies
Accordingly, two different approaches for explaining the e
istence of the vibrational contributionmv are found in the
literature, reflecting the two possibilities mentioned.

The first approach was proposed by Campbell.1 In that
approach the variation of the induction during modulation
the magnetic field occurs on account of a change in the n
ber of vortices. Here the governing role is played by pinni
1191063-777X/2001/27(2)/6/$20.00
c
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.

The vibrations of each vortex occur inside a potential w
produced by the interaction of the vortex with a pinnin
center, andmv is largely determined by the steepness of t
well, the so-called Labusch constant.2

Another type of vibrational contribution tomac8 was con-
sidered in our previous papers~see, e.g., Refs. 3–7!. Accord-
ing to the ideas developed in those papers, the given co
bution mv is due exclusively to the distortion of the field o
the near-surface vortices~lying in a layer of thickness;l,
where l is the London penetration depth of the magne
field! on account of their interaction with the surface.

It is known8 that for this reason the trapped magne
flux of the vortices lying at a depth;l is less than the flux
quantumF0 and depends on the distance to the surfa
During the vibrational motion of the vortices under the i
fluence of an alternating field their position relative to t
surface varies, leading to a nonzero value ofmv according to
formulas ~1! and ~2!. As was shown in Ref. 4, for this
mechanism to be realized it is necessary that the numbe
vortices not change over the periodt. One of the possible
factors preventing the entry and exit of vortices from t
sample is the presence of a surface barrier.

It is important to note that in contrast to the Campb
approach, the existence of the second type of vibratio
contribution is indifferent to the presence or absence of p
ning in the sample. Moreover, since the Meissner curr
density in a near-surface layer of thickness;l exceeds the
critical current density, it can be assumed that the interac
of the vortices with the surface is decisive, and in compa
son with it, the pinning can be neglected altogether. Thus
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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second approach is an alternative to the Campbell appro
not only for the reason mentioned above but also becau
assumes a different nature of the effective potential wel
which the vibrational motion of the vortices takes plac
Here this well is formed mainly by the interaction of th
vortices with the surface and with each other, and not w
pinning centers.

To ascertain which of the two approaches mention
better reflects the dynamics of the near-surface vortices,
necessary to do both experimental and theoretical studie
the vibrational contributionmv(H) to the dynamic magnetic
permeability.

Our previous experimental studies3–7 done mainly on
YBaCuO single crystals and the results of other authors~see,
e.g., Refs. 9 and 10! have shown thatmv(H) exhibits hys-
teretic behavior in the magnetic fieldH ~themv(H) curve for
increasing field is lower than for decreasing field!. Here the
field dependence ofmv(H) corresponding to different tem
peratures exhibits scaling behavior, i.e., the curves are
scribed by a universal dependence in reduced coordinat6,7

~Fig. 1!. This behavior, in our view, indicates a fundamen
nature of this effect, unrelated to defects in the sample.
deed, an attempt to explain the observed hysteresis ofmv(H)
by the presence of pinning near the surface proved un
cessful, since it gave an irreversibility of the opposite s
from the experimental one.5,6 Thus the only remaining pos
sibility for explaining this effect is the existence of hystere
of the magnetic inductionB(H) near the surface on accou
of the formation of a surface barrier.

By neglecting pinning processes one can treat the vib
tional motion of near-surface vortices theoretically witho
using any unknown empirical parameters~such as the La-
busch constant! and obtain an analytical expression relati

FIG. 1. Normalized experimental field dependence of the vibrational c
tribution mv to the dynamic magnetic permeability of a YBa2Cu3Ox single
crystal at different temperaturesT @K#: 70 ~a!, 73.4~b!, 77.3~c!, 80 ~d!, 83.8
~e!. The arrows indicate the directions of change of the magnetic field.
inset shows the London penetration depth corresponding to a normaliz
factor mm52l/D, whereD is the thickness of the sample.
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the quantitymv(H) under study with the value of the averag
inductionB(H) in the surface layer of the sample. This pro
lem was solved in the London approximation in Refs.
and 7.

A comparison of the calculatedmv(H) curves obtained
in Refs. 6 and 7 with the experimental curves yielded
rather important result. It was found that in real YBaCu
samples~both single-crystal and polycrystalline! the surface
barrier is strongly suppressed in comparison with w
would be expected for an ideal surface. The lower branch
the hysteresis ofmv(H) is described well by the calculate
curve corresponding to practically equilibrium values of t
inductionB(H)5Beq(H), while the presence of the surfac
barrier has a more substantial effect on the exit of the vo
ces from the superconductor.

In the present study we wanted to concentrate our at
tion specifically on the fact that the experimental curve
mv(H) measured under conditions of increasing magne
field corresponds to the behavior of the equilibrium functi
Beq(H) even in low fields (H.(2 –3)Hc1). And, as follows
from the results given in part I of this paper, the theoreti
curve of Beq(H) calculated with allowance for the spatia
distribution of the order parameter in the vortex cores diff
significantly from the corresponding curve obtained in t
London approximation. Furthermore, since, as we have s
the quantitymv(H) itself is due to distortion of the field o
the vortex near the surface, the use of a more accurate
pression for the field of an individual vortex, taking int
account the structure of its core, can lead to a substan
modification of themv(H) curve obtained previously in the
London approximation.

In this connection it is of interest to obtain a more acc
rate analytical relation formv(H) ~as compared to the Lon
don approximation!, which would take into account the sup
pression of the order parameter in the vortex core. In t
paper we obtain such a relation and analyze the behavio
mv(H) for different forms of theBeq(H) curves obtained in
Part I of this paper.

THEORY

Let us consider a superconducting sample in the form
a massive slab of thicknessD@l in an external static mag
netic field H parallel to its surface. We introduce a coord
nate systemxyz, with thez axis along the field direction, the
y axis parallel to the surface, and thex axis directed into the
interior of the superconductor, perpendicular to its surfac

In accordance with the results of an analysis4,8 one can
assume to high accuracy that the vortex rows, starting w
the second, are regularly spaced a distanced apart, i.e.,xn

5x11(n21)d, wherexn is the distance from the center o
the nth vortex row to the surface, andx1 is that for the first
row. The distance between adjacent vortices within a row
denoted asa. We shall consider the field regionH!Hc2, in
which the distancesx1 , d, and a are much larger than the
size of the vortex cores.

Let us briefly analyze the main aspects of the theoret
treatment4,6,7 of the vibrational contribution to the dynami
magnetic permeability in the London approximation.

In calculatingmv(H) we start from the analytical expres
sion derived in Ref. 4:
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mv5
2F0

Dal

exp~2x1 /l!

12exp~2d/l! S ]x1

]H D
Bv

, ~3!

where the differentiation is done at a constant number
vortices in the sample or, equivalently, at a constant m
netic inductionBv , which is given by

Bv5F0 /da. ~4!

Formula~3! reflects the circumstance thatmv is almost
completely determined by the distance from the surface
the first vortex row and by the change in this distance dur
the modulation of the external magnetic field by the ac co
ponent.

The Gibbs energyG for the a vortex in the first row was
calculated in Refs. 6 and 7 by summing the contributio
over the lattice of the vortices and their images. From
condition that the Gibbs potential be a minimum for a vort
in the first row (]G/]x150) an analytical expression is ob
tained for the equilibrium position of the first vortex row
x1(H):

x1~H !5
d

2
1cosh21S H

B̃v
D , ~5!

where

B̃v5Bv

d

2l sinh~d/2l!
. ~6!

A calculation of the magnetic permeability according
formula ~3! in the case of a small amplitude of the sinusoid
magnetic field reduces to the problem of small oscillations
the first vortex row about its equilibrium position:

x1~ t,H !5x1~H !1
F0h exp@2x1~H !/l#

4pkl
sin~vt !. ~7!

Herek is the elastic constant, which governs the steepnes
the effective potential well in which the small harmonic o
cillations of the vortices take place. On the assumption thk
is determined mainly by the interaction of the vortices w
one another and with the Meissner current and not by p
ning, i.e.,k5]2G/]x1

2, it was found that

k5
F0

4pl2
exp~2d/2l!

B̃v~H22B̃v
2!1/2

H1~H22B̃v
2!1/2

~8!

and, finally, formv

mv5
2l

D

B̃v
2

~H22B̃v
2!1/2@H1~H22B̃v

2!1/2#
. ~9!

Let us now turn to a more accurate treatment of
characteristicmv and take into account the suppression of
order parameter in the vortex cores. We shall determine h
the equilibrium position of the first vortex row and the m
bility of the vortex lattice changes upon a small change in
external magnetic field when this factor is taken into a
count. We write the Gibbs thermodynamic potentialB for a
vortex in the first row~per unit length of the vortex filament!
as
f
-

to
g
-

s
e

l
f

of

-

e
e
w

e
-

G5F01Fem2
F0H

4p
, ~10!

whereF0 is the energy due to the change in the order para
eter near the vortex core, andFem is the electromagnetic
energy of a vortex. Using the second Ginzburg–Land
equation, we can write this last equation in the formFem

5F0b(x1,0)/8p, whereb(x1,0) is the total magnetic field a
the center of a vortex of the first row.

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions~the field at
the surface of the superconductor is equal to the exte
field! we use the method of images. Then the local magn
field b at an arbitrary point of the superconductor can
written as the sum of the fieldbv of all the vortices, the field
bi of their images, and the fieldbm produced by the Meissne
currents:

b5bv1bi1bm , ~11!

where

bv5(
m

(
n

b0~x2xn ,y2ym!; ~12!

bi5(
m

(
n

b0~x1xn ,y2ym!; ~13!

bm5H exp~2x!. ~14!

In expression~14! and below we use the Ginzburg
Landau system of units, in which all distances are norm
ized to l and the magnetic fields toA2Hc (Hc is the ther-
modynamic critical field!, in which caseF052p/k.

To write the fieldb0 of an isolated vortex as a functio
of the distancer from the center of the vortex, we use th
expression obtained in Ref. 11 by the variational method

b0~r !5
f `K0~ f `~r 21jv

2!1/2!

kjvK1~ f `jv!
, ~15!

where theKi are modified Bessel functions of orderi, andjv
and f ` are variational parameters representing the effec
size of the vortex core and the order parameter far from
vortex core. This function describes the results of a num
cal solution of the Ginzburg–Landau equations to suffici
accuracy~see Part I of this paper!. We note that, as follows
from Ref. 11, the variational parameters vary slowly in fiel
H,0.6Hc2, and one can setf `51, jv5A2/k. As was men-
tioned in Part I of this paper, the use of expression~15! for
the field of an isolated vortex makes it possible to avoid
troublesome divergence of the functionK0 at the center of
the vortex which arises in the London approximation, a
can give a more accurate description of the field of the v
tex.

Representing the local magnetic field in the form~11!–
~14!, we find the equilibrium distance from the surface to t
first vortex row in a fieldH by minimizing the Gibbs ther-
modynamic potential~10!. Since the electromagnetic energ
is the only term on the right-hand side of~10! that depends
on x1, we obtain an equation from which we can determi
x1:
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]b~x1,0!

]x1
50. ~16!

Let us calculateb0(x1,0) by a method analogous to th
used in the Appendix to part I of this paper, performing t
summation over vortex rows parallel to the surface, fo
square vortex lattice (d5a). Calculates have shown that th
results ofmv in the investigated field interval are practical
independent of the form of the lattice. Then for determini
the equilibrium distancex1 we obtain the equation

Bd

2jnK1~jn! H exp~2d!1exp~22x1!

12exp~2d!
2

jn
2

2
@g~x1!1 f ~d!#J

5H exp~2x1!, ~17!

where we have introduced the notation

g~x1!5
1

4x1
2

1
1

~2x11d/2!d
; f ~d!5

5

3d2
.

In deriving Eq.~17! we took into account that the distanc
between vortices is much greater than the value ofjv in low
fields and have kept only the first terms of the expansion
powers ofjv

2/d2. The solution of equation~17! can be ap-
proximated by the following analytical formula:

x1~H !5
d

2
1cosh21S H

B̃v
D , ~18!

where we have introduced the notation

B̃v5
Bv

jvK1~jv!
S 12

d2

24
2

5jv
2

6d D . ~19!

Expression~18! for x1 differs from the analogous Lon
don expression~5! in the form of B̃v . In the limit jv→0
formula ~19! reduces to the expansion~6! in powers ofd.

Considering small oscillations of the first vortex ro
about its equilibrium position in analogy with the treatme
in Refs. 6 and 7 and substituting the resulting expression
x1(t,H) into Eq. ~3!, we obtain the final expression fo
mv(H). It turns out that it can be reduced to the form~9!

with the sole difference that the quantityB̃v will be described
by formula~19! instead of~6!, as in the London approxima
tion.

We note that in the above analysis we used expres
~3! for mv(x1), which was derived in the London approx
mation. This expression is valid if the flux of a vortex ne
the surface is described by the well-known relation given
Ref. 8:

Fv5F0@12exp~2x/l!#, ~20!

wherex is the distance from the surface to the vortex. Wh
the structure of the vortex cores is taken into account,
pression~20! is no longer exact. However, if the distancex is
greater than the size of the vortex cores, then the correct
to ~20! will be negligible. Indeed, if expression~15! is used
for the field of an isolated vortex and is substituted into
more general formula for the vortex flux which is valid
our approach:

Fn5F0F122E b0~r !d2r G ~21!
a

n

t
or

n

r
n

n
x-

ns

e

~where the integration is over the region outside the sup
conductor!, then it is easy to show thatFv(x) remains of the
form ~20! to high accuracy. Fork5100 the correction to the
term exp(2x/l) is a quantity;1024.

Thus we see that taking the spatial variation of the or
parameter into account by using a more accurate expres
for the field of an individual vortex than that obtained in th
London approximation leads primarily to a change in t
parameterB̃v . This changes both the equilibrium positio
x1(H) of the first vortex row and the mobilitydx1 /dH of the
vortex lattice, which both appear in the initial expression~3!
for mv(x1).

Analysis of the structure of the analytical relation~9! for
mv(H) shows that the sensitivity of this characteristic to t
model used is determined by the factor (H22B̃v

2)1/2, which
contains the difference of two quantities of nearly the sa
size. It is this term that reflects the contribution tomv(H) of
the elastic constantk. It can therefore be assumed that t
inclusion of the spatial distribution of the order parameter
an analysis of the dynamics of the near-surface vortices
have the most substantial effect on the shape of the effec
potential well in which the vibrational motion takes place f
the vortices near the surface.

By assuming a definite form of the functionB(H) in ~9!,
one can obtain calculated curves ofmv(H) for subsequent
analysis and comparison with the experimental data.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS. COMPARISON
OF THE THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

Let us discuss the features of the behavior ofmv(H) for
the case when the vortices execute small oscillations ab
their equilibrium positions corresponding to the thermod
namic equilibrium of the vortex lattice in an external fieldH,
i.e., for the caseB(H)5Beq(H). We shall use four versions
of the Beq(H) curves, corresponding to the field dependen
of the equilibrium magnetization given in Part I of this pape
These curves take into account the spatial distribution of
order parameter parameter to varying degrees of accura

Figure 2 shows themv(H) curves in reduced coordinate
(mv is normalized to 2l/D, see~9!, andH is normalized to
A2Hc), calculated according to formula~9!, in which B̃v has
the form~19! ~curves1 and2! or the form~6! ~curves3 and
4!.

Curve 1 gives the results of the most-accurate calcu
tions of the vibrational contributionmv to the dynamic mag-
netic permeability, in which the electromagnetic energyFem

is calculated by direct summation over the vortex lattic
with expression~15!, which takes the influence of the struc
ture of the vortex cores into account, used for the fieldb0(r )
of an individual vortex. For the functionBeq(H) to be sub-
stituted into~19!, we use the analytical expression~22! from
Part I of this paper, which was derived under these sa
conditions.

Curve 2 in Fig. 2 corresponds to the functionBeq(H)
obtained by Hao, Clemet al.,11 which also take the afore
mentioned factors into account. However, in contrast to
calculations, in Ref. 11 the calculation of the electromagne
energy was simplified by changing the sum over the recip
cal vortex lattice to an integral.
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Curves3 and4 in Fig. 2 were calculated in the Londo
approximation. Here the functionBeq(H) obtained by
Fetter12 was used~see formula~17! of Part I!, into which was
substituted either the exact value ofHc1, including the en-
ergy of the vortex cores (Hc15(lnk10.5)/2k — curve3!, or
else the approximation adopted in the London model (Hc1

5K0(1/k)/2k — curve4!.
As we see in Fig. 2, the results of the more accur

calculations ofmv(H) with allowance for the structure of th
vortex cores are indeed different from the corresponding
sults obtained in the London approximation. It should
noted that themv(H) curves1 and3, like the magnetization
curves~see Part I!, completely coincide in the region of ver
low fields (H<0.01Hc2). This means that in the given fiel
region, taking the energy of the vortex cores into account
using the exact expression forHc1 turns out to be completely
adequate for obtaining satisfactory results formv(H) even in
the London approximation. The difference between th
curves at higher fields is due exclusively to the differe
degree of accuracy of the description of the field at the ce
of an individual vortex. The good agreement of curves1 and
2 in Fig. 2 indicates that the computational simplificatio
made in Ref. 11, which leads to appreciable (;10% or
more! changes inBeq(H) ~see Part I!, has practically no ef-
fect on the behavior ofmv(H).

Figure 3 shows the calculated curves ofmv(H) in com-
parison with the experimental data measured under co
tions of increasing magnetic field atT584 K for a YBaCuO
single crystal in the geometryH'c. The technique used to
obtain the experimental curves ofmv(H) is described in de-
tail in Ref. 4. We see that the experimental data formv(H)
are in good agreement with the calculated curves1 and3 in

FIG. 2. Normalized theoretical field dependence of the vibrational contr
tion mn to the dynamic magnetic permeability for the case of
thermodynamic-equilibrium vortex latticeB(H)5Beq(H) for different val-

ues ofBeq(H) andB̃v : 1 — Beq calculated according to formula~22! of Part

I of this paper,B̃v calculated according to formula~19!; 2 — Beq obtained in

Ref. 11, B̃n calculated according to formula~19!; 3,4 — Beq calculated
according to the Fetter formula12 with the exact and with an approximat

value ofHc1, respectively, andB̃n calculated according to formula~6!.
e
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e

y

e
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er
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regard to both their behavior and their absolute value
criterion of good agreement is the numerical value of
single adjustable parameter — the London penetration de
of the magnetic field. The value obtained atT584 K, viz.,
l5Alablc50.85 mm ~which corresponds tolab50.38
mm!, although somewhat different~by a factor of 1.4! from
the known bulk values ofl for YBaCuO single crystals,12 is
in good agreement with the surface values.13 An analogous
result is obtained at other temperatures.

The difference inl for the approximation of the experi
mentalmv(H) data by the calculated curves2 and4 is ;5%
in the given field interval. However, the correspondi
analysis for the higher field region, in which taking the stru
ture of the vortex cores into account leads to a substan
change in the form of themv(H) curve, made it possible to
obtain more-reliable information about both the agreemen
the theoretical treatment with the experimental data a
about the values ofl in the near-surface layer. Such a
analysis will be the subject of further investigations.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have not addressed the question of w
the experimental curves ofmv(H) obtained in increasing
magnetic field are described well by the theoretical cur
obtained for the case of thermodynamic equilibrium of t
vortex lattice:B5Beq(H). Possible reasons for the stron
suppression of the surface barrier for the entry of vortices
real YBaCuO samples have already been discussed in
previous papers,6,7 and this matter is still in need of add
tional investigation.

The results obtained in the present study demonstrate
degree to which the inaccuracy of the London approximat

-

FIG. 3. Normalized field dependence of the vibrational contributionmv to
the dynamic magnetic permeability for the initial region of magnetic fiel
The points are experimental, the curves are calculated for different value

Beq(H) andB̃v ~the numbers on the curves correspond to the numbers on
analogous curves in Fig. 2!.
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affects the description of the field dependence of the vib
tional contributionmv(H) to the dynamic magnetic perme
ability in the field regionH!Hc2. We have shown that in the
lowest fields (H<0.01Hc2), taking the energy of the vorte
cores into account by using the exact expression forHc1 in
the calculation ofBeq(H) turns out to be completely ad
equate for correction description of the equilibrium curves
mv(H) by the formulas obtained in the London approxim
tion. In the range of higher fields, however, the accuracy
the description of the field of an individual vortex becom
important, and this field changes when the spatial varia
of the order parameter near the vortex core is taken
account.

We have shown that the changes occurring when
spatial variation of the order parameter is taken into acco
most strongly affect the shape of the effective potential w
in which the vibrational motions of the near-surface vortic
take place under the influence of a weak ac magnetic fi
As a result, the field dependence of the vibrational contri
tion to the dynamic magnetic permeability undergoes s
stantial changes.

This study was supported by the Russian Founda
for Basic Research~Project No. 00-03-32246 and, in par
Project No. 00-02-18032!.
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Features of the nonlinear dynamics of domain walls in ferrimagnets
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The nonlinear motion of a 180° domain wall with two inequivalent sublattices in the field of a
sound wave propagating orthogonally to the plane of the domain wall is investigated. The
dependence of the drift velocity of the domain wall on the polarization and the parameters of the
sound wave is found. An analysis of the long-wavelength and short-wavelength
approximations is carried out. The conditions for drift of the stripe domain structure in ferrites
are determined. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353703#
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At present there is steady interest in the study of
dynamical properties of large-scale magnetic inhomoge
ities ~domain structures, domain walls, magnetic solito
etc.! in magnetically ordered crystals. An important place
these studies is occupied by questions of the interactio
magnetic inhomogeneities with the elastic stress fields
ated by a sound wave.1,2

The magnetoelastic interaction, which couples the m
netic and elastic subsystems of a crystal, is responsible
the excitation of acoustic and domain oscillations,2,3 sound
generation, reradiation, and scattering by moving dom
walls,4–7 and, conversely, the vibrational and drift motion
domain walls in the field of an external sound wave.1,8–10

The experiments of Refs. 11–13, in which sound ac
directly on domains and domain walls, detected linear os
lations and directed motion of 180° domain walls. It shou
be noted that while the experimental studies have been d
mainly on iron garnets, practically all of the theoretical c
culations have been done for one-sublattice ferromag
~with the exceptions of Ref. 1, which considered an antif
romagnet near the inversion point of the sublattices, and
10, where the object of study was a two-sublattice we
ferromagnet!.

In the present paper we investigate theoretically the
fluence of an arbitrarily polarized sound wave on a 18
domain wall in ferrites with two inequivalent magnetic su
lattices.

MODEL AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Suppose that an arbitrarily polarized sound wave with
arbitrary value of the wave vectork is propagating in the
direction perpendicular to a planar domain wall. We assu
that the sound wave is specified as an external field, igno
the back effect of the magnetic subsystem on the elastic
system.

The nonlinear macroscopic dynamics of a ferrite w
two inequivalent sublattices in the field of a sound wave c
be described on the basis of the Lagrangian densityL$ l%,
represented in terms of the unit antiferromagnetism vectl
( l251):14
1251063-777X/2001/27(2)/5/$20.00
e
e-
,

of
e-

-
or

in

d
l-

ne
-
ts
-
f.
k

-
°

n

e
g
b-

n

L$1} 5M0
2H a

2c2
1̇22

a

2
~¹1!22

b1

2
l x
22

b2

2
l y
2

2guikl i l k1
v

gM0

l zl̇ x2 l xl̇ z

11 l y
J , ~1!

where the dot over a variable denotes a time derivat
M0

251/2(M1
21M2

2), M0 is the modulus of the sublattic
magnetization vectors,c5(gM0Aad)/2 is the minimum
spin-wave phase velocity,d anda are the homogeneous an
inhomogeneous exchange interaction constants, respecti
g is the gyromagnetic ratio,b1 andb2 (b2.b1.0) are the
effective rhombic anisotropy constants,uik is the elastic
strain tensor,g is the magnetoelastic constant, and

n5
uM12M2u

M1,2
~2!

is a parameter of the dynamical model of the ferrite.14 The
value of this parametern@(b/d)1/2;1022–1021 serves as a
criterion of applicability of this model of the ferrite as a
effective ferromagnet with a fixed modulus of the resulta
magnetization vectorMs5uM su5uM11M21 . . . u (M i are
the sublattice magnetization vectors!. This representation
which takes into account the strong exchange interaction
tween sublattices, is usually used in interpreting experime
on the dynamics of nonlinear excitations in ferrites. Near
compensation point of the ferrite, where the moduli of t
sublattice magnetization vectors are only slightly differe
(uM12M2u!M1,2), the representation of the ferrite as a
effective ferromagnet becomes inadequate. If the param
n is small (n→0), then the dynamical properties of the fe
rite are close to those of an antiferromagnet and consider
different from the properties of ferromagnetic crystals.14

Let us parametrize the vectorl by the angle variablesu
andw as

l z1 i l x5sinu exp~ iw!, l y5cosu. ~3!

In terms of these variables we write the Lagrangian den
of the ferrite~1! as
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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L~u,w!5M0
2H a

2c2
@~ u̇ !21sin2 u~ẇ !2#2

a

2
@~¹u!2

1sin2 u~¹w!2#2
b1

2
sin2 u sin2 w2

b2

2
cos2 u

2g@sin 2u~uzy cosw1uyx sinw!1uyy cos2 u

1sin2 u~uzzcos2 w1uxz sin 2w1uxx sin2 w!#

1
n

gM0
ẇ~12cosu!J ~4!

and the dynamic drag function of the domain wall as

F5
lM0

2g
1̇25

lM0

2g
~ u̇21ẇ2 sin2 u!, ~5!

wherel is the Gilbert damping constant.
The equations of motion for the angle variables of t

vector l with allowance for the relaxation terms have t
form

a¹@sin2 u~¹w!#2
a

c2

d

dt
~ ẇ sin2 u!2b1 sin2 u sinw cosw

1g@sin2 u~uzzsin 2w22uxz cos 2w2uxx sin 2w!

1sin 2u~uzy sinw2uyz cosw!#

2
n

gM0
u̇ sinu5

l

gM0
ẇ sin2 u, ~6!

aS Du2
1

c2
ü D 1sinu cosuFaS 1

c2
ẇ22~“w!2D

2b1 sin2 w1b2G2g@sin 2u~uzzcos2 w1uxz sin 2w

1uxx sin2 w2uyy!12 cos 2u~uzy cosw1uyx sinw!#

1
n

gM0
ẇ sinu5

l

gM0
u̇. ~7!

If b1 ,b2.0, then the antiferromagnetism vectorl in the
homogeneous ground state is parallel to theZ axis, and two
types of 180° domain walls can exist. We assume that
stable domain wall is that in which the vectorl is rotated in
the plane of the domain wallXZ, while the distribution of the
magnetization is homogeneous along theY axis. Such a do-
main wall corresponds tob2.b1.0 andu5u05p/2 ~Ref.
14!, and the angle variablew5w0(y) satisfies the equation

aw092b1 sinw0 cosw050. ~8!

The solution of equation~8! describing a static 180° domai
wall and satisfying the boundary conditionsw0(2`)50 and
w0(1`)5p has the form

w085
1

y0
R sinw05

1

y0
Rr cosh21

y

y0
,

~9!

cosw0~y!52R tanh
y

y0
,

e

where y05Aa/b1 is the thickness of the domain wall,R
561 is the topological charge, andr561 is a parameter
describing the direction of rotation of the vectorl in the
domain wall.

As we know, 180° domain walls separating domai
with opposite directions of the magnetization in a stripe d
main structure have opposite topological chargesR. The ro-
tation of the vectorl in the domain walls from2R to 1R ~or
vice versa! can occur either through the positive or throu
the negative direction of theZ axis, depending on the param
eter r. Therefore, the neighboring domain walls in a stri
domain structure with rotation of the vectorl in theXZ plane
correspond to valuesl z(y56`)57R and to one of the two
values l x(y50)56r. In the presence of an external fie
and a certain matching of the signs of the topological char
R and parametersr in adjacent domain walls in a weak fe
romagnet, translational motion of the stripe domain struct
as a whole can occur.10

The solutions of the system of equations of moti
~6!,~7! will be sought using the formalism of the perturbatio
theory for solitons10,15–17with the introduction of a collective
coordinate of the center of the domain wall,Y(t). In this
case the zero-order functionw0(j), j5y2Y(t), describes
the motion of the unperturbed domain wall and has a str
ture analogous to the static solution~9!. The higher-order
functions un(j,t) and wn(j,t) (n51,2, . . . ) describe the
motion of the perturbed domain wall and the excitation
spin waves as a result of the interaction with a sound wa

LINEAR OSCILLATIONS OF THE DOMAIN WALLS

Suppose a monochromatic sound wave is propagatin
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the domain w
u5Re$u0exp@i(kyy2vt)#%. The equations of the first order o
perturbation theory in powers of the amplitude of the sou
wave comprise a system of equations for the functio
u1(j,t) andw1(j,t):

S L̂1s1
1

v1
2

d2

dt2
1

v r

v1
2

d

dtD u1~j,t !2
vn

v1
2

dw1~j,t !

dt

52
R

y0v1
2

vnV1 sinw01
ikg

b1
exp$ i @k~Y1j!2vt#%

3~u0x sinw01u0z cosw0!, ~10!

S L̂1
1

v1
2

d2

dt2
1

v r

v1
2

d

dtD w1~j,t !1
vn

v1
2

du1~j,t !

dt

5
R

y0v1
2 ~V̇11v rV1!sinw0 , ~11!

where v15c/y05gM0Ab1d/2, v r5ldgM0/4, vn

5ndgM0/4 are the frequency characteristics of the ferri
k5ky5v/s is the wave vector of the sound wave,v ands
are the frequency and velocity of the wave, ands5(b2

2b1)/b1.
The Hermitian operator L̂52y0

2d2/dj21122/
@cosh2(j/y0)# has a set of known Vinterov functionsf 0(j)
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and f p(j) and eigenvaluesl0 andlp . We seek the solution
of the system of first-order equations~10! and ~11! in the
form of an expansion in the complete set of eigenfunctio
of the operatorL̂, with the result

w1~j,t !5
pgk2y0

2b1
Re$B1~j!exp@ i ~kY2vt !#%, ~12!

u1~j,t !5
pgk2y0

2b1
Re$B2~j!exp@ i ~kY2vt !#%. ~13!

Here we have adopted the notation

B1~j!5
nv

v0
F2

y0

p
@Ru0zD1~j!1 iru0xD2~j!#1b1f k~j!G ,

~14!

B2~j!52
y0

p
@ru0xD3~j!1 iRu0zD4~j!#

1b2f k~j!1b3f 0~j!,

D1~j!5ALE
2`

`

dp fp~j!
V~p,q!

sinh@py0~k2p!/2#
,

D2~j!5ALE
2`

`

dp fp~j!
V~p,q!

cosh@py0~k2p!/2#
,

D3~j!5ALE
2`

`

dp fp~j!
V~p,q!~lp2q!

cosh@py0~k2p!/2#
,

D4~j!5ALE
2`

`

dp fp~j!
V~p,q!~lp2q!

sinh@py0~k2p!/2#
,

b15
2RALu0zV~k,q!

pky0
, b252 i ~lk2q!b1 ,

b35
A2y0q

~s2q!q1kq1
F Ru0z

cosh~pky0/2!
1

r iu0x

sinh~pky0/2!G ,
whereV(n,q)5$Aln@(ln2q)(ln2q1s)2kq1#%21, with
ln511n2y0

2 (n5p,k), q5q11 iq2 , q15(v/v1)2, andq2

5(vv r /v1
2); k5dn2/4b1 , v05b1gM0, andL is the length

of the crystal.
It follows from the solutions~12! and ~13! that a sound

wave propagating in the direction perpendicular to the pl
of rotation of the vectorl in the domain wall will excite
localized and nonlocalized spin waves. These excitations
brought about only by transverse acoustic oscillations.

From Eq.~11! under the condition of vanishing ampl
tude of the Goldstone mode10 we obtain an equation for th
determining the domain wall velocity

V̇1~ t !1S v r2
ivk

s2qDV1~ t !

5
pg~ky0!2vv0k

2nb1~s2q! F Ru0x

sinh~pky0/2!
2

iru0z

cosh~pky0/2!G
3exp@ i ~kY2vt !#. ~15!
s

e

re

The solution of equation~15! can be written as

V1~ t !

5
pg~ky0!2vv0k

2nb1~s2q!$v r2 iv@11k/~s2q!#%

3F Ru0x

sinh~pky0/2!
2

iru0z

cosh~pky0/2!Gexp@ i ~kY2vt !#.

~16!

It follows from ~16! that in the approximation linear in
the amplitude of the sound wave, the domain wall velocity
the ferrite isV1(t);k;n. Interestingly, in a weak ferromag
net in the linear approximation a transverse sound wave d
not excite oscillations of the domain wall.10

The solution~16! can be used to find the domain wa
displacementy(t) over the period of the oscillations:

y~ t !5
pg~ky0!2vn

2b1@Q1
21Q2

2#
F S Q1Ru0x

sinh~pky0/2!
1

Q2ru0z

cosh~pky0/2! D
3sin~kY2vt !1F S Q2Ru0x

sinh~pky0/2!
2

Q1ru0z

cosh~pky0/2! D
3cos~kY2vt !G , ~17!

whereQ15v r(s22q1); Q25v(k1s2q1)2v rq2. In par-
ticular, for yttrium iron garnet Y3Fe5O12 the average values
of the absolute magnitude of the displacement at a freque
v;106 s21 for n51022 and 1023 are 1027 and 1028 cm,
respectively. The values obtained for the absolute magnit
of the displacement are in good agreement with the result
Refs. 11 and 18.

NONLINEAR MOTION OF THE DOMAIN WALLS

Let us write the system of second-order equations for
functionsu2(j,t) andw2(j,t):

L̂w252
ikg

b1
exp@ i ~k~Y1j!2vt !#u1~u0z sinw0

2u0x cosw0!22Ry0
u1u18 sinw01

1

v1
2 ~V̇11v rV1!w18

1
R

y0v1
2 ~V̇21v rV2!sinw01w1

2 sin 2w0

1
vn

v1
2

V1u182
1

v1
2y0

2
V1

2 sinw0 cosw0 , ~18!
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~ L̂1s!u252
ikg

b1
exp@ i ~k~Y1j!2vt !#

3@2u1u0y1w1~u0z sinw02u0x cosw0!#

1
1

v1
2 ~V̇11v rV1!u1812Ry0u1w18 sinw0

1u1w1 sin 2w02
vn

v1
2 S V1w181

R

y0
V2 sinw0D .

~19!

The solution, as for the system of first-order equatio
~10!, ~11!, can be sought in the form of an expansion
eigenfunctions of the operatorL̂. However, we shall not give
the complete solution of system~18!, ~19! here. Since we are
interested only in determining the domain wall velocity
the second order of perturbation theory,V2(t), it is sufficient
for our purposes to find the coefficientd0

(2) in the expansion

w2~j,t !5ReH(
p

@dp
~2! f p~j!1d0

~2! f 0~j!#exp@ i ~ky2vt !#J
~20!

and equate it to zero.10 When solutions~12!–~14! are taken
into account, the equation forV2(t) becomes

V̇2~ t !1v rV25N1N1 exp~2ivt !1N2 exp~22ivt !, ~21!

where

N5Rr ReH E
2`

` dj

coshj/y0
F ikgv1

2

4b1
exp@ i ~k~Y1j!2vt !#

3u1* ~j,t !~u0z sinw02u0x cosw0!2V1

vn

4
u1* 8~j,t !

2
v1

2

2
u1~j,t !u1* ~j,t !sinw0 cosw02

1

4
~V̇1

1v rV1!w1* 8~j,t !2
v1

2

2
w1~j,t !w1* ~j,t !sinw0 cosw0G J ,

~22!

~the asterisk * denotes the complex conjugate!.
The explicit form of the expressions forN1 and N2,

which are similar to Eq.~22!, will not be needed, since in th
subsequent averaging of the solutions of equation~21! the
terms containingN1 andN2 vanish.

Integrating ~21! and averaging over the period of th
oscillations, we obtain the solution for the drift velocity of
domain wall in the field of a sound wave:

Vdr5mxx~k!~ku0x!
21Rrmxz~k!~ku0x!~ku0z!

1mzz~k!~ku0z!
2, ~23!

wherem i j (k) is the nonlinear mobility of a domain wall in
the field of an acoustic wave. Analysis of the rather awkw
expressions form i j (k) in the general case is difficult and no
very informative. It is better to examine the characteris
limiting situations.

The most interesting of these from the standpoint of
periment is the long-wavelength approximation (ky0!1),
s

d

c

-

which corresponds to the frequency regionv5sk!1010 s21.
In this limit the expressions for the nonlinear mobility redu
to

m i j ~k!5m0@A~k!1F~k!#, ~24!

where m05h0d(gM0)2/4b1, and h05py0g2/4v r is the
characteristic nonlinear domain wall mobility in a ferrite
an alternating magnetic field.17

The structure of expression~24! reflects the circum-
stance that the nonlinear mobility in a ferrite is formed
terms that can be interpreted as an antiferromagnetic com
nent A(k) and a ferromagnetic componentF(k). The func-
tions A(k) andF(k) depend importantly on the polarizatio
of the sound wave, and for the corresponding mobilities fr
~23! are as follows: formxz

A~k!5
~ky0!2

~s11! F1

2
1

1

p
1

1

3p~s11!
2

p

3sG ,
~25!

F~k!52
1

2

q1q3

s~s11!
,

for mxx

A~k!5
2ky0q2

s2~s11!
, F~k!5

1ky0q2q3

22s~s11!
, ~26!

and formzz

A~k!5
pky0q2

2s~s11!2
, F~k!52

p

4

ky0q2q3

s~s11!
, ~27!

whereq35vn
2/(v r

21v2).
It follows from expressions~25!–~27! that the nonlinear

domain wall mobility in a ferrite obeysm i j ;v2, and the
drift velocity obeysVdr;k4, i.e., it is invariant with respec
to the substitutionk→2k. Thus the direction of induced
motion of the domain wall does not depend on the direct
of propagation of the sound wave. Sinceky0@q2 and q1

@ky0q2, the greatest effect is due to the nonlinear mobil
mxz(k).

In the neighborhood of the compensation point of t
ferrite ~in the formal limit n50) the results of this study
should agree1! with the corresponding results of Ref. 10
the Dzhyaloshinski� interaction in the weak ferromagnet
neglected. It should also be noted that in a we
ferromagnet10 the easy axis is theX axis, while in a ferrite it
is theZ axis.

The character of the dependence of the drift veloc
~23! on the topological chargeR of the domain wall and the
parameterr suggests that drift of the stripe domain structu
formed by the 180° domain walls of the investigated stru
ture~8!, ~9! can occur. Drift of the domain walls occurs if th
sound wave is polarized along theX or Z axis. In this case
Vdr is independent ofR andr, and the domain wall motion is
therefore independent of the direction of rotation of the v
tor l in the neighboring domain walls. The drift of a doma
wall can also occur in the case when the sound wave
polarized in theXZ plane. For this, however, it is necessa
to have a certain matching of the signs of the parame
R and r. The conditions for this matching are discussed
Ref. 10.
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It is convenient to represent the expression for the ch
acteristic nonlinear domain wall mobility in the field of
sound wave as

m05
py0g~gM0!2

4b1lM0
3

, ~28!

from which we see that in a specified sound field the ma
mum effect should be expected in magnets having a la
magnetoelastic coupling constant and a low saturation m
netization. It is clear on physical grounds that the damp
should be insignificant, and the domain wall thickness sho
be large. These requirements are best met by materials
antiferromagnetic and weak ferromagnetic types of magn
ordering.

Let us make some numerical estimates. Using the typ
parameters for a ferrite~e.g., Y3Fe5O12; Ref. 19!: y0

'1025 cm, b1'0.6, s;1, l;1024, M05140 Oe,gM0
2

'3.53106 erg/cm3, g51.763107 ~s•Oe!21, v1;1011 s21,
and n'531023, at a frequencyv;108 s21 we obtain a
value of the characteristic nonlinear mobilitym0'1013 cm/s.
For a sound velocitys;105 cm/s and a maximum permis
sible value of the strain tensorku0;1025, the domain wall
drift velocity reaches 0.8 cm/s. Estimates show that for
chosen value ofn the ferromagnetic component makes t
larger contribution to the domain wall drift velocity. Th
frequency dependence of the nonlinear mobilitymxz(k) in a
ferrite is shown in Fig. 1a and agrees qualitatively with t

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of the nonlinear mobilitymxz in the iron
garnet Y3Fe5O12 in the long-wavelength~a! and short-wavelength~b!
approximations.
r-

i-
e

g-
g
ld
ith
ic

al

e

corresponding frequency dependence for a weak ferrom
net.

In the short-wavelength approximation (ky0@1), which
corresponds to hypersonic frequenciesv@1010 s21, the non-
linear mobilities of a ferrite fall off asv24:

Muxz

m0
52S 1

2
1

4

p D 1

@~ky0!22q1#2
,

~29!mxx

m0
52

4

3p

q2

ky0@~ky0!22q1#2
, mzz52mxx ,

and the magnitude of the effect in this case is inversely p
portional to the square of the frequency, in agreement w
Ref. 20.

As in the long-wavelength approximation, the main co
tribution to the drift velocity comes from the off-diagona
mobility mxz(k). The frequency dependence of the nonline
mobility mxz(k) in the short-wavelength approximation
shown in Fig. 1b.

The authors thank A. L. Sukstanski� for a discussion of
the results of this study.

*E-mail: vsg@donace.dn.ua
1!There is a misprint in the corresponding expressions for the nonlin

mobility in a weak ferromagnet in Ref. 10, and for that reason the exp
sions for the functionsA(k) differ from those given above.
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Anomalies of the magnon spectrum of a bounded antiferromagnet with a center
of antisymmetry. II. Effects of the inhomogeneous exchange interaction
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By simultaneously taking into account the electric-dipole, magnetic-dipole, and inhomogeneous
exchange interactions, it is shown that the spectrum of propagating bulk magnons in a thin-
film tetragonal antiferromagnet with a center of antisymmetry can exhibit anomalies that do not
exist in either the model of an infinite magnet or in thin films of centrosymmetric
antiferromagnets. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353704#
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INTRODUCTION

It was shown in Ref. 1 that in an infinite antiferromagn
the presence of a center of antisymmetry can lead to
formation of a new class of nonexchange magnons — e
trostatic spin waves. The physical mechanism responsible
the existence of this type of propagating spin excitations
an infinite magnetically ordered crystal is the indirect spi
spin exchange through the long-range electric-dipole fie
As a result, in a tetragonal antiferromagnet with a cente
antisymmetry, for a certain geometry of the problem it b
comes possible to have simultaneous~with the same wave
numberk' and frequencyv) and independent propagatio
of nonexchange magnons of the magnetostatic and ele
static types.

In addition, it follows from the results of Ref. 1 that i
the general case the dispersion relation of an electros
spin wave depends substantially on the relationship betw
the Néel and Debye temperatures of the magnetically orde
crystal. In particular, for a low-temperature antiferromag
(TN,TD), it is found that when the interaction of the sp
subsystem of a real crystal and the lattice is taken into
count in a consistent way for magnetic crystals of the ty
under discussion, then in addition to the dipole mechan
of spin–spin interaction there arises an indirect interaction
spins via the long-range field of quasistatic magnetoela
deformations. Here it must be taken into account that in
spin-wave spectrum of antiferromagnets there are simu
neously an exchange weakening of magnetic dipole eff
and an exchange enhancement of the effects of the li
magnon–phonon interaction. As a result, as was show
Ref. 1, the dispersion curves of modes belonging to the s
trum of bulk nonexchange electric-dipole-active magno
propagating along a thin film of an antiferromagnet mag
toelectric can exhibit previously unknown anomalies fork'

Þ0: 1! regions of the dispersion curve with]v/]k'50; 2!
points of degeneracy of the dispersion curves for modes w
indices n and r; 3! bunching points of the spectrum fo
k'50 andk'→`.

However, the construction of a consistent theoreti
model for the dynamics of a real magnetic crystal at tempe
tures below the magnetic ordering temperature is imposs
without taking into account the nonlocal part of the Heise
1301063-777X/2001/27(2)/7/$20.00
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berg exchange, whereas all the calculations in Ref. 1 w
done without allowing for the effects of the inhomogeneo
exchange interaction~for that purpose it was assumed in E
~3! and beyond in Ref. 1 that the conditiona50 holds,
where a is the inhomogeneous exchange interaction c
stant!.1!

Therefore, our goal in the present paper is to determ
the necessary conditions under which the inhomogeneous
change interaction will lead to the formation of previous
uninvestigated anomalies in the spectrum of bulk spin-w
excitations of a thin film of a tetragonal antiferromagnet w
a center of antisymmetry but which are absent in the mo
of an infinite crystal.

Following Ref. 1, in what follows we shall analyze th
electric-dipole-active part of the magnon spectrum in the c
linear phase (li0z) of a two-sublattice model of a tetragon
antiferromagnet~fourfold axis 0z), limiting consideration the
a spin-wave propagation geometry that admits the indep
dent existence of nonexchange magnons of the magnetos
and electrostatic types.

This paper consists of several sections. In Sec. 1, on
basis of a calculation that simultaneously takes into acco
the magnetic-dipole, electric-dipole, magnetoelastic, and
homogeneous exchange interactions in a thin-film magn
electric antiferromagnet with a center of antisymmetry,
study the additional~in comparison with the zero-exchang
approximation! anomalies that arise in the spin dynamics
account of the nonlocality of the Heisenberg mechanism
spin–spin interaction. Section 2 is devoted to an analysis
how the structure of the solutions obtained is related to
shape of the wave-vector surface of the corresponding t
of normal spin-wave excitations of an infinite magnetoele
tric. In Sec. 3 we present the results of a study of the m
features that arise in the spectrum of bulk magnons a
result of the change in the electrodynamic boundary con
tions on the surface of a thin-film magnetoelectric antifer
magnet. An analysis of the influence of the acoustic retar
tion effect on the overall structure of the spectrum of bu
normal oscillations of a thin magnetoelectric film is pr
sented in Sec. 4. The main conclusions drawn from the
sults of this study are discussed in the Conclusion.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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1. EFFECTS OF INHOMOGENEOUS EXCHANGE

As we have said, in an analysis of the dispersion re
tions ~1.16! in Ref. 1, we neglected effects due to the inh
mogeneous exchange interaction, for which purpose in E
~1.18!–~1.21! we formally took the limita→0. It follows
from ~1.16! that in the case whenaÞ0 (v/c→0, v/cph

→0) relations~1.18!–~1.21! can be written in the following
forms:

for TN.TD with ni0z

Vn
2~k'!5@R1s2~k'

2 1kn
2!#S 12j21

j2«'k'
2

kn
2«1k'

2 ~11«'!
D ;

~1!

and withni0x

Vn
2~k'!5@R1s2~k'

2 1kn
2!#S 12j21

j2«'kn
2

k'
2 «1kn

2~11«'_
D ;

~2!

for TN,TD with ni0z

Vn
2~k'!5@Rn~k'!1s2~k'

2 1kn
2!#

3S 12j21
j2«'k'

2

kn
2«1k'

2 ~11«'!
D ; ~3!

and withni0x

Vn
2~k'!5@Rn~k'!1s2~k'

2 1kn
2!#

3S 12j21
j2«'kn

2

k'
2 «1kn

2~11«'!
D . ~4!

A joint analysis of relations~1.18!–~1.21! and ~1!–~4!
shows that if the relationVn(k'),Vr(k') holds in the
neighborhood of a bunching point (vA* or vB* ) for modes
with specified indicesn andr (n,r) in the zero-exchange
limit ~1.18!–~1.21!, then, even for an infinitely small value o
the inhomogeneous exchange interaction constanta, it be-
comes possible for the bunching point to vanish and for
additional crossing point of the dispersion curves to appea
k'Þ0 for the modesVn(k') andVr(k') given by relations
~1!–~4!. If this condition does not hold in the neighborhoo
of a given bunching point of the dispersion curves~1.18!–
~1.21!, then taking into account a nonzero valueaÞ0 will
lead only to a vanishing of the bunching point in~1!–~4!.

It follows from a comparison of Eqs.~1!, ~2! and~1.18!,
~1.19! that in a high-temperature antiferromagnet with a c
ter of antisymmetry, taking into account a nonzero valuea
Þ0 will substantial alter the structure of the spectrum
propagating bulk spin-wave excitations in comparison w
~1.18!, ~1.19!. In particular, forni l it becomes possible fo
two crossing pointsVn(knr)5Vr(knr) of the dispersion
curves of the modes with the specified indicesn and r to
appear fork'Þ0. It follows from ~1! that both of these
crossover points in the spectrum of the electric-dipole-ac
exchange spin-wave excitations of a high-temperature a
ferromagnet exist only when both the electric-dipole and
inhomogeneous exchange mechanisms of spin–spin inte
tion are taken into account~i.e., for ĝÞ0 the constanta
Þ0). If, on the contrary,n' lik' , then as follows from~2!,
-
-
s.

n
at

-

f

e
ti-
e
c-

simultaneously taking the electric-dipole and Heisenb
mechanisms of spin–spin exchange into account can lea
the formation of a minimum on the dispersion curve atk'

Þ0 for a mode with indexn in the spectrum of dipole–
exchange spin-wave excitations of a thin-film magnetoel
tric with TN.TD .

For a film of a low-temperature antiferromagnet with
center of antisymmetry, analysis of relations~3! and ~4!
shows that even without the magnetoelectric interaction~for-

mally this corresponds to taking the limitĝ→0!, hybridiza-
tion of the elastostatic and Heisenberg mechanisms of sp
spin interaction will lead to the following features in the bu
magnon spectrum in comparison with the zero-exchangea
→0) limit ~1.20!, ~1.21!: 1! the presence of two crossove
points of the dispersion curves of elastic–exchange s
wave excitations with indicesn andr (knr

6 ); 2! the formation
of two extrema of the dispersion curveVn(k'), one of which
corresponds to a maximum, atk

* n
2 , and the other to a mini-

mum, atk
* n
1 . In the zero-exchange limita→0 there is a

limiting transition to the characteristic points of the spec
given by ~1.20! and ~1.21!: k

* n
2 →k* n , k

* n
1 →`, knr

2 →0,
knr

1 →knr .
Taking the electrostatic mechanism of nonlocal spi

spin interaction into account in addition to the elastosta
and Heisenberg mechanisms in turn leads to the appear
of additional anomalies in the spectrum of spin-wave exc
tions in comparison with the limiting case of purely elastic
exchange magnons studied above~i.e., forg→0 the constant
aÞ0). First, in those cases when in the zero-exchange l
~1.20!, ~1.21! the dispersion curve of a mode of bulk spi
wave oscillations in the neighborhood of the short-wav
length bunching point corresponds to a wave of the ba
ward type (]Vn /]k',0), taking the inhomogeneous ex
change interaction into account will lead to the formation
a minimum on the corresponding dispersion curve. Seco
it follows from ~3! and ~4! that for ni l or for n'k' the
dispersion curves corresponding to modes of the mag
spectrum with indicesn andr can have no crossover poin
or can have two or four of them. In particular, forni l in the
case when the spectrum has four crossover points (k1–k4,
with ki,kj for i , j ( i , j 51 –4)), it iseasy to see that whe
the electrostatic mechanism of spin–spin interaction

neglected (ĝ→0), one hask1→0, k2→knr
2 , k3→knr

1 , and
k4→`.

An analysis of relations~1!–~4! shows that foraÞ0 the
number of crossover points of the spectrum for modes w
indicesn and r is always even (Nnr<4). With increasing
(kn

22kr
2) and aÞ0 the value ofNnr can change only by

amounts that are multiples of two. In the final analysis,
large enough values ofn andr or a small enough thicknes
d of the magnetic film, the corresponding dispersion cu
Vn(k') described by relations~1!–~4! will, for any value of
the wave numberk' , be a wave of the forward type
(]Vn /]k'.0) having neither inflection points (]2Vn /]k'

2

50) nor crossover points (Nnr50).
It is known from crystallography2 that in an analysis of

the conditions of reflection and refraction of a bulk norm
oscillation at the boundary of a crystal, an important role
played by the shape of the refraction surface of that nor
oscillation. Thus the local geometry of the surface of wa
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vectors of the investigated bulk normal oscillations of
infinite crystal should also have a substantial effect on
structure of the spectrum of bulk normal oscillations of
crystal of finite size, since the spatial distribution of the a
plitude of the bulk modes is the result of the interference
the normal modes incident on and reflected from the bou
aries of the sample. For this reason in the next Section
shall analyze the influence of the electric-dipole, elastosta
and inhomogeneous exchange interactions on the shap
the refraction surface of normal spin-wave modes in an i
nite magnet and the relation of its local geometry to
aforementioned anomalies in the spectrum of bulk magn
in a thin magnetoelectric film of a high-temperature or lo
temperature antiferromagnet.

2. CONNECTION WITH THE SHAPE OF THE REFRACTION
SURFACE

Since the wave vector of the wave under study in re
tions ~1.9! and~1!–~4! lies in thexz plane, in order to solve
the stated problem it is necessary to study the shape
section of the isofrequency surface (v5const) of the inves-
tigated electric-dipole-active spin wave ink space by a plane
kxkz ~or, in other words, the shape of the curve of inters
tion of the isofrequency surface and the plane! with the aid
of Eq. ~1.9! under the conditionv/c→0, v/cphuku→` for
TN.TD or v/c→0, v/cphuku→0 for TN,TD . The corre-
sponding expression can be written in the form

s2k25v2S 12j21
j2«'

« tan2 u1~11«'!
D 21

2v0
22vme

2

for TN.TD ~5!

and

s2k25v2S 12j21
j2«'

« tan2 u1~11«'!
D 21

2v0
2

2vme
2 S 12

c44~sin2 uL̄111cos2 uL̄332sin 2uL̄13!

r@L̄11L̄332L13
2 #

D
for TN,TD, ~6!

~kz
2/k2[sin2u, k2[kx

21kz
2!,

L̄ ik[L ik~kx[k cosu, kz[k sinu!

.

Analysis of the extremal points of the curves described
expressions~5! and ~6! and a comparison of these poin
with the results of the foregoing analysis of the shape of
dispersion curves~1!–~4! show that the presence of a loc
maximum on the dispersion curve of the waveguide mag
under study is due to the formation of a segment with ma
mum negative curvature on the corresponding section of
diffraction surface of the normal spin wave of the same
larization@~5!, ~6!# in the infinite crystal. The position of this
segment on the curve~5!, ~6! in k space is determined by th
condition]k/]u50 and is uniquely related to the frequen
v, mode indexn, film thickness 2d, and wave numberk' of
the investigated waveguide magnon~1!–~4!. If, on the other
hand, the refraction surface~5! has a segment with a loca
e

-
f
d-
e

c,
of

-
e
s

-

-

a

-

y

e

n
i-
e
-

maximum of the negative curvature~for ]k/]u50), then an
analysis shows that this will lead to the formation of a loc
minimum for the correspondingv, n, d, andk' on the dis-
persion curve of the bulk electric-dipole-active spin wa
~1!–~4!.

If one considers the sections of the curve~5!, ~6! by
straight lineskx5const orkz5const, then an analysis of th
common points of such a straight line and the diffracti
surface~5!, ~6! can yield additional information about th
structure of the spectrum of the corresponding wavegu
magnon for a specified wave numberk' , frequencyv, and
mode indexn ~in this case, for curves~1!–~4!!. In particular,
if the direction of the normaln to the surface of the film in
the plane of the wave vectorskx ,kz corresponds to the eas
axis (ni0z), then the number of common points of th
straight linekx5k' and the curve~5!, ~6! determines the
mode indexn of the spectrum of bulk spin-wave oscillation
of the electric dipole type that can propagate along thex
axis of the investigated magnetoelectric film of thicknessd
with identical wave numberk' and frequencyv ~i.e., cross-
over points!. In this same geometry the presence of comm
points of the curve~5!, ~6! and the straight linekz5kn en-
ables one to determine the possible wave numbersk' with
which the given type of waveguide magnon of fixed mo
index n and frequencyv can propagate along a thin film o
thickness 2d for the magnetoelectric under study. Since t
outer normal to the diffraction surface coincides with t
direction of the group velocity of the wave,2 a study of the
local geometry of the section of the isofrequency surface~5!,
~6!, as follows from a joint analysis of Eqs.~1!–~6!, can
establish the type of wave~forward or backward! that is as-
sociated with the corresponding segment~determined from
~1!–~4! by the specifiedv, kn , and k') of the dispersion
curve of the waveguide magnon. In the case under stu
kPxz a bulk spin wave~1!–~4! propagating along the film
(ni0z) will be a wave of the backward type if the projectio
of the outer normal to the diffraction surface on the 0x axis
at the crossing point of this surface with the straight linekz

5kn is of negative sign. If this projection is positive, the
the corresponding wave for specifiedk' , v, andkn will be
a forward wave; at a certaink'Þ0 this projection on the 0x
axis can be equal to zero. Such a situation is observed w
the dispersion curve of the moden of bulk oscillations trav-
eling along the surface of a film of thickness 2d has an
extremum at a frequencyv for this value of the wave num
berk' . This point will be a maximum or minimum, depend
ing on the sign of the local curvature of the curve~5!, ~6! at
this point.

3. EFFECTS DUE TO A CHANGE OF THE ELECTRODYNAMIC
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Up till now we have assumed that the electrostatic p
tential w obeys the conditionw50 or ]w/]z50 ~1.15! on
both surfaces of the investigated magnetoelectric film,
pending on the relative orientation of the equilibrium antife
romagnetism vectorl and the normaln to the surface of the
film at z56d. This assumption allowed us to write the co
responding dispersion relation for the propagating b
electric-dipole-active magnons~1!–~4! in explicit form in the
case when not only the conditions of pinning of the magne
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moments~1.11! but also the conditions of completely inco
herent mating~1.14! hold on both boundaries of the film. I
these electrodynamic conditions do not hold for a speci
geometry of the film~relative orientation of the vectorsl, n,
andk'), e.g.,

w1a* ]w/]z50; z56d ~7!

~but, as before, the boundary conditions~1.11! and ~1.14!
hold at z56d), then for calculating the spectrum of bu
magnons one can use an approach developed previous
Refs. 3 and 4 in an analysis of the influence of the magn
dipole interaction on the spectrum of bulk exchange m
nons in a thin ferromagnetic film. For this purpose, in t
casekPxz (ni0z), with the aid of the Green’s function

G~z,t !

5H sinh~ak'~ t2d!!sinh~ak'~z1d!!/D, 2d<z<t,

sinh~ak'~ t1d!!sinh~ak'~z2d!!/D, t<z<d,

~8!

D[ak' sinh~2ak'd!, a2[~11«'!/«

we can use the equations of electrostatics (v/c→0) with the
boundary condition~7! to obtain a relation between the am
plitude of the electrostatic potentialw and the amplitude of
the oscillation of thex component of the antiferromagnetis
vectorl, treating the spatial distribution of the latter along t
normal to the surface of the film as a specified function. T
makes it possible, using~8!, to eliminate the variables asso
ciated with the electrostatic interaction from consideration
~1.7! and ~1.8! (v/c→0). Thus it is necessary to solve th
corresponding boundary-value problem only with the e
change and elastic boundary conditions, which we, as bef
assume to be specified by relations~1.11! and ~1.14!. Fol-
lowing the procedure developed in Refs. 3 and 4, we seek
solution of the given boundary condition-value problem
the form of a series in eigenfunctions of the exchan
boundary-value problem. In the case~1.14! we have

l x~r ,t !5(
n

An sin~knz!exp~ ivt2 ik'x!. ~9!

As a result, the corresponding dispersion relation describ
in the electro- and elastostatic approximations the spect
of bulk magnons in the investigated film of an antiferroma
net with a center of antisymmetry in the casekPxz, ni0z
and with the boundary conditions~1.11!, ~1.14!, and~7! can
be written in the form of an infinite system of linear alg
braic equations for the unknown amplitudesAn :

~Wnn~k'!2v2!An2Wnr~k'!Ar50; ~10!

nÞr, n, r51,2, . . . ,

TN.TD ,

Wnn~k'!5@R1s2~k'
2 1kn

2!#S 12j21
j2

«
PnnD ; ~11!

Wnr~k'!5@R1s2~k'
2 1kn

2!#
j2

«
Punr ;
d

in
ic
-

s

n

-
re,

he

e

g
m
-

TN,TD ,

Wnn~k'!5@Rn~k'!1s2~k'
2 1kn

2!#S 12j21
j2

«
PnnD ;

~12!

Wnr~k'!5@Rn~k'!1s2~k'
2 1kn

2!#
j2

«
Pnr ;

Pnn5k'
2 E

2d

d11
dzsin~knz!E

2d

d11
dtG~z,t !sin~knt !;

Pnr5k'
2 E

2d

d11
dzsin~krz!E

2d

d11
dtG~z,t !sin~knt !.

Analysis shows that if we seta* 50 in ~7!, then it follows
from ~10! thatWnr(k')50, whileWnn(k')5Vn

2(k'), where
Vn

2(k') is given by Eq.~1! or ~3!, depending on the relation
ship between the Ne´el and Debye temperatures. Thus t
off-diagonal elements of the infinite matrixWnr(k') ~10!
can be treated as a perturbation with respect to the ze
approximation, which is governed by the diagonal eleme
of the infinite matrixWnr(k'):

v25Wnn~k'!. ~13!

A comparison of relations~11!, ~12! and ~1!, ~3! shows
that in this zeroth approximation the structure of the sp
trum of bulk magnetic oscillations does not differ qualit
tively from that which was determined earlier by formul
~1! and ~3! when, in addition to the boundary condition
~1.11! and~1.14!, the condition of two-sided metallic coatin
~1.15! also holds for the magnetoelectric film under stud
Then, however, for modes with indicesn andr (nÞr) the
spectrum will have no crossover pointsWnn5Wrr , since
WnrÞ0 in ~10!. Carrying out the degenerate-level perturb
tion theory and taking relations~11! and ~12! into account,
we write the structure of the spectrum in the neighborhood
a specific crossover point to second order of perturba
theory as

~Wnn~k'!2v2!~Wrr~k'!2v2!2Wnr
2 ~k'!>0,

nÞr. ~14!

A joint analysis of~11!, ~12!, and ~14! allows us to as-
sume, in particular, that if the dispersion curves for a forwa
(]Vn /]k'.0) and a backward (]Vn /]k',0) intersect at
the crossover point, then on account of~14! this degeneracy
is lifted, the dispersion curves move away from each oth
and instead of a crossover point there will be an extrem
(]Vn /]k'50) on each of the curves at~14!; one of these
extrema will correspond to a local maximum@for the forward
wave (]Vn /]k'.0) for Wnr50 in ~14!# and the other to a
local minimum of the dispersion curve@for the backward
wave (]Vn /]k',0) for Wnr50 in ~14!#.

It is straightforward to show that everything that we sa
about the caseni l is also valid forn' lik' (k'Pxz), but in
the latter case, in order to have the spectrumWnr50 and
Wnn(k')5Vn

2(k') for a* →` ~hereVn
2(k') is determined

by relation~2! for TN.TD or by ~4! for TN,TD), it is nec-
essary that the Green’s function used in the calculations h
the following form instead of~8!:
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G~z,t !

5H cosh~ak'~ t2d!!cosh~ak'~z1d!!/D, 2d<z<t,

cosh~ak'~ t1d!!cosh~ak'~z2d!!/D, t<z<d,

~15!

D[ak' sinh~2ak'd!, a[«/~11«'!.

4. INCLUSION OF ACOUSTIC RETARDATION EFFECTS

Up till now the dynamics of the thin-film magnetoele
tric antiferromagnet under study has been analyzed with
interaction of the spin and elastic subsystems of the lo
temperature antiferromagnetic crystal taken into acco
only in the elastostatic approximation, i.e., forv/cphk'→0,
while those of the high-temperature antiferromagnet
taken into account in the frozen lattice approximation,v/
cphk'→`. Meanwhile, the dispersion relations~1.16!, which
simultaneously take into account the electric-dipole, mag
toelastic, and inhomogeneous exchange interactions, w
obtained for arbitrary values ofv/cph. This gives us an op-
portunity to analyze the role of acoustic retardation effects
the formation of the structure of the spectrum of bulk norm
oscillations of a thin film of an antiferromagnet with a cen
of antisymmetry.

If we formally neglect the magnetoelastic interacti
@this corresponds to taking the limitB̂→0 in ~1.16!#, the
resulting dispersion relation for bothni l andn' lik' factor-
izes into two sets of noninteracting bulk modes correspo
ing to the following:

1! exchange–electric-dipole oscillations, the dispers
relation of which in this limit (B̂→0) is given by equations
~1! for ni l or ~2! for n' l (kPxz), regardless of the relation
ship between the Ne´el and Debye temperatures;

2! purely phononic oscillations, the spectrum of whi
for the chosen type of boudary conditions~1.15! can be writ-
ten in the form

Vphn
2 ~k'!5

N1

2
6S S N1

2 D 2

2N2D 1/2

, n51,2, . . . , ~16!

N1~k'!5L11* 1L33* , N2~k'!5L11* L33* 2L13*
2.

From a comparison of Eqs.~16! and ~1!, ~2! it follows that
for nÞr the corresponding dispersion curves for the mo
of the spectrum of phonon and dipole–exchange excitat
Vphn(k') andVr(k') both forTN.TD and forTN,TD can
have crossing points fork'Þ0. If we go to an analysis of the
more general caseB̂Þ0 (v/cÞ0) then, according to~1.16!,
independently of the relationship between the Ne´el and De-
bye temperatures for the investigated model of a thin m
netoelectric film, both forni l and forn' lik' (kPxz) in the
electrostatic limit (v/c→0) the spectrum of bulk magneto
elastic oscillations for whichl̃ xÞ0 and the lattice displace
ment vectoru lies in the sagittal plane (xz) can be written in
the above notation as
e
-

nt

e

e-
re

n
l
r

-

n

s
s

-

v2[S 12j21
j2«'kx

2

«kz
21kx

2~11«'!
D

3Fv0
21s2~kx

21kz
2!1vme

2

3S12
c44@kx

2~L11* 2v2!1kz
2~L33* 2v2!22L13* kxkz#

r@~L11* 2v2!~L33* 2v2!2L13*
2#

D G
~17!

(kz[kn for ni0z andkx[kn for ni0x, n51,2, . . . ).
Thus, by taking into account the nonzero dynamic ma

netoelastic interaction (B̂Þ0) leads to the situation that in
low-temperature antiferromagnet (cph.s, k'.v/cph) the
spectrum of bulk phonon oscillations withuPxz is practi-
cally unchanged in comparison with~16!, whereas the spec
trum of dipole–exchange modes is not qualitatively differe
from that which was found above in the elastostatic lim
~3! and ~4!.

The situation forTN.TD (cph,s) is different.2! In that
case, as follows from~17!, the dispersion relation for spin
wave excitations hardly changes~in comparison with the
caseB̂50). As before, they are qualitatively similar to~1!,
~2!, while the structure of the spectrum of bulk phonon
oscillations polarized in the sagittal plane (xz) of the crystal,
in contrast to~16!, takes the following form:

v41N1v21N250 ~k"n[kn!; ~18!

N15L̃111L̃33; N25L̃11L̃332L̃13
2 ;

L̃ik[ c̃iklmk'kk'm/r, c̃iklm[ciklm for iÞk and i 5k
51, 2, 3, 6; c̃445c44(12vme

2 /Vn
2(k')). Here Vn

2(k') is
given by relation~1! for ni l or by ~2! for n' lik' .

Analysis of Eq.~18! shows that in this approximation th
elastic dynamics of a film of a high-temperature antifer
magnet with a center of antisymmetry can be studied us
the concept of effective elastic constants, which is wid
used in the study of the spectrum of phononic oscillations
infinite magnets or the dynamics of dislocations in magn
cally ordered crystals.5,6 However, in contrast to the previ
ously investigated model of an infinite medium, in a th
magnetoelectric film the spatial nonlocality of the elas
constants can be due not only to the inhomogeneous
change interaction but to the electric-dipole interaction, i
it exists even in the zero-exchange limit (a→0).

Furthermore, by analyzing relation~17! we arrive at the
conclusion that forB̂Þ0, regardless of the relationship be
tween the Ne´el and Debye temperatures, the degeneracy
existed between the spectra of purely phononic and dipo
exchange magnon excitations forB̂50 is lifted. Here the
lifting of the degeneracy on account of the chosen bound
conditions ~1.11!, ~1.14!, and ~1.15! occurs only in those
modes of the spectrum of bulk magnetoelastic oscillatio
which for B̂50 had the same mode indexn. At the same
time, the crossover points present on the dispersion curve
the magnon and phonon bulk oscillations forB̂50 andk'

Þ0 and which correspond to modes withnÞr remain
present forB̂Þ0.
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If, as in Sec. 3, we consider a situation involving
change in the character of the electrodynamic boundary c
ditions from ~1.11! to ~7!, then for kPxz, ni0z it can be
shown with the aid of~8! that the corresponding dispersio
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relation that generalizes~17! to the case of a finite propaga
tion velocity of acoustic oscillations~both for TN.TD and
for TN,TD) can be put in the form~14!, in which now
n51,2, . . . :
Wnn~k'!5S 12j21
j2

«
PnnD Fv0

21s2~k'
2 1kn

2!1vme
2 S 12

c44@k'
2 ~L11* 2v2!1kn

2~L33* 2v2!22L13k'kn#

r@~L11* 2v2!~L33* 2v2!2L13*
2#

D G ; ~19!

Wnr~k'!5
j2

«
PnrFv0

21s2~k'
2 1kn

2!1vme
2 S 12

c44k'
2 ~L11* 2v2!1kn

2~L33* 2v2!22L13k'kn

r@~L11* 2v2!~L33* 2v2!2L13*
2#

D G , nÞr.
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If we set a* 50 in ~7!, then it follows from ~19! that
Wnr50, whileWnn(k') is determined by the right-hand sid
of ~17!. Thus even in this case the off-diagonal elementsWnr

of the infinite determinant~19! can be treated as a perturb
tion with respect to the zeroth approximation that determi
the diagonal elements of the infinite matrix.

It should be noted that in all of the above cases of lifti
of the degeneracy at the crossing points of the disper
curves of bulk normal oscillations it is undoubtedly nece
sary to take the damping of the modes into account as w
The inclusion of this damping in the framework of the ph
nomenological theory used does not present any techn
difficulties. A calculation shows that the correspondi
physical picture here is qualitatively the same as that wh
was analyzed previously in an investigation of coupled b
magnetoelastic and exchange–magnetic-dipole oscillat
in a thin ferromagnetic film.7 We shall therefore only list the
main points that bear on the influence of damping@DVn is
the linewidth of the bulk normal modeVn(k')] on the be-
havior of the dispersion curves of the bulk normal oscil
tions in the neighborhood of a crossover point. In rather th
films with TN.TD (c@s) the bulk magnons will have a
finite linewidth due to single-phonon processes, whereas
TN,TD and c!s the bulk phonons will have a finite line
width due to single-magnon processes. As the thicknessd of
the film decreases, the dependence of the spectrum of no
bulk oscillations on the excitation frequencyv becomes dis-
crete, but as before there is degeneracy of certain mode
the spectrum of bulk normal oscillations with indicesn and
r. Then, asd decreases further, the investigated spectrum
bulk oscillations of the magnetoelectric film begins to exhi
fine structure: first, for the mode with fixed indexn, as the
wave numberk' approaches the crossover point of the d
persion curve of this mode with that of the mode with ind
r, there will be a substantial increase in the linewidth.
there are several such crossover points for the moden, then
its linewidth will oscillate as the wave number changes.
the film thicknessd is decreased further, the degeneracy
the spectra of the modes of bulk normal oscillations w
indicesn and r is lifted, and at the positions of thesek' a
region of forbidden frequencies arises, within which t
propagation of bulk normal oscillations with such values
k' becomes impossible. Analogous forbidden frequency
gions brought about by the exchange–dipole interaction h
s
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been described previously in the physics of MSWs and
called dipole gaps~see, e.g., Ref. 3!.

CONCLUSION

In summary, for films of an antiferromagnet with a ce
ter of antisymmetry we have determined the necessary c
ditions under which a consistent allowance for the line
magnetoelectric effect will give rise to previously unknow
anomalies in the spectrum of bulk magnons. For their ex
tence it is fundamentally important to simultaneously ta
into account not only the finite dimensions of the real sam
but also the relationship between the Ne´el and Debye tem-
peratures. The present study has revealed the following
tures of the bulk magnon spectrum which are due to hyb
ization of the magnetoelectric and inhomogeneous excha
interactions:

1! the possibility that additional points with]Vn /]k'

50 at k'Þ0 will appear on the dispersion curveVn(k')
when the inhomogeneous exchange interaction is taken
account. These points can correspond to a local maximum
a local minimum of the dispersion curve;

2! the possibility that for a thin magnetoelectric film, a
a result of hybridization of the elastostatic, electrostatic, a
Heisenberg mechanisms of spin–spin interaction, crosso
points of the dispersion curves corresponding to modes w
indicesn andr in the spectrum of bulk normal oscillation
Vn(k') can exist fork'Þ0;

3! the presence of an interrelationship between the lo
geometry of the diffraction surface of the normal spin-wa
oscillations of an infinite crystal and the structure of t
spectrum of this type of waveguide oscillations in a thin fi
of the same material. The indicated correlation between
shape of the diffraction surface of a normal wave, the str
ture of the spectrum of waveguide oscillations and their ty
~forward or backward waves! is undoubtedly realized for
other types of normal oscillations~phonons, excitons, etc.! of
an infinite crystal as well.

As we know, the existence of points in the dispersi
relation of the normal oscillationsVn(k') at which one or
more components of the group velocity (]Vn /]k') equal
zero gives rise to features in the density of states of
corresponding type of quasiparticles~in this case magnons!.
Such points are called critical points, and they are associ
with the presence of features of the thermodynamic, kine
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and optical properties of a crystal. The appearance of crit
points is due to the symmetry properties of the crystal~sym-
metry critical points!.8 Furthermore, there can also exist cri
cal points whose presence has nothing to do with the s
metry of the crystal. They are called dynamical critic
points.8 An analysis of the existence conditions for critic
points in the magnon spectrum was presented in Refs. 9
10, but up till now it has been carried out only for an infini
crystal model. We have shown for the first time that t
consistent allowance for the influence of the nonlocal int
actions on the spin dynamics of a bounded magnet ena
one to determine the mechanisms of formation and the e
tence conditions of a number of new~absent in the infinite
crystal model! dynamical critical points in the magnon spe
trum of an antiferromagnet with a center of antisymmetry

It must be said that, although the calculation of t
present paper was done for a concrete form of the excha
and elastic boundary conditions, the domain of applicabi
of the results obtained is actually wider, since, according
Ref. 11, the character of the spectrum of bulk oscillatio
which are nonuniform over the thickness of the sample
relatively insensitive to the type of boundary condition
Analysis shows that for modes withn>1, changing the type
of the exchange and elastic boundary conditions does
materially affect the character of the observed anomalie
the spectrum of normal bulk oscillations in a thin magne
electric film. An exception may be the existence conditio
al
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for crossover points of the dispersion curves calculated
the basis of the boundary conditions~1.11!, ~1.14!, and
~1.15!.

*E-mail: tarasen@host.dipt.donetsk.ua
1!From now on in citing the equations taken from Ref. 1 we shall use a d

numbering system; e.g., we shall refer to Eq.~3! of Ref. 1 as Eq.~1.3!.
2!Or for a low-temperature antiferromagnet (cph.s, k',v/cph).
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H –T phase diagram of a multilayered Gd ÕSiÕCo film with ferrimagnetic ordering
of the layers
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The magnetization process of multilayered films@Co~30 Å!/Si~5 Å!/Gd~75 Å!/Si~5 Å!#20 having a
ferrimagnetic ordering of the magnetic moments of the cobalt and gadolinium layers and a
compensation temperatureTcomp'118 K is studied by magnetometric and magnetooptical
methods. A magnetic-field-induced spin-orientation transition from the collinear to the
noncollinear state is observed. The transition field is determined and theH –T magnetic phase
diagram is constructed for the multilayered ferrimagnet Gd/Si/Co in the temperature
interval 5–140 K. The phase diagram is also calculated in the framework of molecular field
theory, and satisfactory agreement with the experimental results is obtained. The constant of the
antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between the cobalt and gadolinium layers is
established. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353705#
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INTRODUCTION

Among the various sorts of thin multilayered films th
are intensively studied at the present time are structures
sisting of alternating layers of two different types of meta
a rare-earth metal~REM! and a transition metal~TM!. As a
result of the exchange interaction at the interface, the m
netic moments of these layers are ordered antiparallel. Th
structures therefore have properties similar to those of c
sical ferrimagnets, in particular, compensation of the m
netic moments and spin-orientation transitions under the
fluence of an external magnetic field. Artificially prepar
ferrimagnetic systems of this type have been studied
Gd/Fe ~Ref. 1! and Gd/Co~Ref. 2! films; because of their
layered structure, these objects also have specific prope
that are not shared by ordinary ferrimagnets.

The magnetization reversal process for multilayered
rimagnetic films was first described theoretically by Cam
and Tilley.3 According to their model, in the absence of ma
netocrystalline anisotropy, an ideal REM/TM superlattice
an external field can have three main phases: 1! a phase in
which the spins of the REM layers are parallel and the sp
of the TM layers antiparallel to the fieldH ~this phase is
observed below the compensation temperatureTcomp); 2! the
spins of the TM layers are parallel and those of the RE
layers antiparallel toH ~above Tcomp); 3! a noncollinear
phase, in which the spins of each atomic row in the me
layers are at different angles to the direction of the exter
field. This last situation arises whenH is sufficient to over-
come the antiferromagnetic interaction between layers. C
culations show that the fieldsHt of the transition of the lay-
1371063-777X/2001/27(2)/6/$20.00
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ered structures to the noncollinear phase increase
distance fromTcomp ~as in two-sublattice ferrimagnets!, but
they are lower than the phase transition fields of ferrim
netic alloys of similar composition. In addition, the proce
by which the noncollinear phase arises in a finite REM/T
layered structure depends on the type of the surface la
~REM or TM!.4 In such a structure one can observe a surf
phase transition in fields at which the main part of the film
still found in the collinear phase. The penetration depth
the surface phase into the film can reach several period
the structure~several hundred angstroms!.

The properties of ferrimagnetic multilayered films tu
out to be extremely sensitive to changes in their paramet
which on the whole are amenable to control. For examp
varying the ratio of the thicknesses of the REM and T
layers,3 changing the period of the structure,5 and the inter-
calation of a nonmagnetic spacer between the magn
layers6 lead to both a shift ofTcomp and a change inHt .

In this paper we present the results of research on
magnetization reversal of a film of the Gd/Si/Co type. T
presence of the silicon spacer, on the one hand, weaken
interlayer exchange interaction at the interface and ther
makes it possible for a noncollinear phase to exist ove
wide interval of fields and temperatures accessible for stu
and, on the other hand, prevents the formation of GdCo c
pounds, which have specific magnetic properties.2 The main
goal of this study was to investigate the field-induced tran
tions to the noncollinear phase and to construct theH –T
magnetic phase diagram. The experimental data were
tained in magnetooptical studies, which are extremely se
tive to a change in the magnetic structure of the sample,
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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also by means of measurements of the magnetization o
SQUID magnetometer.

EXPERIMENT

A thin multilayer film of composition @Co~30 Å!/
Si~5 Å!/Gd~75 Å!/Si~5Å !#20 was prepared by rf ion sputter
ing on a glass substrate at a base pressure of 1026 torr and a
working-gas~Ar! pressure of 1024 torr. The deposition was
carried out at a temperature not over 100 °C. The rate
deposition of Gd, Co, and Si, according to the results o
preliminary calibration, were 1, 0.4, and 0.3 Å/s, resp
tively. The upper layer of the film was gadolinium. The fil
had a silicon buffer layer and a silicon protective surfa
layer, each 200 Å thick.

Magnetooptical studies were done using the longitudi
Kerr effect. The magnetic field was oriented in the plane

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization
@Co~30 Å!/Si~5 Å!/Gd~75 Å!/Si~5 Å!#20 film, measured in an external field
H5500 Oe. The circles are experimental data points, the continuous c
is the calculated dependence.
a

of
a
-

e

l
f

incidence of a He–Ne laser beam~wavelength 633 nm! par-
allel to the film. The angle of rotationF of the plane of
polarization of the reflected light was measured as a func
of the strength of the external field. In the given geome
the Kerr rotation of the plane of polarization is proportion
to the component of the magnetizationM lying in the plane
of the film and parallel to the plane of incidence of the ligh
The sample was placed on a cold stage in vacuum insid
superconducting solenoid.

The magnetization measurements were done on a Q
tum Design MPMS-5 SQUID magnetometer.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the s
taneous magnetizationMs measured on the SQUID magne
tometer in an external fieldH5500 Oe. The values ofMs

correspond to the volume occupied by materials having
intrinsic magnetic moment~Co and Gd!. The results of the
measurements attest to the preservation of antiferromagn
ordering of the magnetic moments of the Co and Gd layer
the given thickness of the silicon interlayer. The experime
tal curve has a clear minimum at 118 K, due to the comp
sation of the magnetic moments of the Gd and Co laye
The nonzero minimum value of the magnetization may
due to a slight inhomogeneity of the film or to the onset o
noncollinear phase atT'Tcomp in a field H5500 Oe. In-
creasing the temperature from 5 K to the compensation t
perature leads to a rather rapid drop of the spontaneous m
netization. As the temperature is increased atT.Tcomp the
magnetization increases rapidly at first and then more
more slowly, tending toward saturation.

The typical field dependence of the magnetizationM and
Kerr rotationF measured in the Gd/Si/Co film are shown
Fig. 2. In low fields both curves exhibit a clear hystere
~see inset! due to the formation of domains of opposite ma
netization and the motion of domain walls. When a cert
value of the external field is reached theM (H) and F(H)
curves exhibit a kink~indicated by arrows and the dashe
line in Figs. 2a and 2b, corresponding to a transition to
noncollinear state. At this point there is an increase in

f a

ve
n
FIG. 2. Field dependence of the magnetization~a! and Kerr rotation~b! at T597 K. The kink on theM (H) andF(H) curves corresponds to the transitio
to the noncollinear state. The insets show the low-fieldM (H) andF(H) curves on an expanded scale.
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FIG. 3. Field dependence of the magnetization~left! and Kerr rotation~right! at different temperatures.
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magnetic susceptibilitydM/dH ~Fig. 2a!. As we see from
Fig. 2, the transition to the noncollinear state is manifes
significantly more clearly on the field dependence of the K
rotation than on the field dependence of the magnetizati

To construct theH –T phase diagram of the film, we
measured the field dependence of the magnetization and
rotation at different temperatures. Figure 3 shows the m
suredM~H! andF(H) curves. As the film is heated, the kin
due to the transition to the noncollinear phase is more
more weakly manifested on the magnetization curve, an
the region above the compensation temperature it is
longer noticeable. With increasing temperature the value
the magnetic susceptibility in the collinear and noncolline
phases approach each other, making it difficult to determ
the point of the phase transition on theM (H) curves at tem-
d
r
.
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d
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peraturesT&Tcomp andT.Tcomp. At the same time, on the
field dependence of the Kerr rotation the transition is clea
identifiable all the way up to 140 K.

From the results of the experiments we constructed
H –T phase diagram shown in Fig. 4. The data obtained fr
the magnetic and magnetooptical measurements are in s
factory mutual agreement. In the interval 5 K,T,Tcomp

the field of the phase transition to the noncollinear state
creases with increasing temperature, and forTcomp,T,140
K the transition field remains practically constant. In t
neighborhood ofTcomp the determination ofHt is compli-
cated by the proximity of the phase-transition and coerc
fields. As T→Tcomp the coercive field increases, whileHt

decreases.
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DISCUSSION

As we know, the spontaneous magnetization of a fe
magnet is found as the difference of the partial magnet
tions of its constituent subsystems. In a multilayered film
values and temperature dependence of these magnetiza
depend on the thickness of the magnetic components o
structure and the intralayer and interlayer exchange inte
tion constants. The field of the spin-orientation transition
the noncollinear state in a multilayered film at a specifi
temperature is also a function of the magnetizations of
layers and these exchange constants. To construct the
retical H –T phase diagram we therefore calculated the te
perature dependence of the magnetization of the film
comparison of the calculated and experimental results
Ms(T) yielded the parameters needed to calculateHt . A
determination of the interlayer exchange interaction is es
cially important for a film with a nonmagnetic spacer. T
interaction suffers a considerable change that is hard to
mate analytically.

To calculateMs(T) we use the model proposed in Re
7. According to this model the temperature dependence
the spontaneous magnetization of a multilayered film of
Gd/Co type can be calculated using molecular field the
with allowance for the inhomogeneity of the interlayer e
change interaction over the thickness of the REM layers.
assumed that the temperature dependence of the magn
tion of the REM ~Gd! layers is determined by both the in
trinsic exchange interaction and by the outside influence
the TM ~Co!. At the same time, it is assumed that the C
layers are found only in their own molecular field~since the
intralayer exchange in the Co layers is much greater than
interlayer exchange!, which determines the temperature d
pendence of the magnetization of the cobalt subsystem. T
we have

FIG. 4. The H –T phase diagram of a@Co~30 Å!/Si~5 Å!/Gd~75 Å!/
Si~5 Å!#20 film; s — the data obtained from the magnetization measu
ments; h — from magnetooptical measurements. The calculated dep
dence is shown by the continuous curve.
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HCo5lCoCoMCo,

HGd5lGdGdMGd1lCoGdMCo

3$exp~2gz!1exp@2g~ l Gd2z!#%, ~1!

whereHCo andHGd are the molecular fields acting on the C
and Gd layers,MCo andMGd are the magnetizations of thes
layers,lCoCo, lGdGd, andlCoGd are the corresponding con
stants of the molecular fields,g is the damping coefficient o
the Co molecular field acting on the Gd,z is the coordinate
along the normal to the surface of the Gd layer, andl Gd is the
thickness of the Gd layer. The spontaneous magnetizatio
the film is expressed in terms of the magnetizations of
subsystems, the temperature dependence of which is g
by the Brillouin functionBs(x). However, in the temperatur
interval of interest to us, the partial magnetization of t
cobalt subsystem is practically constant, and so we can w

Ms~T!5u l 1MGd~0!Bs~gGdsGdmBHGd/kT!2 l 2MCo~0!u,
~2!

where gGd is the Lande´ factor, sGd is the spin number of
gadolinium,mB is the Bohr magneton,k is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, andl 1 andl 2 are the reduced layer thicknesses, defin
as l 15 l Gd/( l Co1 l Gd) and l 25 l Co/( l Co1 l Gd), where l Co

530 Å andl Gd575 Å.
In the actual calculations of the magnetization of t

gadolinium subsystem the exponential function in~1! was
approximated by a step function. We assumed that each
layer consists ofn atomic layers separated from each oth
by a distancedGd. In each of the atomic layers the molecul
field is assumed constant, and as one goes from the interf
into the interior of a gadolinium layer it was assumed
decrease exponentially. The valuez50 was assigned to the
atomic layers bordering the silicon spacers. Thus the mag
tization of the gadolinium layers was given by the express

MGd5F (
k51

n

Mk~zk!G 1

n
, ~3!

wheren5 l Gd/dGd.
In choosing the parameters in formulas~1!–~3! it is nec-

essary to take the following considerations into account. I
known that the structural state of metals in nonepitaxial t
multilayered films can vary considerably. In particular, ra
earth metals such as gadolinium have a tendency tow
amorphization. This leads to substantial changes in a num
of the properties of such materials, including the density a
the parameters of the magnetic ordering. The structural
magnetic properties of Gd/Si and Gd/Cu multilayered film
with different layer thicknesses were studied in Ref. 8. T
technology used to prepare those films was the same as
used for the films studied here. According to electron m
croscopy data, in Gd/Si films withl Gd,100 Å the gado-
linium is found in a non-single-phase state consisting of a
of crystalline and amorphous phases with a substantial
ponderance of the latter. The Curie temperatureTC of amor-
phous gadolinium lies in the range 130–160 K, which
considerably lower thanTC for bulk gadolinium. The Curie
temperature of gadolinium in the crystalline phase is 24
290 K. We investigated a film withl Gd575 Å. In light of the
results of Ref. 8, it is natural to assume that in this multila

-
n-
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ered film the gadolinium is found predominantly in an am
phous state. This assumption will be confirmed below in
comparison of the calculated and experimental tempera
dependence of the magnetization. The best agreement o
calculated and experimental temperature dependence is
tained for TC'130 K, which corresponds to the magne
ordering temperature of amorphous gadolinium in th
films.8

To calculate the temperature dependence of the spo
neous magnetizationMs(T) of our multilayered film, we
need to know the mean interatomic distancedGd. We esti-
mate it using the formula

Ms~0!5 l 1gGdsGdmBNGd2 l 2MCo~0!, ~4!

whereNGd5(1/dGd)
3 is the number of gadolinium atoms i

1 cm3. Substituting into~4! the valuesgGd52, sGd57/2, and
MCo(0)51400 G along with the valueMs(0)5590 G ob-
tained experimentally for our film atT55 K, we find dGd

'3.6 Å. In this caseMGd(0)'1400 G.
The damping coefficientg of the cobalt molecular field

in the gadolinium was determined for a series of Gd/Co fil
( l Gd/ l Co52.5) with different periods of the structure~fabri-
cated by the same technology7 as for the film under study!
and was found to have the value 0.16 Å.

The procedure for calculating the temperature dep
dence of the spontaneous magnetization amounted to var
the parameterslGdGd and lCoGd in order to find the most
satisfactory description of the experimentalMs(T) curve by
formulas~1!–~3!. The continuous curve in Fig. 1 shows th
results of the calculations forlGdGd5440 andlCoGd565.
For these parameters the calculated curve has the best a
ment with the experimental dependence. We note that
value of lGdGd corresponds to a Curie temperatureTC

'130 K. The value obtained for the molecular field const
of the gadoliniumlGdGd itself is in agreement with the dat
obtained for Gd/Co~Ref. 7! and Gd/Si~Ref. 8! films. At
temperaturesT&Tcomp the calculated temperature depe
dence of the spontaneous magnetizationMs is in good agree-
ment with the experimentally determined temperature dep
dence Ms(T). At higher temperatures one observes
substantial difference between the experimental and ca
lated data, probably because the temperature dependen
the magnetization of the gadolinium subsystem is no lon
described by the Brillouin function. According to Ref. 8,
layers less than 100 Å thick, gadolinium has an amorpho
crystalline structure with a substantial preponderance of
amorphous component. As we have said, in our multilaye
film the gadolinium is found mainly in the amorphous sta
At temperatures considerably below the Curie temperatur
amorphous gadolinium (TC'130 K! the main contribution
to the magnetization of the gadolinium subsystem is from
amorphous component, and the magnetization can be
scribed by the corresponding Brillouin function. As the Cu
temperature of amorphous gadolinium is approached, h
ever, the contribution to the magnetization of the gadolini
subsystem from the crystalline component, which ha
much higherTC , becomes more and more noticeable. A
parently, even in the region of the compensation tempera
~118 K! the contribution of the crystalline component to t
magnetization causes the temperature dependence o
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magnetization to deviate from the Brillouin function Eq.~2!.
This explains the appreciable difference of the experime
and calculatedMs(T) curves at temperatures above the co
pensation temperature.

It should be noted that the influence of the nonmagne
spacer on the properties of a Gd/Co multilayered film
manifested primarily in a weakening of the exchange int
action between the layers of different metals. According
the data obtained for Gd/Co films not containing such
spacer, the value of the antiferromagnetic exchange inte
tion constantlCoGd is around 1700.7 Thus the intercalation of
a silicon spacer 5 Å thick between the magnetic layers of
film leads to a decrease of this constant by more than
order of magnitude.

To calculate theH –T phase diagram we used Motoka
wa’s analytical method.9 This method does not require com
plicated iterative calculations and enables one to determ
the field of the transition to the noncollinear phase for fer
magnetically ordered films with a broad spectrum of para
eters. According to Motokawa, the value of the critical fie
Ht is equal to the intermediate root of the cubic equation

~NiNja1a2!h32@NiNj~a12a2!1Nia1b2

2mNja2b1#h22@NiNj2Ni~a12b2!

2mNj~a22b1!#H1Ni2mNj50. ~5!

Here we have used the following notation:Ni5 l i /2di is one-
half the number of atomic layers of metali ~Co or Gd! in a
layer of thicknessl i with a distancedi between atomic lay-
ers;

m5M jdj /Midi , h5Htdj /l j i ~di1dj !Mi ,

a15~Ni21!~Ni11!/6ai , a25~Nj21!~Nj11!/6ajm,

b15Ni~Ni21!/2ai , b25Nj~Nj21!/2ajm,

where ai5l i i dj /l j i (di1dj ), and aj5l j j di /l j i (di1dj ).
For T,Tcomp the indexi denotes Gd andj denotes Co. The
values ofMGd, MCo, dGd, lGdGd, andlGdCo used were the
same as in the calculation ofMs(T). The constant of the
internal molecule field of cobalt,lCoCo, was calculated from
the Curie temperature of this metal (TC51394 K! and was
found to be 12000. The distancedCo between layers of cobal
atoms was determined in accordance with the value of
parameterc of the unit cell of hcp cobalt (dCo52.14 Å
'0.5c).

The necessary conditions for correctness of the calc
tion by the Motokawa method,9 viz., Ht /l i i M i!1, Htdi /
l i i M jdj!1, hold for our multilayered film in the entire tem
perature interval of interest to us here. Calculations sh
that the cubic term in Eq.~5! can be neglected.

The continuous curve in Fig. 4 shows the calculated te
perature dependence of the fields of transition to the non
linear state forT,Tcomp; the curve is in good agreemen
with the experimental values obtained from the magnetic
magnetooptical measurements. It should be noted that
cording to the Camley model, in this temperature interval
phase transition in the film with a gadolinium surface lay
should occur at practically the same field at the surface
in the interior of the film, since the surface noncolline
phase arises in the film from the substrate side.
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Using the parameterslGdGd andlGdCo determined from
the calculation ofMs(T), we obtained values ofHt in quan-
titative agreement with the experimental values. This c
firms the applicability of the molecular field model for film
of the Gd/Co type containing a nonmagnetic spacer betw
the magnetic layers.

Above Tcomp the calculated values ofHt ~not shown in
Fig. 4! differ substantially from the experimental values; th
is because, as in the case of the temperature depend
Ms(T), we have not taken into account the influence of
crystalline component of the gadolinium in the calculatio

CONCLUSION

Our magnetic and magnetooptical studies of the mag
tizing process for multilayered ferrimagnetically ordered G
Si/Co films have revealed a spin-orientation transition
them from the collinear to a noncollinear state and have
abled us to construct theH –T phase diagram of our multi
layered ferrimagnet. We have shown that molecular fi
theory describes theH –T phase diagram satisfactorily~both
quantitatively and qualitatively! for T,Tcomp. We have de-
termined the constant of the exchange interaction betw
Co and Gd layers across a silicon spacer (l Si55 Å!: lGdCo

565, which turned out to be more than an order of mag
-

en

nce
e
.

e-
/

n-

d

en

i-

tude lower than the constantlGdCo'1700 for Gd/Co multi-
layered films not containing silicon layers. The lack of qua
titative agreement between the calculated and experime
curves ofMs(T) andHt(T) for T.Tcomp is due to the non-
single-phase nature of the gadolinium in our multilayer
film.
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Antiferromagnetic impurity states in a semi-infinite ferromagnet for various orientations
of the surface relative to the crystal axes
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A study is made of spin states localized on an antiferromagnetic impurity found on the surface
or in one of subsurface layers of a semi-infinite Heisenberg ferromagnet. Different
orientations of the surface relative to the axes of the crystal are considered. The energies and
eigenfunctions of the localized impurity states are found as functions of the parameters
of the problem. It is found that in the system considered there always exists a definite subsurface
layer in which it is energetically most favorable for the impurity to locate. The distance of
this layer from the surface is completely determined by the direction of the surface plane relative
to the axes of the magnetic lattice. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The properties of magnetically ordered crystals conta
ing magnetic impurities are among the most interesting s
jects in the theory of magnetism.1–9 Of particular interest is
the case of a ferromagnet with an antiferromagnetic~AFM!
impurity, since the question of the ground state of suc
system requires a separate analysis. A considerably num
of papers have been devoted to solving this problem in
infinite ferromagnet.1–7 As a result, it has been establishe
that the ground state in question is localized on an impu
and has an energy lying below the continuous spectrum
excitations of the system.

In a semi-infinite lattice the characteristics of the ne
surface impurity states are governed by the properties of
surface and can differ substantially from the case of an
purity found in the interior of the crystal. This circumstan
leads, in particular, to dependence of the ground state en
of a semi-infinite ferromagnet with an AFM impurity on th
position of the latter relative to the surface. An attempt
analyze this dependence for the simplest case, that of a~001!
surface in a simple cubic lattice, was undertaken in Ref
However, the relations between the energies of the impu
levels in that paper and the conclusions based on them
rectly describe the physics of the problem only in a cert
part of the investigated range of values of the exchange
rameters.

A natural property that can appreciably influence the f
tures of the impurity states in a semi-infinite system is
orientation of the surface plane relative to the crystal axes
this paper we investigate how the surface orientation affe
antiferromagnetic impurity states in a semi-infinite ferroma
net. We analyze the impurity levels in the energy spectr
of the system for arbitrary values of the exchange interac
parameters. We pay particular attention to the question of
energetically most favorable position of the impurity relati
to the surface. We determine the dependence of this pos
on the direction of the surface plane in the magnetic latt

The energies and eigenfunctions of localized impur
1431063-777X/2001/27(2)/5/$20.00
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states are found using the computational method of Jaco
matrices, which has been elaborated in detail in the field
lattice dynamics10–13 and which has been applied numero
times to magnetically ordered systems.6–9,14,15This method
allows one to avoid the spin-wave approximation, which
unsuitable in the given case, and to solve the stated quan
mechanical problem in terms of spin deviation operators

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND THE HAMILTONIAN
OF THE SYSTEM

Let us consider a semi-infinite Heisenberg ferromag
whose magnetic atoms have spinS51/2 and form a simple
cubic lattice with a nearest-neighbor interaction. We assu
that the system has a free surface of the type (n210) with
different possible orientations of the surface plane relative
the crystal axes,n50,2,3, . . . ~see Fig. 1!. Such a model of
the surface can give clear results that can be straight
wardly generalized to the case of arbitrary~not only integer!
values ofn.

In one of the sites of the magnetic lattice we place
AFM impurity, which differs from the regular atoms in tha
it has a negative exchange interaction with the neighbor
spins. We note~see Fig. 1! that in the chosen model all of th
surface planes with different values ofn intersect along thez
axis, and thepth subsurface layers parallel to them interse
along the axis (0pz), wherep is the number of the laye
relative to the surface. Therefore, for further study it is co
venient to place the impurity at a site with coordinat
(0p0), where it will be found in layer numberp, which is the
same for the whole group of surfacesn50,1,2, . . . .

With allowance for the arguments made above,
Heisenberg Hamiltonian for the system under study has
form

H52I (
m~my>nmx!

Sm@Sm1~001!1Sm1~010!1Sm1~2100!#

1~ I 2I 8!S~0p0!@S~0p1!1S~0p21!1S~0p110!1S~21po!

1~12dp0!S~0p210!1Q~p2n!S~1p0!#. ~1!
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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HereSm is the spin operator of a magnetic atom found in t
mth lattice site~the magnetic moment of the system is d
rected along thez axis!; I .0 andI 8,0 are the integrals o
the exchange interactions between the spins of the reg
atoms and between the spin of the impurity and its nei
bors; n50,1,2, . . . denotes the different directions of th
surface plane, and the indexp50,1,2, . . . numbers the lay-
ers parallel to the surface, including the surface;dp0 is the
Kronecker delta;Q(p2n) is the step function, defined as

Q~x!5H 1, x>0,

0, x,0.
~2!

Since the Hamiltonian~1! commutes with thez projec-
tion operator of the total spin of the system, the space
eigenfunctions of the operatorH can be divided into sub
spaces characterized by definite valuesSH

z of this z projec-
tion. The eigenstate of the operatorH in which all of the
atomic spins are parallel to one another belongs to the
space with the maximum value ofSH

z 5NS and has the en
ergy

E052IS2$3N2~h11!@52dp01Q~p2n!#%, ~3!

whereh52I 8/I , N is the number of atoms in the lattice
Below the eigenvector describing this state will be deno
by the symbolu0&, and the energyE0 will be chosen as the
zero of energy for the system.

In the absence of impurities (I 85I ) or in the presence o
a ferromagnetic defect (I 8.0) the vectoru0& corresponds to
the ground state of the ferromagnet~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. In the
case of an AFM impurity with spinS51/2 the ground state
belongs to the subspace of single-particle excitations of
system with valuesSH

z 5NS21 ~Refs. 1–4!. In this state the
spin deviations localized on the impurity and on the neig
boring atoms are large, and so the spin-wave approxima
is unsuitable, and for solving the problem of the ground st
of the system~1! it is convenient to use the above-describ
method of Jacobian matrices.

FIG. 1. Surface of the type (n210) in a simple cubic lattice (n
50,1,2, . . . ; thez axis is directed perpendicular to the plane of the figur!.
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3. METHOD OF FINDING THE ENERGIES AND
EIGENFUNCTIONS OF THE LOCALIZED STATES

Since the method of Jacobian matrices has been set
in detail in a number of papers,7,8,10–15in this Section it will
suffice to give a brief summary of the computational proc
dure. The method used here is based on choosing, in on
the subspaces of the operatorH describing the system unde
study, a certain vectorg0 of a definite form. This vector is
used to construct a special cyclic subspace invariant w
respect to the operatorH:

g0 , Hg0 , H2g0 , . . . ~4!

and g0 is called the generating vector of the given cyc
subspace. The method of successive orthogonalization o
vectors~4! an orthonormalized basis$gl% is constructed in
the cyclic subspace (l 50,1,2, . . . ). Thematrix operatorH in
this basis takes the Jacobian form:

Hll 85S a0 b0 0 0 0 . . .

b0 a1 b1 0 0 . . .

0 b1 a2 b2 0 . . .

0 0 b2 a3 b3 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

D . ~5!

The energy spectrum of the operatorH in the chosen basis is
simple ~nondegenerate!, i.e., to each energy eigenvalue«
there corresponds a single eigenfunctionC(«), which can be
represented in the form of an expansion in the basis$gl%:

C~«!5m~«!(
l 50

`

Pl~«!gl . ~6!

Here m(«) is a normalizing factor, andPl(«) is an
l th-degree polynomial in« which satisfies the recurrence re
lation

bl Pl 11~«!5~«2al !Pl~«!2bl 21Pl 21~«! ~7!

with the initial conditionsP21(«)50, P0(«)51.
If there are localized states in the system which lie o

side the continuous spectrum of eigenvalues of the oper
H, then their energy is found from the equation

Pl~«!50. ~8!

The rate of convergence of the local solutions of eq
tion ~8! to the true values of the energies forl→` depends
on the degree of localization of the state in question. Expr
sions ~6! and ~8! are conveniently applied to states with
high degree of localization, since for them one can obt
results to good accuracy without going beyond small~single-
digit! values ofl. It is just such a situation that arises in th
problem of states localized at an AFM impurity with sp
S51/2 in a ferromagnetic crystal. In that case the spin
viations are well localized even in the first coordinatio
sphere of the impurity.1,5

It should also be noted that the described procedure
obtaining the energies and eigenfunctions of localized st
is based on the correct choice of the generating vectorg0. It
is best to use forg0 the vector that appears with the highe
weight in the eigenfunction~6! of the desired localized state
For the problem solved in this paper, the natural role of t
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vector is played by the state with the spin of the impur
atom antiparallel to the direction of the magnetic moment
the rest of the lattice.

4. AFM IMPURITY STATES IN THE ENERGY SPECTRUM OF
THE SYSTEM

Using the computational method described in the pre
ous Section, we shall find the characteristics of localiz
impurity states in the subspace of single-particle excitati
of system~1!. To do this, we construct the first two orthono
malized basis vectors in the cyclic subspace of the oper
H2E0 generated by the vectorg0 @the energyE0 is deter-
mined by expression~3!#:

g05S~0p0!
2 u0&,

g15@52dp01Q~p2n!#21/2@S~0p1!
2 1S~0p21!

2

1S~21p0!
2 1S~0p110!

2 1~12dp0!S~0p210!
2

1Q~p2n!S~1p0!
2 #u0&, ~9!

where the operatorS25Sx2 iSy.
With the aid of vectors~9!, we obtain the first three

matrix elements of the Jacobian matrix~5!:

a052
I

2
hapn , b05

I

2
hAapn,

~10!

a152
I

2 S h251
gpn

apn
D ,

apn552dp01Q~p2N!,

gpn541dp0~11dn0!1dp12Q~p2n11!

22Q~p2n21!2Q~p22n!. ~11!

From the matrix elements~10! and ~11!, we construct the
polynomials Pl(«) to l 52 inclusive using the recurrenc
relation ~7!. The smallest root of the equationP2(«)50
gives the energy of the local impurity level lying below th
energyE0 and corresponding to the ground state of the s
tem ~1!:

«pn52
I

4 H h~11apn!251
gpn

apn

1A@h~apn21!152gpn /apn#
214h2apnJ . ~12!

The eigenfunction of this state is determined from fo
mula ~6! by substituting vectors~9! and the energy«5«pn

into it.
In each region of values of the parameterh!1 or h

@1 the energies«pn can be written in a convenient form fo
study by expanding expression~12! in powers ofh or 1/h:

«pn'2
Ih

2 5 apnS 11
h

52gpnapn
21D , h!1,

~11apn!F12
52gpnapn

21

h~11apn!
2G , h@1.

~13!
f

i-
d
s

or

-

-

We note that the leading terms of the expansion~13! will be
minimum at the maximum value ofapn , while the higher-
order terms will be minimum at the maximum value ofgpn .
For each fixed numbern both these conditions hold simulta
neously in the casep5n1dn0 @see formula~11!#. Here the
impurity level has the lowest energy«n1dn0 ,n determined by
expression~13! with apn56 andgpn531dn122dn0.

It also follows from relations~11! and~13! that the high-
est energy«0n belongs to the state in which the defect
found in the plane of the surface (p50, a0n541dn0 , g0n

552dn02dn1). If the impurity is located in the interior of
the crystal (p@n), then the energy«v of the local level
(apn56, gpn50) occupies an intermediate positio
«n1dn0 ,n,«v,«0n . In the solutions~13! obtained above, the
impurity will already become insensitive to the surface f
p>2(n1dn0), where the equality«pn5«v holds. The same
relation between the energies of the impurity states is
tained directly from expression~12! at any valueh consid-
ered.

The relative position of the impurity levels«0n , «v , and
«n1dn0 ,n in the energy spectrum of the system~1! as a func-
tion of the parameterh is shown schematically in Fig. 2
~states with other indicesp lie between the levels shown!. As
we see from Fig. 2 and formulas~12! and ~13!, all of the
energies«pn behave in a similar way ash varies: they tend
toward the lower boundary of the continuous spectrum
h→0 and split off ever farther from it ash→`. However,
the distances in the spectrum of the system between the
«v and different near-surface levels do not all have the sa
dependence on the parameterh. Using expressions~11! and
~13!, we easily find this distance in the casep5n1dn0:

FIG. 2. Ground-state energy of the system~1! as a function of the paramete
h52I 8/I for positions of the AFM impurity in the interior of the crysta
(p@n) ~———!, in the plane of the surface (p50) ~–3 –3 –!, and in a
subsurface layer with indexp5n1dn0 ~– – –!.
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«v2«n1dn0 ,n5IH 3

5
h2

31dn122dn0

272dn112dn0
, h!1,

1

84
~31dn122dn0!, h@1.

~14!

We see from~14! that forh→` this distance tends toward
certain positive value that does not depend onh. Here the
levels «v and «n1dn0 ,n in Fig. 2 run parallel to each othe
maintaining their relative position forh!1. At the same
time, as follows from~11! and ~13!, the difference«0n2«v
increases with increasingh in proportion to the value of this
parameter.

The behavior of the energy«v in Fig. 2 is in complete
agreement with the results obtained previously in Refs. 6
7 for an AFM impurity in an infinite ferromagnet. Howeve
the relative position of the levels«0n and «v in the region
h<1 in this figure is fundamentally different from the anal
gous relations presented in Ref. 9 for the particular cas
the surface,n50. Apparently this difference is due to th
insufficiently well thought-out choice of the zero of ener
in the spectrum of the semi-infinite system in Ref. 9.

The influence of the orientation of the surface on AF
impurity states in a semi-infinite ferromagnet can be tra
particularly clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the numeric
dependence of the energy~12! on the position of the impu-
rity in the lattice for different values of the numbern. We see
from Fig. 3 that for each fixed value ofn the maximum and
minimum energies«pn are reached for the same casesp50
and p5n1dn0 as in the approximate expressions~13!. As
the indexp increases, the energies«pn grow, tending toward
the limiting value «v and coinciding with it for p>2(n
1dn0).

FIG. 3. Energies of AFM impurity states in a semi-infinite ferromagnet
different directions of the surface plane (h51): n50 ~———!; 1 ~–3 –
3 –!; 2 ~–~ –~ –!; 3 (• • • •); 4 ~– – –!.
d

of

d

5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The results obtained in Sec. 4 have a simple phys
interpretation. It is clear that the state with the flipped spin
the AFM impurity @the vectorg0 in expressions~9!# has the
lowest energy when the defect has the maximum poss
number of nearest neighbors. In turn, a flip of the spin of
atom in the first coordination sphere of the impurity@the
vectorg1 in ~9!# becomes energetically more favorable wh
this atom is located on the surface of the system. Since
eigenfunction~6! of a localized impurity state contains a s
perposition of the vectorsg0 andg1, the energy correspond
ing to it will be minimum when both of the conditions state
above are satisfied simultaneously. In the investigated mo
of the system such a situation can arise for each spec
direction of the surface in a single case, which is realiz
when the impurity is located in the subsurface layer w
index p5n1dn0 ~see Fig. 1!. Thus the position of the mini-
mum of the energies«pn shown in Fig. 3 is determined by
the geometry of the semi-infinite magnetic lattice.

The relative depth of the minimum found
(«v2«n1dn0 ,n)/u«vu is small@see Fig. 3 and expressions~13!

and ~14!#. This is explained by the fact that the stateg1

responsible for its appearance enters into the function~6!
with a lower weight than does the vectorg0 and carriers a
comparatively smaller contribution to the energy of the lo
levels. It is expected that as the ferromagnetic exchang
the near-surface region of the system is weakened, the d
of the minimum obtained here increases, since flips of
spins of the nearest neighbors of the impurity are easie
that region. Otherwise the relationship between the ener
«pn could change, and at a large enough value of the
change in the surface region the energetically most favora
position for the impurity becomes one in the interior of t
crystal. Taking the next coordination spheres of the def
into account gives a negligible contribution to the energ
«pn and cannot appreciably affect their relative position
Figs. 2 and 3.

The above analysis is easily generalized to the cas
fractional values ofn. Since all of the feature of the system
are concentrated in the (x,y) plane, it is sufficient to conside
only the two-dimensional situation specified. Then the d
tance from the surface, which is specified by the relat
my5cmx (c5ny /nx>1 is an irreducible fraction,nx ,ny

>1 are integers!, to the impurity, which has coordinate
my8>cmx8 , can be written as

r 5a~my82cmx8!~11c2!21/2, ~15!

where a is the lattice constant. According to the physic
arguments presented above and in accordance with the
ometry of the system, the energetically most favorable po
tion for the impurity is reached atmy85my , mx85mx21 ~see
also Fig. 1!. It follows from ~15! that here the impurity is
found in a layer that lies at a distance from the surfacer min

5ac(11c2)21/2. The distance between adjacent layers
obtained from expression~15! for my8nx2mx8ny51 and is
equal tor 05anx

21(11c2)21/2. Hence the index of the laye
corresponding to the impurity level with the minimum e
ergy is found asp5r min /r 05ny and agrees, fornx51, ny

5n with the result obtained in Sec. 4 for integer valu
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(c5n). It is clear that for surfacesmx5my /c lying between
the planesn50 andn51 in Fig. 1, the desired index wil
have the valuep5nx .

Thus the ground-state energy of a semi-infinite fer
magnet containing an AFM impurity depends substantia
not only on the exchange interactions and the positions of
defect relative to the surface but also on the direction of
surface plane in the magnetic crystal. A particularly intere
ing circumstance is that for any of the values considered
the parameters of the system, there is a preferred subsu
layer which is the energetically most favorable location
the impurity. The distance from the layer to the surface
different for different directions of the surface plane and
determined completely by its orientation relative to the cr
tallographic axes of the lattice.

In closing the author thanks E. S. Syrkin for numero
discussions of the results of this study.

*E-mail: petrova@ilt.kharkov.ua
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Raman scattering in the vicinity of the ferroelastic phase transition to the monoclinic
phase in KSc „MoO4…2

N. M. Nesterenko,* A. V. Peschanski , and V. I. Fomin

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61164 Kharkov, Ukraine
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The low-energy lattice modes are investigated above and below the temperature of the phase
transition from the trigonal to the monoclinic phase in KSc~MoO4)2 by the Raman
scattering method. The Raman spectra exhibit anomalies at temperatures above the phase
transition to the monoclinic phase (T;260 K! in the region of external oscillations of the
tetrahedral anion. Anomalous behavior of the dampingAg of the soft mode is observed
in the temperature region 240–260 K. A model of the phase transition is discussed. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353710#
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INTRODUCTION

Experiments done on the trigonal crystals KSc~MoO4)2

and KFe~MoO4)2 have made it possible to propose a mod
for their ferroelastic phase transitions, which has been
tended to the family of isostructural trigonal double moly
dates and tungstates.1 Second-order phase transitions to t
ferroelastic phases in these crystals are induced by the
dimensional irreducible representationst5 (t6) of the point

k5(1/2)b3 of the Brillouin zone of the trigonal phaseP3̄m1
(z51).2 Later experimental studies have yielded additio
data on the phase diagram of a number of crystals of
family. The results of x-ray structural studies3 of the KSc-
~MoO4)2 crystal at a temperature aboveT1;260 K ~where
T1 is the temperature at which theC3 axis vanishes in the
crystal! suggest another possible choice of initial spa

group, viz.,P3̄c1 (z52). This is indicated by the nonzer
intensity of a number of reflections corresponding to
doubled value of the crystallographic cell parameterc in

comparison withP3̄m1 (z51) and by the lower divergenc
factor. Studies of the ESR spectra of a number of crys
containing impurity Cr31 have revealed features that we
attributed to the observation of incommensurate phases a
phase transition from the trigonal to the monoclinic phase4,5

these features have also been observed in KSc~MoO4)2. Fi-
nally, at temperatures nearT2;240 K, according to the data
of optical studies,3,6 KSc~MoO4)2 has a first-order phas
transition, the nature of which has not been investigated.
assumed3 that the phase transition atT2;240 K is due to a
‘‘switching’’ between theC2/c andC2/m monoclinic phases
with preservation of the preferred axisC2.

The vibrational spectrum of the KSc~MoO4)2 crystal has
been investigated over a wide range of temperatures
number of studies.7–9 In the present study, with the goal o
elucidating the phase diagram of KSc~MoO4)2, we have
done additional research on the Raman scattering spe
with an analysis of the behavior of the low-energy phon
1481063-777X/2001/27(2)/5/$20.00
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modes over a wide range of temperatures. Particular at
tion has been devoted to temperatures near the ferroel
phase transition from the trigonal to the monoclinic pha
(T1;260 K! and the temperature region 260–240 K.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The studies were done on KSc~MoO4)2 single crystals of
good optical quality. The samples were cut out in the sh
of rectangular slabs with typical dimensions of 531031.5
mm, the edges of which were parallel to theX, Y, andZ axes,
whereZiC3 , XiC2, andY'Z,X.

The Raman spectra were excited by argon laser radia
at a wavelength of 488.0 nm with a power of 150 mW. T
light scattered by the sample at an angle of 90° was analy
by a Jobin Yvon U-1000 double monochromator and w
recorded by means of a cooled photomultiplier and a pho
counting circuit. The samples were placed in an opti
cryostat permitting measurement over a wide tempera
interval. The temperature was determined by a copp
Constantan thermocouple, the junction of which was pla
on the surface of the sample. The error in the determina
of the absolute value of the temperature was not over 1

The spectra are represented in the standard nota
k( i j )q, wherek andq are the directions of propagation of th
incident and scattered light, with the electric vectore alongi
and j, respectively. The symbolsYZ, ZZ, etc. refer to com-
ponents of the Raman scattering tensor.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Raman spectra of the trigonal phase of KSc~MoO4)2

at room temperature contains eight intense lines, the
quency position and polarization of which are similar
those given in Ref. 9. In accordance with a group-theore
analysis9 for the trigonal cell with symmetryP3̄m1 (z51),
all of the predicted modesA1g12Eg in the frequency region
corresponding to the external vibrations are observed:
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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translational vibrationsA1g ~161 cm21) andEg ~154 cm21)
and the librational vibration Eg ~62 cm21) of the tetrahedral
anions MoO4

22 .
To determine the temperature of the second-order ph

transition from the trigonal phase, we made observation
the light-scattering intensities near the excitation line as
temperature was lowered. A temperatureT15259 K was ob-
tained by extrapolating the smooth curve and is identified
the temperature of the second-order phase transition to
low-symmetry phase~Fig. 1!. The weak increase in the sca
tering intensity in the temperature region 259–261 K may
due to a fluctuational contribution.

As we see in Fig. 2, in the spectrum with theZZ com-
ponent of the scattering tensor~the Ag modes!, in which only
one A1g mode ~161 cm21) should be observed, two add
tional low-intensity lines with frequencies of 62 and 12
cm21 are observed aboveT1. The line with the lower fre-
quency coincides, within the measurement error, with an
tense line in theYZ spectrum, which corresponds to theEg

modes, and may appear in theZZ spectra on account o
depolarization. The line at 120 cm21 is not a consequence o
depolarization, since there are no lines in this frequency
gion in the other polarizations. Its temperature behavior~Fig.
2! shows that it is not due to two-particle processes eithe
is an ‘‘extra’’ line for the high-temperature phase of KS
~MoO4)2 described by the space groupP3̄m1 (z51).

Below T15259 K some new lines appear, two of whic
exhibit soft-mode behavior. Figures 2 and 3 show the evo
tion of the spectra of the two soft modes, which are obser
in the range 5–45 cm21, and also ‘‘hard’’ lattice modes~fre-
quency range 55–165 cm21) over a wide interval of tem-
peratures includingT1 andT2.

For a more precise determination of the parameters
the lines corresponding to the soft modes, we recorded
Raman spectra at frequencies below 45 cm21 ~Fig. 4! with a
spectral resolution of 1 cm21. This made it possible to re
duce the elastic-scattering contribution at low frequenc
and to decrease the error of determination of the parame

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the light-scattering intensity in the
perimental geometryX(YZ)Y at a frequency of 4 cm21.
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of the lines by observing them all the way to the phase tr
sition temperatureT1. The temperature dependence of t
parametersAg ~the ZZ component of the scattering tenso!
andBg (YZ) of the soft modes in the monoclinic phase w
determined in a damped-oscillator model; the results
shown in Fig. 5. The modeBg has an approximately linea
trend of the broadening with increasing temperature, wher
theAg mode suffers substantial broadening aboveT2;240 K
~Fig. 5b!. Above 240 K there is a large uncertainty in th
determination of the parameters of theBg mode.

Thus the observation of two soft modes indicates that
oscillation which is twofold degenerate in the hig
temperature phase softens atT1, attesting to a lowering of

x-

FIG. 2. Temperature evolution of the Raman spectrum~experimental geom-
etry X(ZZ)Y) in the temperature region 4.2–300 K. The spectral resolut
is 2 cm21.
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the symmetry from trigonal to monoclinicC2/c (z52) or
C2/m (z52). NearT2;240 K anomalous broadening of th
soft modeAg is observed, with no noticeable jumps in th
position of the line or the appearance of new lines. We
additional lines are observed in the Raman spectrum neaT1

at frequencies in the region corresponding to the exte
vibrations.

FIG. 3. Temperature evolution of the Raman spectrum~experimental geom-
etry X(YZ)Y) in the temperature region 4.2–300 K. The spectral resolu
is 2 cm21.

FIG. 4. Temperature behavior of the Raman spectra of the soft modes
experimental geometriesX(YZ)Y andX(ZZ)Y. The spectral resolution is 1
cm21.
k

al

DISCUSSION

We assume that forT.300 K there is a phase transitio
between two trigonal phases,P3̄m1↔P3̄c1, which is at-
tested to by the additional weak lines in the Raman sp
trum at temperatures aboveT1. A second-order phase trans
tion between these phases can occur at the p
k5(1/2)b3 of the Brillouin zone ofP3̄m1 according to the
one-dimensional representationst2@Rz(A1)1Rz(A2)# and
t3@Rz(A1)2Rz(A2)# (A1 and A2 are two types of MoO4

22

tetrahedral complexes, andRz describes the rotation abou
the C3 axis!.9 The domains arising at this phase transition a
optically indistinguishable. For further discussion let us co
sider the possible changes in the Raman spectra in the
of a phase transitionP3̄m1↔P3̄c1.

A phase transition is accompanied by the displacem
of individual atoms from their equilibrium positions. If sym
metry coordinates are constructed which transform accord
to the parameterst2 (t3) of the point k5(1/2)b3 of the
Brillouin zone of the trigonal phaseP3̄m1, then, as was
shown in Ref. 9, the distortion in theP3̄c1 phase is a static
rotation of the tetrahedral anions MoO4

22 about theC3 axis.
The correlated antiphase~in-phase! rotations of the anions in
adjacent$K1MoO4

22% layers leads to a doubling of the vo
ume of the trigonal cell and a lowering of the position
symmetry of the K1 and Sc31 ions.

Such a phase transition can also be realized as an or
disorder transition. In that case the appearance of reflect
is brought about by the quasistatic distortions due to perio
jumps of the anions between different equilibrium position
which should be accessible in the initial phase. In the cas

n

he

FIG. 5. Temperature behavior of the frequencyn ~a! and half-widthG ~b! of
the lines corresponding to the soft modes: theAg mode (s); the Bg mode
(h).
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TABLE I. Symmetry of the vibrational modes in different phases of the KSc~MoO4)2 crystal.

Note: The Raman-active modes areA1g , Eg , Ag , andBg .
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rapid processes a relaxational mode should appear in
scattering spectrum, but this has not been observed ex
mentally.

When the Brillouin zone is turned, the spectrum of o
tical vibrational excitations should acquire additional mod
An analysis shows that, as can be seen from Table I, reg
less of which of the representationst2 or t3 induces the
phase transitionP3̄m1 (z51)↔P3̄c1 (z52), the same
number of additional Raman-active vibrational modes w
symmetryA1g13Eg can be observed in the spectrum of t
external vibrations. The difference between the two case
that in one case the antisymmetrict213t6 excitations from
the Brillouin zone boundary lie at the center of the new ba
while in the other it is the symmetrict313t5 excitations.
Thus in the case that theP3̄c1 phase is realized, an add
tional line should be observed in the Raman spectra with
ZZ component of the scattering tensor~A1g mode!.

A study of the temperature dependence of the Ram
spectra with theYZ component of the scattering tensor e
tablished that, in contrast to the conclusions of Ref. 9,
splitting of theEg rotational vibration of the MoO4

22 tetra-
hedron is 2.5 cm21 ~the frequencies of the correspondin
lines are 70.5 and 73 cm21 at T54.2 K; Fig. 3!. As the
temperature is increased and approachesT1, the intensity of
the line at frequency 55 cm21 ~which includesAg and Bg

modes which are close in frequency! decreases. Such
change in intensity indicates that this line is associated w
the Brillouin zone boundary of theP3̄m1 phase. This same
line can also be observed in the high-temperature ph
P3̄c1. Because of its low intensity and its frequency po
tion, it is masked by an intense line~Fig. 3! belonging to the
P3̄m1 (z51) and P3̄c1 (z52) phases. Apparently a
analogous situation is observed for the other additionalEg

modes of the crystal described by the symmetryP3̄m1. If
the additionalA1g mode~120 cm21) that is the parameter o
the transitionP3̄m1↔P3̄c1 has a very low intensity, then
one would expect that the three additionalEg modes arising
at such a transition will have low intensity.

If, however, the parameterc doubles forT.T1, then the
phase transition to the monoclinic phase nearT1 occurs with-
out a change in the volume of the primitive cell. In oth
he
ri-
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.
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words, it is induced by the irreducible representationEg of

the pointk50 of the P3̄c1 phase. We note, first, that th
second-order ferroelastic phase transition from the trigona
the monoclinic phase at the Brillouin zone center should
accompanied only by splitting of the degenerateEg modes
and should not lead to the appearance of new vibratio
modes~including soft modes! in the Raman spectra. Secon

the second-order phase transition 3m̄→2/mx at k50 is
strictly forbidden, since the thermodynamic potential co
structed for the two-dimensional representationEg contains a
cubic invariant ~a continuous phase transition is possib
only at an isolated point on theP–T diagram at which the
coefficient of the cubic invariant passes through zero!.

Our present study of the Raman spectra of the diss
metric phases of the KSc~MoO4)2 crystal with a high spec-
tral resolution (;1 cm21) shows that for 4.2 K,T,T1 the
number of lines observed in the region of the external a
internal vibrations is satisfactorily described by a primiti
cell containing two formula units, in agreement with the r
sults of Ref. 9. Consequently, there are no grounds for
suming that the primitive cell of the monoclinic phase co
tains four formula units.

Thus the phaseP3̄m1 (z51) should represent the ‘‘pro
totype phase’’ for the phase transition from the trigon

P3̄c1 (z52) to the monoclinicC2/c (z52) or C2/m (z
52) phase.

It has been proposed1 that the second-order phase tra
sition to the monoclinic phase is accompanied by a doub
of the cell parameter. The appearance of two soft mode
different symmetry below the critical temperatureT1 indi-
cates that in the course of the second-order phase transit
twofold degenerate vibration at the Brillouin boundary los
stability.7 In other words, the active representations are
two-dimensional representationst5 andt6 ~Ref. 10!, which
are associated with the pointk5(1/2)b3 at the Brillouin

boundary of the trigonal phaseP3̄m1 (z51).
The phase transition induced by thet5 (t6) representa-

tions to the same monoclinic phasesC2/c or C2/m is accom-
panied by the displacement of the K~Sc! ions and correlated
rotations of the MoO4

22 tetrahedra.9 The spectrum of externa
vibrations should contain 3Ag13Bg modes, which are ‘‘in-
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herited’’ from the trigonal phaseP3̄m1: A1g→Ag , A2g

→Bg , 2E2g→2(Ag1Bg). In addition, one expects the ap
pearance of additional modes that have come in from
Brillouin zone boundary. As we see from Table I, in th
transition to theC2/c or C2/m phase, different numerica
relationships of theAg andBg modes can be realized in th
Raman spectra. At the transition to different monoclin
phases one also expects a different frequency position o
additional lines in the Raman spectrum, including those
the soft modes, since they originate from different vib
tional branches at the Brillouin zone boundary~see Table I!.

As we see in Figs. 2 and 3, at temperaturesT1.T.T2

the additional lines of the spectrum have low intensity and
appreciable half-width and are masked by the wings of
intense lines of the trigonal phase. Therefore, atT25240 K
we were unable to observe the change in the frequency
sition of the modes that have come in from the Brillou
boundary. However, an anomalous broadening of the
modeAg ~Figs. 4 and 5! is observed in this region, and in ou
view this reflects a change in state of the crystal in the
cinity of 240 K and may be due to a phase transition betw
two monoclinic modifications. Let us discuss the possi
nature of this broadening.

Optical studies of KSc~MoO4)2 in polarized light7 have
shown that at temperatures belowT1;260 K, bulk samples
are nonuniformly darkened, and only below a temperat
T2;240 K can one positively observe orientational twins
them. The kinetics of formation of the domain structures
perfect thin slabs, as was shown in Ref. 3, also singles
the temperature regionT2,T,T1 as being one in which
nonuniform states are observed in the form of polysynth
twins with a predominant type of domain wallsW8 and with
the size of the twins equal to 3–10mm. When the tempera
ture is lowered toT2 a spontaneous switching of the doma
structures occurs, leading to the appearance of polysynth
structures with domain wall of theW type and with twins 50
mm in size. A jumpDn in the refractive index has also bee
observed at this same temperature.3 This jump is due not to a
change in the orientational state in the bulk of the sample
to a lowering of the point symmetry of the crystal but to
phase transition between monoclinic phases. The conse
tion of the point group agrees with the conoscopic figures
the single-domain parts of the samples, which indicat
monoclinic group in the temperature intervalT3,T,T1 and
a triclinic group forT,T3 (T35183 K!.11

The cause of the jumpDn is as follows. The phase tran
sition to each of the monoclinic phasesC2/c (C2/m) is ac-
companied by the onset of spontaneous strains due to
nonlinear coupling of the corresponding soft optical mod
e
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with the various components of the elastic strain tensor.1 The
temperature dependence of the spontaneous strain is pro
tional to the square of the order parameter, and far fromT1

these quantities are different in the different monoclin
phases. Therefore, the phase transitionC2/c↔C2/m should
be accompanied by a jump in the strain.

As the temperature is lowered toT2, one of the phases
becomes unfavorable. In this case the broadening of the
corresponding to the soft modeAg may be due to the pres
ence of energetically different soft modes corresponding
the two phases, bothC2/c andC2/m.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a phase diagram in which theP3̄m1
phase is regarded as the paraphase, and the thermodyn
path for the transition to the monoclinic phase isP3̄c1
(z52)↔P3̄m1 (z51)↔C2/c or C2/m (z52). The phase
that was observed in Refs. 4 and 5 from the ESR spectra
260 K may arises as a result of the interaction of the differ
order parameters, which transform according to irreduci
representations of the pointk5(1/2)b3 of the Brillouin of
the ‘‘prototype phase’’~space groupP3̄m1) — the one-
dimensionalt2 ~or t3) and the two-dimensionalt5 ~or t6). It
is assumed that near 240 K the crystals go from an inho
geneous phase to one of the monoclinic phases.

In closing the authors thank N. F. Kharchenko for inte
est in this study and for a helpful discussion of the result
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Optical constants of indium bromide
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The optical functions of layered indium bromide single crystals are determined by the
Kramers–Kronig technique using the polarized reflection spectra measured in the 2–30 eV region
at liquid helium temperature. The spectra and the corresponding optical functions are found
to exhibit strong anisotropy due to features of the group-theoretic selection rules and the crystal
structure of indium bromide. The results are interpreted in comparison with the known
optical properties and energy-band parameters of isoelectronic and isostructural~in relation to
InBr! semiconductors. The origin of the principal structures of the spectra which are
important for determining the quantitative parameters of the energy-band structure of InBr is
identified. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353711#
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INTRODUCTION

The comparatively recently synthesized layered crys
of indium monobromide, like other members of the group-
metal halides, are promising materials for optoelectron
particularly for the infrared region, and this has motivat
intensive research on these materials in recent years.
though the reflection, absorption, and emission spectra
usually studied in a comparatively narrow energy inter
near the fundamental absorption edge,1–4 the results attest to
a strong dichroism due to the anisotropic crystalline ord
ing. The spectra of this compound, like the spectra of alk
halide crystals, have a pronounced excitonic character. It
been found, however, that the principal structures of
spectra are markedly different in structure, character,
temperature behavior from the spectra of the isostruct
and isoelectronic single crystalsa-TlI and InI.

Since no results of calculations of the energy-band d
gram of indium bromide have yet been published, it is r
sonable to use an alternative way of studying the electro
structure of this compound, viz., to determine the spec
distribution of the optical constants employing radiation
the energy range under study and using different polar
tions of the probe radiation over a wide temperature inter

The goal of the present study was to determine
mechanism and character of the optical transitions in ind
bromide single crystals. For this it was necessary to ob
reliable energy curves of the optical functions, working fro
the experimental reflection spectra and using the Krame
Kronig technique. The use of the known data on the opt
properties and band diagrams of the isostructural III–
compounds makes it possible to do an initial identification
the principal structures of the spectra both from a topolog
and from polarization and crystal-chemical points of vie
Once the energy-band diagram of indium bromide is es
lished, it will become possible to make a rigorous compa
son of the oscillators of the optical transitions with the c
culated matrix elements for various irreducible represen
1531063-777X/2001/27(2)/5/$20.00
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tions and with allowance for the polarization configuratio

1. PROCEDURES FOR THE CALCULATIONS AND
EXPERIMENT

The complex of fundamental optical constants~func-
tions! calculated from the experimental reflection spec
R(E) includes the following: the real«1 and imaginary«2

parts of the dielectric function; the effective number of v
lence electronsNeff(E) involved in the transitions up to a
definite value of the energy; the effective dielectric functi
«eff ; the characteristic loss for bulk plasmons — Im«21; the
absorption coefficientk and refractive indexn; the function
«2E2, which is proportional to the reduced density of sta
under the condition that the oscillator strengths are equa
unity.

Among the optical constants, the real«1 and imaginary
«2 parts of the dielectric function have a special status. T
is because their spectra, like those of the reflectivity, can
measured over a wider energy interval than can the o
optical functions, such as, e.g, the refractive indexn or the
absorption coefficientk. In addition, the energies of the re
flection peaks and of the imaginary part of the dielect
function are commonly associated with the energies of
interband or excitonic transitions.

For finding the optical functions we used a proven tec
nique based on well-known formulas.5,6 Extrapolation to the
unmeasurable region in a calculation of the phase inte
~the details are set forth in Refs. 7 and 8! was done using
power-law functions, the parameters of which were obtain
from the solutions of the determinant boundary conditions
the transparency region, where the phaseu(E)[0.

The initial material was synthesized at a temperature
'340 °C in the reaction of metallic indium of certified qua
ity and liquid bromine, with an excess of metal to prevent t
formation of tribromide. Single crystals were grown from th
melt by the Bridgman method after repeated purificatio
they were easily cleaved in one definite direction, and
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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mirror surfaces of the samples did not require additio
treatment. X-ray monitoring, which confirmed the spa
group of the InBr crystals (D2h

17), showed that the cleavag
plane was perpendicular to theb axis.

In the range 2.5–30 eV the spectra were measured
Seya Numioka spectrometer for three angles of inciden
8°, 12°, and 16°, and the data obtained were averaged u
a special algorithm. The energy of the synchrotron radiat
was 600 MeV, and the degree of polarization was 87%
the 2–6 eV region the values of the reflection coefficie
were also measured on the apparatus based on an SF-4
trophotometer. The spectra were recorded at liquid-hel
and room temperatures.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THE CALCULATIONS

The initial data used to calculate the fundamental opt
functions were the low-temperature polarized reflection sp
tra of InBr illustrated in Fig. 1.

The plastic properties of this compound make it diffic
to obtain high-quality surfaces and samples on the whole
investigation of theEib geometry. The absolute values
the reflectivity were obtained with the use of a germani
single crystal.

On the whole, both spectra display a complex, de
structure consisting of a large number of peaks, especiall
the region below 15 eV, after which the reflectivity tends
decrease. The trend of theR(E) curve in this range is dis
rupted by two minima, near 4.6 and 7.5 eV.

In the long-wavelength region one observes a rat
good analogy with the spectra obtained in other studies.9 The
first excitonic peak for the polarizationEic, observed near
2.33 eV, is accompanied by a rather weak repetition at 2
eV (n52).3 At this energy mark for the polarizationEia one
observes a rather weak shape. A rather weak peak is
observed in this polarization atE52.48 eV, while forEic no
feature of any kind is seen. The next significant maximum
the spectra for both polarizations is at 3.22 eV. Outside
region excitonic transitions do not play an important ro
except for the region near 19.7 eV, where the 4d excitation
of the cation core is manifested.

When the sample is warmed to room temperature
observes a strong change in the shape of theR(E) spectra,

FIG. 1. Polarized reflection spectra of InBr single crystals at liquid heli
temperature.
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accompanied by a thermal decomposition of excitons;
attests to the influence of the phonon subsystem on the in
band electronic transitions, and the presence of exciton
the high-energy region is a criterion of a strong electro
phonon interaction.

To determine the correspondence between the meas
spectrum and the interband energy intervals, we calcula
the real«1 and imaginary«2 parts of the dielectric function
which are shown in Fig. 2; they establish a direct connect
between the microscopic and macroscopic characteristic
the crystals. The extrema of«2 correlate with the maxima o
the reflectivity without any noticeable shift. However, b
tween the spectra of the functions obtained for different
larizations of the radiation a pronounced dichroism is o
served across nearly the entire energy interval of
radiation, and not only near the fundamental absorpt
edge. In addition, we note that for both polarizations one
discern more than ten oscillators in the region below 15 e
whereas in the high-energy region the peaks in the spectr
the dielectric function are very weakly manifested.

The change in sign of«1 in the region 6.3–6.7 eV is
indicative of possible collective effects. The excitation
plasma oscillations in this region is confirmed by the pr
ence of maxima in the characteristic energy loss spe
(2Im$1/«%) near 7 eV in Fig. 3. The weakly manifestate
structure associated with the main plasmons in the reg
13–14 eV is masked by interband transitions of the 4s va-

FIG. 2. Polarized spectra of the real«1 ~a! and imaginary«2 ~b! parts of the
dielectric function of InBr single crystals.
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lence electrons of the halogen and the 4d electrons of the
metal core, and no structure of any kind is seen in this reg
on theR(E) spectra. The level of these excitations, acco
ing to the photoelectron spectroscopy data,10 are localized
~relative to the top of the valence band! near 14 and 17 eV
respectively, and merge into a single wide ('8 eV! band,
unlike the case of single-crystal indium iodide, in which t
the corresponding maxima are energetically localized.11 The
doublet structure of an excitonic character in the 20 eV
gion ~Fig. 1!, which is due to transitions of the 4d electrons
of the indium core, makes for further broadening12 of the
plasmon peak. The existence of two types of plasmon
explained by the division of the valence electrons into t
groups, formed separately by thep and s electrons; the
degree of this division is determined by the anisotropy of
crystal lattice. Two types of energetically divided plasmo
have been observed previously for layered compounds, in
spectra of the optical functions of graphite13 and molybde-
num dichalcogenides.14

Of course, measurement of the characteristic ene
losses in transmission would be preferable in this situa
and would allow one, on the one hand, to divorce them fr
the conditions of the surface of this somewhat hygrosco
compound and, on the other hand, to determine more
cisely the excitations with energies exceeding 15 eV.

We note that, although for solids with a large dielect
constant one often observes a change in the sequenc
peaks of the characteristic electron energy loss function~e.g.,
for thallium iondide15!, across the entire energy region he
the maxima of«1 , «2, and 2Im$1/«% are arranged in the
same sequence as in alkali-halide compounds. The shift
tween the maxima of the characteristic energy loss peaks
the maxima of the imaginary part of the dielectric functi
«2, which determine the value of the longitudinal–transve
splitting of the transitions, amounts to 0.1–0.4 eV.

The dynamics of the involvement of valence electrons
phototransitions is illustrated in Fig. 4 by the energy dep
dence of the effective number of valence electronsNeff , the
values of which were obtained from a calculation for o
formula unit. Analysis of the curve for the polarizationEic
indicates the existence of six steps in the spectrum. On
basis of the results of a photoelectron spectrosc
study10,11,16and energy-band calculations17,18of the isostruc-

FIG. 3. Characteristic energy loss spectrum of indium bromide single c
tals.
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tural and isoelectronic compounds indium iodide and th
lium iodide and in view of the fact that the valence compl
of indium bromide consists of ten bands rather than five,
was stated in Ref. 10, we can give the following explanat
for the observed features. The first three steps are du
transitions from the two highest valence bands, which
formed by thepy and pz orbitals of the halogen and thes
orbitals of indium. We note that the absence of the first s
in the spectrum ofNeff for the polarizationEia is evidence
that the lowest direct transition is forbidden for it. The st
that extends from'5 eV to '6.5 eV reflects the contribu
tion of the next four bands of anionic character, formed
the px , py , andpz orbitals of bromine. The participation o
the cation states in them is insignificant, and it is in t
region of these bands of the spectrum of indium bromide t
the largest structural difference from the spectra of indi
iodide should be exhibited. Unfortunately, at present it
impossible to verify this, since no studies of the reflecti
spectra of InI in such a wide energy interval has yet be
reported. Strictly speaking, it is these electrons, which cre
p bonds and which are present in the region of the fi
plasmon in numbers of from 4 to 5.5, depending on the
larization, that are involved in the creation of the lon
wavelength plasmons. The fifth step, which starts at'7.3
eV, is formed by two bands originating from thepx and py

orbitals of bromine and thes orbitals of indium. The last step
near the 15 eV mark reflects the start of the transitions of
s electrons of the halogen, which form a quasi-core disp
sionless band in orthorhombic crystals of group-III me
halides. The values ofNeff in the region of the plasmons o
the second type in indium bromide crystals indicates t
only the valence electrons participate in their excitation.

In the case of polarizationEia a smaller number of step
is observed, and their energy positions are different; this
because the selection rules for optical transitions give
smaller number of oscillators.

The curves in Fig. 5, like theNeff curves, were obtained
in a calculation of the spectral dependence of the effec
value of the static dielectric function«eff characterizing the
polarization of the electron shells. The spectrum«eff(E) can
be divided somewhat arbitrarily into two parts. The fir
extending to 9 eV, is characterized by a rapid growth of

s-

FIG. 4. Spectra of the effective number of valence electrons of InBr.
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function. The second part, from 9 eV to the end of the m
surement region is much flatter. This behavior of the cu
suggests that the main contribution to the distribution«eff(E)
is from interband transitions with energies below 9 eV, i.
transitions involving the filling of all of the valence electro
states except for the most tightly bound 4s electrons of bro-
mine. We note that the valence electrons are exhausted
toward the end of the measurement range, where theNeff(E)
curve reaches saturation.

According to the definition, the value of the dielectr
function at large wavelengths,«0, should be equal to its
value at high energies. For our case the value of«eff in the
high-energy region is typically smaller than in the disp
sionless transparency region; this reflects the substantial
tribution of the long-wavelength IR oscillators for a pr
dominantly ionic type of bonding. The peaks of the indire
excitonic transition (Ei52.129 eV!, which are due to
momentum-conserving phonons, have been observed
study of the absorption spectra of indium bromide.9 On the
other hand, the integral parameter«eff for the polarization
Eic has a value of 6.91, while that forEia is 5.89. The
difference between them is due to the difference, dictated
the selection rules, in the total number of oscillators a
oscillator strengths. We note that the refractive indicesn for
these polarizations are'2.9 and'2.5, respectively.2 The
good correlation between the valuesA«eff andn is evidence
that the covalent contribution to the chemical bonding is s
significant.

The strong anisotropy of the crystal structure is reflec
in the dichroic spectra of the absorption coefficientk and the
refractive indexn in Figs. 6a and 6b. The peaks in the spe
tra of k tend to be shifted to higher frequencies in compa
son with the corresponding peaks in the spectra of the im
nary part of the dielectric function, and this tenden
becomes increasingly pronounced as the wavelength
creases.

The refractive index takes on its maximum values in
energy interval from 3 to 5 eV. We note that in two regio
of the spectrum~near 6.5 eV and in the wide region 9–1
eV! the values ofn are smaller than the values of the abso
tion coefficient; this is accompanied by a change in the s

FIG. 5. Polarized spectra of the effective dielectric function of indium b
mide.
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of the real part of the dielectric function«1 ~see Fig. 2! at
these energies.

Although the positions of the maxima in the spectra
the refractive index and of the imaginary part of the diele
tric function are approximately the same, the maxima
n(E) are shifted to longer wavelengths in comparison w
the corresponding maxima in the reflection spectrumR(E);
this shift increases with increasing energy and can reach
eV.

The data on the energy distribution of the interba
combined density of states«2E2 in Fig. 7 can serve as a
touchstone for evaluating the results of future calculations
the band diagram of InBr. With the energy eigenvaluesE(k)
obtained from such a calculation one can solve the inve
problem, and after the corresponding integration in recip
cal space, find the distribution of the reduced density
statesJ(E) ~which is equivalent to calculating«2 with a
constant matrix element!, comparison of which with the
spectrum of «2E2 determined by the Kramers–Kroni
method will be a rather rigorous test of the correctness of
calculation of the dispersion of the energy bands.

CONCLUSION

As a result of a calculation by the Kramers–Kronig tec
nique we have determined the optical functions of laye

-

FIG. 6. Polarized energy curves of the absorption coefficient of InBr sin
crystals~a! and their refractive index~b! at liquid helium temperature.
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single crystals of indium bromide over a wide energy ran
~2–30 eV! for different polarizations of the light.

A general interpretation of the principal structures of t
spectra is offered on the basis of the known calculations
the energy-band spectra of isostructural and isoelectr
group-III metal halides.

The data obtained here provide a new information b

FIG. 7. Polarized spectra of the interband combined density of states«2E2

of indium bromide crystals.
e

f
ic

e

for calculation and a deeper understanding of the electro
structure of indium bromide.
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SHORT NOTES

On the appearance of an orthogonal component of the spontaneous polarization
in linear pyroelectrics in the low-temperature region

V. K. Novik* and N. D. Gavrilova

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Physics Department, Vorob’evy gory, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted July 14, 2000; revised September 19, 2000!
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The appearance of an orthogonal component of the spontaneous polarization in the absence of
signs of ferroelectricity does not violate the Curie–Neumann principle. These components
are formed during the growth of a linear pyroelectric and are inherent to it always, but their values
are several orders of magnitude smaller than the spontaneous polarization along the
preferred polar axis. The low-temperature appearance of the components is due solely to a
feature of the mechanism of their pyroelectricity — disordering of the charged structural units in
asymmetric potential wells. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353712#
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INTRODUCTION

The Curie–Neumann principle — the generalized pr
ciple of mutual correspondence of the crystalline for
~symmetry!, the properties of the crystal, and its reaction
an action — is obeyed in crystals with a preferred polar a
~linear pyroelectrics! on account of the obvious hemimo
phism~difference of crystalline forms! at the ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’
ends of this axis~the Neumann principle!. In certain nonpo-
lar crystals upon a change in temperature~a scalar action! a
spontaneous polarization~ferroelectric phase transition!
arises in the unit cell of the crystal, but owing to the antip
allel electrical twinning~domain structure! the crystal re-
mains macroscopically nonpolar~the Curie principle!, main-
taining its previous crystalline form~the Neumann
principle!. When an electric field is imposed~vector action!,
orienting the elementary dipoles in a single direction,
crystal become macroscopically polar~the Curie principle!,
demonstrating appreciable hemimorphism~the Neumann
principle!.1 The appearance of a polar component on cha
ing temperature~ferroelectricity! in a previously nonpolar
matrix or orthogonal to an existing polarization correspon
precisely to the Curie–Neumann principle. A number of e
perimental facts have now been accumulated concerning
appearance of an orthogonal component of the spontan

polarizationP̄si(T) in the polar matrix of linear pyroelectric
at low temperatures. This phenomenon, which has been
served in oxygen-free crystals Ag3AsS3 ~Ref. 2!, sulfates
LiKSO4 ~Refs. 3 and 4!, selenates NH4HSeO4 ~Ref. 5!, and
crystal hydrates Li2SO4•H2O ~Ref. 6!, is apparently quite
general, which would justify its repeated discussion.

The studies listed above detected the onset both o
ferroelectric orthogonal component2–5 and of a componen
that does not manifest the typical signs of ferroelectrity:6 a
distinct phase transition, peaks of the dielectric and pyroe
tric anomalies, domain structure, etc. Thus, while the res
of the experiments of Refs. 2–5 can be explained by p
ceeding from the arguments of Ref. 1, in the case of
1581063-777X/2001/27(2)/3/$20.00
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Li2SO4•H2O ~LSM! single crystal6 its adherence to the
Curie–Neumann principle must be based on some other
guments.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is commonly assumed that the LSM single crystal b
longs to the point group 2 at room temperature; the crys
lographic axisY is associated with the polar axis and th
orthogonal axesX and Z are assigned in a left-hande
arrangement.7 In this notation we shall analyze the data
Ref. 6, which have been refined somewhat from the origi
experimental material. Figure 1a, b, and c shows the res
of the measurements of the pyrocoefficientsg i

s(T)
5]Psi /]T of high-quality samples of the left enantiomorp
of the LSM single crystal along the three crystallograph
axes.6 It is easy to see that the pyrocoefficientgy

s(T) is two
or three orders of magnitude greater than the pyrocoefficie
along theX and Z axes. For this reason the procedure
determining the temperature dependence ofgx

s(T) and
gz

s(T) involves the subtraction from the experimentally d
termined functions@gx

s(T)#measand @gz
s(T)#measthe projec-

tions ofgy
s(T) on theX andZ axes due to the error in the cu

of the samples. The projection has an order of magnit
;1022gy

s(T), and its exact value is determined from th
ratios @gx

s(T)#meas/gy
s(T) and @gz

s(T)#meas/gy
s(T) at T

>180 K, where the proper contributions ofgx
s(T) and

gz
s(T) to @gx

s(T)#meas and @gz
s(T)#meas, respectively, are

vanishingly small in comparison with the projection
gy

s(T). This forced procedure allows one to determinegx
s(T)

andgz
s(T) with acceptable error only forT<150 K.

At T51.5 K the value of the spontaneous polarizati
along theY axis is uP̄syu>4.431026 C/cm2 ~Ref. 8!. The
values uP̄sxu>3310210 C/cm2 and uP̄szu>2310210 C/cm2

calculated forT51.5 K by integrating the functionsgx
s(T)

and gz
s(T) over temperature are four orders of magnitu

smaller thanuP̄syu. The componentsP̄sx and P̄sz do not ex-
hibit any signs of electrical twinning~ferroelectric domains!,
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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and the temperature region where they begin to be m
fested in experiment (T'150 K! does not show traces of an
singularity of the dielectric constant. The experimental f
that macroscopic polarization components arise in respo
to a scalar action without the imposition of an electric fie
and without any distinguishable hemimorphism with resp
to theX andY axes appears to be a paradox — a ‘‘violation
of the Curie–Neumann principle. The resolution of this pa
dox must come from a theory that faithfully describes t
temperature dependence of the pyrocoefficientsgx

s(T) and
gz

s(T). As was shown in Ref. 9, the temperature-induc
changes of the spontaneous polarization~pyroeffect! outside
of phase transition regions are brought about by two mec
nisms: a! anharmonicity of acoustic and optical modes;!
ordering of charged structural units in asymmetric poten
wells. It was also shown that the experimentally determin
pyrocoefficientgs(T) should be proportional to the primar
pyrocoefficientg«(T).

To describe the effects of the second mechanism

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the pyrocoefficients of a Li2SO4•H2O
single crystal along the crystallographic axesY ~a!, X ~b!, andZ ~c!: experi-
mental points (d), approximation according to Eq.~1! ~———!.
i-

t
se

t

-

d

a-

l
d

e

used the Ising model in the mean field approximation.10 In
this approximation we calculated the dependence of the
mary pyrocoefficientg«(T) for the structural elements tha
order in a double-well potential with an energy gapd(T)
~difference in the well depths!, the elements having a dipol
momentp that makes an angle ofj1 or j2 to the direction of
the spontaneous polarization of the matrixPs in minimum 1
or 2, respectively, and a differenceS between their binding
energies with the crystalline skeleton in positions 1 and 2

gs~T!>g«~T!5Np~cosj12cosj2!

3
ln2@~12w!/w#

b ln@~12w!/w#1@~bw2a!/w~12w!#
, ~1!

where

a5
1

kB
F8p

3
p~cosj12cosj2!@Npcosj26PS~T50 K!#1SG ,

b5
8p

3kB
Np2~cosj12cosj2!2,

T5~bw2a!/ ln@~bw2a!/w#,

w~T!5@11exp~2d~ t !/kBT!#21,

d~T!5kB@a2bw~ t !#,

kB is Boltzmann’s constant,w(T) is the probability of occu-
pation of position 1:w51 at T50 andw50.5 atT→`; N
is the number of ordering elements per unit volume. If
were possible to determine the values ofa and b from the
microscopic quantitiesd, N, p, j1 , j2 , S, andPs , then one
could obtain the temperature dependenceg«(T)>gs(T) in
explicit form. Unfortunately, the experimental determinati
of the values of this set of quantities is extremely difficu
Therefore, for a comparison of the theory with experime
we assumed thatA5Np(cosj12cosj2)5const and treateda
andb as adjustable parameters. It is easy to conclude from
examination of Fig. 1b that for the valuesA58310210

C/cm2, a562 K, andb512 K the theory of Ref. 10~the
continuous curve! gives a completely successful fit to th
results obtained forgx

s(T): the curve lies beautifully on the
rising edge and on the falling part of the experimental pl
and it describes the peak and its position on the tempera
scale. The fundamental conclusion from this analysis for
theme of this article is that the pyrocoefficientgx

s(T) should
have small but finite values all the way to the temperat
(>350 K! at which the crystal is destroyed as a result of lo
of the water of crystallization.

In other words, the polarizationP̄sx is alwayspresent in
the LSM structure, but its valueuP̄sxu in the room-
temperature region is approximately five orders of magnitu
smaller than the polarizationuP̄syu along theY axis, which is
recognized as the only polar axis. With the same precepts
theory of Ref. 10 also gives a good description of the exp
mental data ongz

s(T) ~Fig. 1c!, but with different values of
the parameters:A56.5310210 C/cm2, a5108 K, b515 K.
The conclusion is the same: the polarizationP̄sz is always

present in the LSM structure, although the value ofuP̄szu is
even smaller thanuP̄sxu.
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The answer to the paradox is obvious. The LSM crys
belongs to the point group 1 with a very small difference
a complex of properties from those characteristic for po
group 2, which, strictly speaking, was incorrect
established7 only from x-ray structural data and the morpho
ogy of the crystal at room temperature.

The ratios of the moduli of the polar componentsuP̄syu,
uP̄sxu, and uP̄szu indicate an extremely small hemimorphis
with respect to theX and Z axes, although for fundamenta
reasons it would be very desirable to obtain an experime
estimate of it. It would be extremely interesting to track t
temperature-induced change in the crystalline forms in th
directions as has been done for Rochelle salt.1 Moreover,
such an experiment would be of the most general sign
cance for linear pyroelectrics having numerous anomalie
gs(T) ~see, e.g., the case of the crystal Ba(NO2)2•H2O; Ref.
11!, in which it is possible to have the same special po
state.

The microscopic picture of the formation of the pol
components along theX and Z axes and, accordingly, a
explanation for the difference in the values of the adjusta
parameters of the fit can be obtained from the data of Re
There it was shown that in the temperature interval 20–
K there is a change in the dipole moment in theYZ plane
and an angular displacement of the water molecules, an
change in the dipole moment in theXZ plane and an angula
displacement of the dipole of the sulfate ion SO4

22 .
The successful application of the theory of Ref.

proves that the contribution of these displacements to
temperature dependencegx

s(T) andgz
s(T) is due namely to

the temperature-induced disordering of the ensemble of th
dipoles, i.e., to a change in their statistically averaged p
tion. For these reasons it appears justified to link the form
tion of theP̄sx component to the sulfate ion SO4

22 and theP̄sz

component predominantly to the change in state of the w
molecules, although a partial contribution from the sulfa
ion is not ruled out. That might possibly explain the mo
complicated form of thegz

s(T) curve and its somewha
worse approximation by the theory of Ref. 10.

The participation of the various elements of the lattice
the formation ofP̄sx andP̄sz also gives a consistent explan
l

t
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-
of
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e
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tion for the difference in the values of the adjustable para
etersa andb ~see Eq.~1!!, since the values ofd, N, p, j1 , j2,
andSare different for the H2O molecules and the SO4

22 ions.

CONCLUSION

1. The Curie–Neumann principle for the formation
nonferroelectric orthogonal components is preserved by
proposed mechanism, which should be quite general~if not
unique! for linear pyroelectrics, since only this mechanism
characterized by a monotonicdecline of the gs(T) curve
with increasing temperature.

2. The reliability of determining the symmetry~and the
corresponding forms and components of the tensors! of lin-
ear pyroelectrics at room temperature must be monitored
an investigation of the polar properties in all crystallograp
directions and in the entire temperature range in which th
properties are manifested, starting at liquid helium tempe
tures. Only then will the level of phenomena neglected
account of the assertion of a particular symmetry be kno
in each particular case.
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February 14, 2001 marked the 70th birthday of the t
oretical physicist Serge� Vladimirovich Peletminski�, Mem-
ber of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Dist
guished Scientist and Engineer, Department Head of
Institute of Theoretical Physics at the Kharkov Physicote
nical Institute National Science Center, and Professor of
Kharkov National University. The rare talent of Prof. Pele
minski� has been displayed in his solution of fundamen
problems of statistical mechanics and the physics of c
densed matter and magnetic phenomena. The awards h
received — he was awarded two State Prizes of the Ukra
the N. M. Krylov Prize and the K. D. Sinel’nikov Prizes o
the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, and a Cer
cate of Discovery for the magnetoacousic resonance e
— represent only the official recognition of the importan
of his scientific results. The honor of having worked in Pr
Peletminski�’s scientific group is shared by scores of Can
dates and Doctors of Science, for most of whom the path
science started at his brilliant lecture courses at Khar
University.

We heartily congratulate Prof. Peletminski� on his birth-
day and wish him robust health, creative inspiration, and n
achievements in science.
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V. I. Lapshin, L. N. Litvinenko, V. G. Manzheli�, I. M. Neklyudov, V. P. Seminozhenko, A. G. Sitenko,
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February 15, 2001 marked the 70th birthday of Acad
mician Yuri� Andreevich Osip’yan, the Director of the Inst
tute of Solid State Physics of the Russian Academy of S
ences, an outstanding scientist and scientific organizer.

Prof. Osip’yan made an important contribution to t
development of the physics of dislocations in crystals. H
pioneering experimental research on the interaction of di
cations with the electronic system in semiconductors
metals was published in the mid-1960s. The first result
this research was the discovery of a new physical phen
enon — the photoplastic effect in semiconductors. His la
work in the development of the spectroscopy of defect str
tures in papers by Prof. Osip’yan and his co-workers a
students led to the discovery of a number of new effe
Among them are the electroplastic effect and the presenc
charge on dislocations in semiconductors, the observatio
clusters of dangling valence bonds on the cores of dislo
tions in silicon, and inversion of the type of conductivity
semiconductors upon the introduction of dislocations. H
elegant experiments on high-frequency conduction led to
discovery of quasi-one-dimensional electron bands ass
ated with dislocations and the combination resonance
electrons on dislocations in silicon. The achievements
Prof. Osip’yan and his scientific group in this field have r
1621063-777X/2001/27(2)/2/$20.00
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ceived international recognition. In 1984 Osip’yan w
awarded one of the highest awards of the Academy of S
ences of the USSR in the field of physics — the P. N. Le
edev Gold Medal, and later the A. P. Karpinski� International
Prize and Gold Medal.

Since the discovery of high-temperature superconduc
ity, Prof. Osip’yan has actively persued research on the pr
erties of this new class of materials. At the present time h
devoting much of his attention to studying the mechani
and physical properties of fullerites and carbon nanocomp
ite materials based on fullerene molecules and nanotu
Prof. Osip’yan has taken part in the development of the te
nology for growing perfect fullerite crystals at his institut
in its basic research on the photoluminescence, absorp
and excitation spectra of C60 crystals, and in the experiment
begun on the doping of fullerites by metal atoms.

The exceptional organizational skills of Prof. Osip’ya
have been clearly demonstrated in the founding and gro
of the Institute of Solid State Physics~ISSP!. The fact that
this institute operates in the best academic traditions, whe
benevolent creative atmosphere is combined with a h
level of research, is perhaps the main achievement of P
Osip’yan. The ISSP is now one of the largest institutes of
Russian Academy of Sciences, a recognized center of
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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search on condensed-matter physics and physical mate
science. One of Prof. Osip’yan’s main concerns is with
selection and training of junior staff members capable
carrying out independent research. For about 40 ye
Osip’yan has been Chairman of Solid State Physics at
Moscow Physicotechnical Institute, and in recent years
has also been the Director of the City Branch of Mosc
State University. At the ISSP is an affiliate of one of t
departments of the Moscow Institute of Steel and Allo
Every year groups of gifted students take instruction a
scientific training at the ISSP. Prof. Osip’yan’s activities
science and society are on an impressive scale. He is a m
ber of the Presidium of the Russian Academy of Scienc
Chairman of the Scientific Council on Condensed-Mat
Physics, of the National Committee of Russian Crystallog
phers, of the Committee of Russian Scientists for Disarm
ment, of the Space Technology and Materials Science S
tion of the Space Council of the Russian Academy
Sciences and Russian Aerospace Agency, a member o
Council of the European Physical Society, and has b
elected to several foreign academies. Prof. Osip’yan is
Editor-in-Chief of the magazineKvant (Quantum)and of the
als
e
f
rs
e
e

.
d

m-
s,
r
-
-
c-
f
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n
e

journals Poverkhnost’ (Surface), Materialovedenie, and
Physics of Low-Dimensional Structures, and a member of the
Editorial Board of the journalPhysica C. Prof. Osip’yan is
the Head of the Presidium of the Science Center of the R
sian Academy of Sciences at Chernogolovka.

Yu. A. Osip’yan is a Hero of Socialist Labor and ha
been awarded numerous orders and medals.

His benevolence and kindly disposition toward othe
his mildness of speech, democratic spirit, personal cha
and innate intelligence have attracted many people to h
He is full of energy and works intensely and productive
His friends, colleagues and students sincerely congratu
him on his birthday, and wish him good health, many hap
days, and the successful fruition of his creative plans.

V. T. Dolgopolov, V. V. Eremenko
V. V. Kveder, N. V. Klassen, A. M. Kosevic

V. D. Kulakovski�, A. A. Levchenko,
V. G. Manzheli�, A. P. Mezhov-Deglyn

V. D. Natskik, E. G. Ponyatovski�,
Yu. M. Romanov, E´ . V. Suvorov,

V. S. Tso�, V. Sh. Shektman, and V. B. Shik
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Erratum: Medium effects on the spectroscopy and intramolecular energy
redistribution of C 60 in cryogenic matrices †Low Temp. Phys. 26, 632 „2000…‡

M. Chergui
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.27, 223 ~February 2001!

@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353709#

The corrected version of Fig. 5 is as follows:

FIG. 5. Time-resolved fluorescence decay of the fluorescence bands of C60

in Ar matrices belonging to different emitting characters:hu(4), of theGg

character~a!; t1u(4), of theT1g character~b!, andhu(1), of theT2g char-
acter~c!.
1641063-777X/2001/27(2)/1/$20.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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QUANTUM LIQUIDS AND QUANTUM CRYSTALS

Nonlinear phenomena in phonon–ripplon oscillations in a two-dimensional electron
crystal over liquid helium

V. E. Sivokon’, V. V. Dotsenko, and Yu. Z. Kovdrya*

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61164 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted July 26, 2000; revised September 1, 2000!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.27, 115–120~February 2001!

The characteristics of the spectra of phonon–ripplon oscillations of a two-dimensional electron
crystal over liquid helium are investigated at temperatures of 70–500 mK, electron surface
densities of (3 –12)3108 cm22, and clamping electric fields of 500–2300 V/cm. Experiments are
done in a frequency range of 1–20 MHz. It is shown that at a low level of the exciting
signal the characteristics of the spectra are well described by the self-consistent theory of
phonon–ripplon oscillations in a crystal. As the exciting signal is increased there is a decrease in
the frequencies of the fundamental harmonics of the oscillations, apparently because of a
nonlinearity in the electron displacements in the depressions on the liquid helium surface. As the
level of the exciting signal is increased further, new modes of phonon–ripplon oscillations
begin to be excited in the crystal. These modes are either the theoretically predicted division
resonances arising at large electron displacements or the asymmetric modes caused by the
coupling of the oscillations of different modes owing to nonlinear effects and by plastic
deformation processes. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353696#
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Electrons localized above the surface of liquid heliu
present a unique two-dimensional system with a strong C
lomb interaction. Surface electrons moving above liquid
lium interact with helium atoms in the vapor and with the
mal excitations of the surface~ripplons!.1 At temperatures
T.0.9 K the mobility of the electrons is governed mainly b
their scattering on helium atoms in the vapor. At tempe
turesT,0.9 K it is limited by the interaction of the electron
with ripplons.

In a two-dimensional electron system over liquid heliu
the strong electron–electron interaction at sufficiently l
temperatures and high electron densities leads to the fo
tion of a two-dimensional electron crystal. The transition
the crystalline state in the two-dimensional electron layer
been detected from the observation of phonon–ripp
oscillations2 and from the onset of features in the electr
mobility at the transition temperatureTm .3

As we know, upon forming a crystal the surface ele
trons cause depressions on the surface of the liquid hel
This gives rise to coupled phonon–ripplon modes in
crystal.4,5 Studying the characteristics of these modes yie
information about the properties of the two-dimension
crystal and the surface of the quantum liquid.

The features of the propagation of phonon–ripplon
cillations in an electron crystal have been investigated
Refs. 6 and 7. It has been shown that in low driving elec
fields the main properties of the phonon–ripplon spectr
can be described in the framework of a self-consist
theory,5 although a number of effects are not completely e
plained in such an approach.

The behavior of a Wigner crystal under nonlinear con
831063-777X/2001/27(2)/5/$20.00
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tions is an interesting problem. The nonlinear properties
an electron crystal in a magnetic field were investigated
perimentally in Ref. 8. It was found that the behavior of t
longitudinal magnetoconductance changes sharply begin
at a certain critical value of the driving electric field. Th
nonlinear properties of a Wigner crystal in zero magne
field were investigated for large driving electric fields in Re
9, where a change in the spectrum of phonon–ripplon os
lations was detected.

The goal of the present study was to investigate in de
the features of the propagation of phonon–ripplon osci
tions in an electron crystal on the surface of liquid heliu
particularly at large driving fields, where nonlinear effec
are observed.

EXPERIMENT

We studied the characteristics of the spectra of phono
ripplon oscillations of a two-dimensional electron crys
over a wide range of temperatures, electron surface dens
and clamping electric fields. The measurements were m
in a cell with a circular geometry, which is described
detail in Ref. 10. The construction of the cell permitted t
measuring electrodes to be mounted parallel to the liq
helium surface to an accuracy of 1023 rad. The measuring
cell was in thermal contact with a dilution refrigerator with
cryogenic cycle of3He circulation.

The experiments were carried out in the frequency ra
1–20 MHz at temperatures of 70–500 mK for crystals w
electron surface densitiesns5(3 –12)3108 cm22 in clamp-
ing electric fieldsE'5600–2300 V/cm. The exciting signa
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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A0 from the generator was varied in the range 0.3–10 m
The amplitudeA of the signal transmitted through the ce
was measured.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the relative amplitudeA/A0 of the signal
transmitted through the cell as a function of frequency
different values of the exciting signal. The electron surfa
density ns was 5.93108 cm22. The points are the experi
mental data, and the solid curves are approximations b
sum of Lorentzian functions. This type of processing ma
it possible to find both the frequencies and widths of
resonance peaks. The positions of the resonances obtain
this way are indicated by arrows in Fig. 1.

At low values of the exciting signal one can readily d
tinguish two peaks corresponding to the axisymmetric fi
~0,1! and second~0,2! harmonics of the phonon–ripplo
resonances in the electron crystal~Figs. 1a and 1b!.

For the case of low driving fields the spectra of t
electron–phonon oscillations were investigated over a w
range of temperatures both at saturated electron ener
when the clamping electric field above the electron layer w
completely compensated by the surface charge, and for

FIG. 1. Relative amplitude of the signal transmitted through the cell a
function of frequency for different values of the exciting signalA0 @mV#:
0.3 ~a!, 3 ~b!, 5 ~c!, and 10~d!. ns55.93108 cm22, T570 mK. The arrows
indicate the experimentally determined positions of the resonances, an
dashed lines show the calculated values according to Ref. 5.
.
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unsaturated case, when the densities are lower than the
librium value. Figure 2 shows the positions of the fundame
tal harmonic~0,1! of the resonance as a function of tempe
ture. The data points are the experimental results, and
solid curves are the results of a calculation according to R
5. The calculations were done using the temperature de
dence of the surface of surface tension of a3He–4He solu-
tion with an impurity concentration of 5.531027 ~Ref. 11;
commercial-grade helium!. The unfilled circlet near curve1
pertains to the case of a vanishingly small amplitude of
exciting signal~0.3 mV!. It corresponds to the resonance
Fig. 1a and agrees with the theoretical calculation. Unfor
nately, as the temperature is raised the width of the re
nance peak increases, making it much harder to isolate
signal from the background noise. The filled circlets in plo1
were obtained at a signal amplitudeA051 mV. We see that
at this value ofA0 the resonance frequency is lower than th
obtained at a small signal amplitude; it follows from th
theory12 that this attests to nonlinear processes occurring
the electron crystal. Curves2 and3, which pertain to differ-
ent electron densities, were taken at the same value of
clamping voltageV and, hence, at the same clamping field.
is seen that the results obtained for the saturated case~curve
2! and the data obtained under conditions of incompl
compensation of the clamping electric field above the el
tron layer ~curve 3! are well described by the theory.5 We
note that the nonlinear effects are suppressed by an incr
in the clamping field. It has been established experiment
that the nonlinear behavior of curves2 and 3 begins to be
manifested at a value of the exciting signalA051.7 mV.

A complete theoretical description of the character of
propagation of phonon–ripplon oscillations in an electr
crystal over liquid helium in the absence of nonlinear effe
has been given in Ref. 5. The dynamical properties o
Wigner crystal depend on the electron–ripplon coupling
efficient

Cn5
3nsVg

2

amvn
expS 2

qn
2^uf

2&
2 D . ~1!

a

the

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resonance frequency of the~0,1!
mode of an electron crystal.ns55.93108 cm22, A050.3 mV (s), A0

51.0 mV (d), V'5119 V ~curve 1!; ns51.23108 cm22, A051.0 mV,
V'5222 V (m, curve 2!; n255.93108 cm22, A051.0 mV, V'5222 V
(j, curve3!.
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Here m is the mass of an electron,a is the coefficient of
surface tension of helium, and̂uf

2& is the mean-square dis
placement of the electrons in the sites of the crystal lat
for a high-frequency optical mode. The frequencyvn and
wave vectorq are connected by the dispersion relation:

vn5S a

r D 1/2

gn
3/2, ~2!

wherer is the density of the helium, andn enumerates the
wave vectors~and frequencies! corresponding to reciproca
lattice vectors of the crystal:

qn5gn5
8pns

A3n
, n51, 2, 4, 7, 9 . . . . ~3!

The quantity Vg characterizes the intensity of th
electron–ripplon interaction. In the limit of high clampin
fields it obeysVg'eE' , wheree is the charge of an elec
tron. If we take into account the coupling of the phonons
the crystal only with the lowest-frequency mode of oscil
tion of the surface of the liquid helium, with wave vectork
(C1@C2), the dispersion relation of the phonon–ripplon o
cillations can be written as

vs,p
2 ~k!5

v1
2vp

2~k!

C1v1
21vp

2~k!
, p5 l ,t, ~4!

wherevp(k) is the spectrum of oscillations of the electro
crystal above an absolutely flat surface;p is the polarization
of the oscillations (l for longitudinal andt for transverse!.
For the circular geometry used in the experiments the imp
tant oscillations are those with longitudinal polarization, t
spectrum of which, with allowance for the screening effect
the electrons of the cell, has the form

v l
2~k!5

4pnse
2k sinh~kd!sinh@k~H2d!#

m sinh~kH!
, ~5!

whereH is the distance between the measuring and clamp
electrodes, andd is the height of the layer of liquid helium
The wave vectorski corresponding to standing waves in th
cell are determined from the condition

J1~kiR!50, ~6!

where R is the radius of the electron spot, andJ1(x) is a
first-order Bessel function. The theory of Monarkha a
Shikin5 gives a good description of the experimental resu
obtained at small values of the exciting signal in the reg
of linear behavior of the crystal over a wide range of te
peratures, electron surface densities, and clamping ele
fields. This is seen in Fig. 2, where the temperature dep
dence of the frequency of the main maximum is shown
the solid curves, and in Fig. 3, which shows the depende
of the same quantity on the electron densityns . Interest-
ingly, at a fixed value ofns the frequency of the resonance
decreases as the clamping electric field is increased.
agrees with the theory developed in Ref. 5.

It is seen from Fig. 1 that as the exciting signalA0 and,
accordingly, the driving field are increased, the characte
the amplitude–frequency curves for the phonon–ripplon
cillations are altered in an essential way. First, as we h
e
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said, the manifestation of nonlinear behavior in the char
teristics of the phonon–ripplon resonances of an elect
crystal reduces to the circumstance that the frequency of
fundamental resonances decreases~see Figs. 1a and 1b!. It
has been established experimentally that forA051 mV the
dependence is like that presented in Fig. 1b. The obse
decrease in frequency was predicted in Ref. 12, where a
oretical analysis was made for nonlinear effects in the c
ductivity of a Wigner crystal. In that paper the anharmoni
ties arising in the displacement of the electrons in
depressions at large driving fields was considered. Numer
calculations done according the Ref. 12 using the result
Ref. 10, which made it possible to determine the cond
tance of an electron layer for a specific geometry of the
perimental cell, show that a lowering of the frequency of t
resonances does in fact occur, starting at certain values o
exciting signal.

As the nonlinear processes develop further, new re
nances appear in the oscillation spectrum in addition to
fundamental resonance~0,1!, which is labeled asA. For ex-
ample, at an exciting signal of 5 mV~Fig. 1c! a resonanceB
appears at a frequency of 4.0 MHz, while the position a
width of the fundamental peak remain practically the same
for A051 –3 mV. AsA0 is increased further to 10 mV, stil
another resonance appears in the spectrum, at a frequen
3.1 MHz ~resonanceC), while the resonances existing a
A055 mV have practically the same position and width
before~see Fig. 1d!.

It is seen in Fig. 1 that at large amplitudes of the exciti
signal theA( f )/A0 curve becomes rather complicated~Figs.
1c and 1d!, with new low-frequency resonances appeari
and with the maximum observed atf 510 MHz broadening
and shifting to higher frequencies. In addition, at large valu
of the exciting signal the relative amplitude of the respon
signal decreases. The width of the resonance peak rou
doubles asA0 increases from 0.3 to 1 mV and then remai
practically unchanged asA0 increases further.

The appearance of new resonances can be explaine
two alternative possibilities. The first derives from the fa

FIG. 3. Resonance frequency of the~0,1! mode of an electron crystal versu
the electron density.T576 mK, V'5222 V.
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that, as was shown in Ref. 12, for large displacements of
electrons so-called division resonances arise at frequen
equal to f 0n / i ~here f 0n is the frequency of the harmoni
(0,n), i 51,2,3. . . ). Themost distinct additional resonanc
should correspond toi 53. In this picture the resonanceB at
4 MHz might correspond to the division resonancef 03/3,
where f 03512 MHz is the frequency of the~0,3! mode, and
resonanceC at 3.1 MHz to the division resonancef 02/3,
where f 02510 MHz is the frequency of the harmonic~0,2!.

The second alternative possibility for the appearance
new resonances is that the given resonances are additi
higher harmonics of the phonon–ripplon oscillations wh
arise at large values of the exciting signal. Thus the n
resonances observed in the electron layer over liquid hel
could be attributed to the excitation of asymmetric phono
ripplon oscillations with an angle dependence.

The problem of the excitation of plasma oscillations in
two-dimensional charged system was solved in general f
in Ref. 13. The wave vectors corresponding to resonance
a cell with a circular geometry are determined by the eq
tion

jJ j~kiR!2kiRJj 11~kiR!50, ~7!

which for j 50 goes over to Eq.~6!, which corresponds to
axisymmetric oscillations.

A calculation of the frequencies of the different harmo
ics of the oscillations excited in the crystal with the use
Eq. ~7! shows that only two harmonics,~1,1! and~2,1!, have
a frequency lower than the frequency of the fundamen
resonance. The corresponding frequencies are indicate
the dashed lines in Fig. 1d.

The temperature dependence of the frequency and w
of the two new low-frequency resonances observed atA0

510 mV is shown in Fig. 4. The width of the relaxatio
peaks increases with increasing temperature, making the
sults of the processing less accurate. It can be seen, how
that within the error limits for the determination of the
quantities the frequencyf and width D f of the resonances
increase with increasing temperature. Such behavior is
characteristic for the fundamental modes of coup
phonon–ripplon oscillations in the region of linear behav
observed both in a previous study9 and in the present work
including under conditions of weak nonlinearity of the osc
lations.

It was not possible to analyze the spectrum at frequ
cies above 8 MHz, because all sorts of combination harm
ics arising as a result of nonlinearity in the system lie in t
frequency range.

Unfortunately, the mechanism for the excitation of t
angular modes in an electron crystal of circular geometry
large exciting signals is not completely clear at the pres
time. The most likely explanation for the excitation of ang
lar modes by an axisymmetric exciting signal is the coupl
of the various modes as a result of the anharmonicities a
ing in the phonon–ripplon oscillations at large signal amp
tudes. This gives rise to a transfer of oscillation energy fr
some modes to others. Another possibility is the influence
plastic deformation of the crystal, which can occur diffe
e
ies
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ently in different directions, giving rise to anisotropy of th
oscillations. The excitation of asymmetric modes may a
be caused by a slight inclination of the electrodes with
spect to the liquid helium surface and, accordingly, to asy
metry of the electron density in the experimental cell.

The effects of plastic deformation in an ionic cryst
were studied in Ref. 14. Analysis of the data obtained in
present study shows that at large enough amplitudes of
exciting signal the~0,1! mode vanishes, while the angula
modes are still observed. This may be evidence that the c
tal is destroyed at frequencies corresponding to the~0,1!
mode, whereas it still exists at frequencies correspondin
the angular modes.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have done an experimental study of
features of the propagation of coupled phonon–ripplon os
lations of a Wigner crystal over a wide range of tempe

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the frequency~a! and half-width~b! of
nonaxisymmetric angular resonances.ns55.93108 cm22, A0510 mV; the
~1,1! mode (d); the ~2,1! mode (n).
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tures, clamping electric fields, and exciting signals. We h
shown that at a low signal level the axisymmetric phono
ripplon oscillation modes corresponding to the fundamen
frequencies~0,1! and~0,2! are excited. The characteristics
these modes are described well by the self-consistent th
developed in Ref. 5 over a wide range of temperatures, e
tron surface densities, and clamping electric fields, includ
the unsaturated case. Further increase in the driving fi
leads to the nonlinear excitation of new modes of phono
ripplon oscillations in the crystal. These modes may be
to either the excitation of the predicted12 division resonances
in the crystal at large displacements of the electrons or to
nonlinear excitation of angular modes. When the new re
nance modes appear the fundamental axisymmetric m
are suppressed. As to the excitation of angular modes,
effect may be due to coupling of the oscillations of differe
modes as a result of nonlinear effects and also to pla
deformation processes and the destruction of spatial sym
try in the electron crystal.

The authors thank V. N. Grigor’ev and Yu. P. Monark
for their interest in this study and for a discussion of t
results.
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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, INCLUDING HIGH-TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Electrophysical properties of crystals containing small superconducting inclusions
V. I. Sugakov and O. N. Shevtsova*

Institute of Nuclear Research Science Center, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, pr. Nauki 47,
03680 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted January 31, 2000; revised September 18, 2000!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.27, 121–126~February 2001!

The influence of superconducting inclusions on the electrophysical properties of a semiconductor
or insulator crystal is investigated. The critical magnetic field of an isolated spherical
inclusion is calculated under the assumption that the radius of the inclusion is smaller than
or of the order of the coherence length. The conductivity of a crystal containing a set of inclusions
is calculated as a function of temperature and magnetic field. It is assumed in the conductivity
calculations that the concentration of inclusions is insufficient for the appearance of
superconductivity in the whole sample~i.e., it is below the percolation threshold!. It is shown
that the presence of superconducting inclusions leads to a sharp increase in the
conductivity of the sample at low temperatures and to a strong dependence of the conductivity
on magnetic field~magnetoresistance!. The magnetoresistance is due to suppression of
the superconductivity in the inclusions as the magnetic field is increased. The influence of a
variance in the dimensions of the inclusions on the temperature and magnetic-field dependence
of the conductivity is investigated. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353697#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on materials containing superconducting in
sions is of interest both from a scientific standpoint, sinc
enables one to investigate the superconductivity and, he
effects of interaction between quasiparticles in systems
small size, and from a practical standpoint, since such
tems can manifest various physical effects that can be us
in applications. In addition, there may be superconduct
inclusions of a technological origin which must be taken in
account for a correct description of the properties of a s
tem.

There is a vast literature devoted to the study of
superconducting properties of small particles~see the re-
views in the monograph1 and review article2 and also the
original papers3–10!. For particles of very small sizes on
observes a change in the critical parameters~phase transition
temperature, critical magnetic fields!. This is a result of
modification of the phonon spectrum, quantization of t
electron spectrum, surface effects, and structural imper
tion. A quantitative description of these effects requires
use of microscopic equations, which is complicated, si
knowledge of both the spectrum of the quasiparticles and
structure of the small samples is necessary. However,
certain size region of the small particles, for which the rad
is smaller than the coherence length, one may use
Ginzburg–Landau~GL! theory, which is considerably sim
pler than a microscopic treatment and is more general, s
it makes use of phenomenological parameters. For exam
for dirty superconductors withl ,R,Aj0l (12T/Tc)

21/2 ( l
is the mean free path of the electrons! the dependence of th
critical magnetic field of a sphere on its radius in the fram
881063-777X/2001/27(2)/5/$20.00
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work of a microscopic model~see the book by de Gennes11!
agrees with the dependence obtained by Ginzburg in the
model.12 Here the critical temperature in the absence of m
netic field is independent of the size, and the critical ma
netic field is inversely proportional to the radius of th
spherical inclusion. Similarly, starting at a certain value
the film thicknessd ~according to Ref. 8, ford.1026 cm!
the dependence of the critical values of the magnetic field
a film on its thickness is the same whether calculated in
framework of the microscopic theory11 or in the GL model,
and the critical magnetic field is inversely proportional to t
film thickness; here the film thickness remains small than
coherence lengthj(T). In what follows we shall conside
systems that can be described using the GL theory; in
ticular, we shall examine the electrophysical properties o
semiconductor crystal containing superconducting inc
sions.

The formation of metallic regions in a nonsupercondu
ing material can be explained by various technological p
cesses, in particular, in the decomposition of solid solutio
of multicomponent systems.13 If one of the components is a
superconducting metal, its precipitation during technologi
processes will give rise to superconducting regions in
crystal. For example, the precipitation of a superconduct
phase has been observed in the heat treatment of
telluride–tin telluride14,15and in the irradiation of InAs bya
particles.16

In this paper we shall show that small admixtures
superconducting inclusions in a material can have a sign
cant effect on the electrophysical and magnetic propertie
the material at low temperatures.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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2. CRITICAL PARAMETERS OF A SPHERICAL NANOSIZE
SUPERCONDUCTING INCLUSION EMBEDDED IN AN
INSULATOR MATRIX

Before considering a medium containing many sup
conducting inclusions, let us analyze the superconduc
transition in an individual inclusion of radiusR in a medium
with low conductivity~an insulator or semiconductor!. Let us
assume that the dimensions of the inclusion are such th
can be described by the GL equations. This imposes res
tions on the minimum size of an inclusion, below which
microscopic approach is required. For a spherical sam
Ginzburg found that in the GL approach the critical magne
field is inversely proportional to the radius of the inclusi
provided that this radius is much less thanl,«. The lower
limit of applicability of this solution is determined by th
domain of applicability of the GL theory. To get an estima
of the upper limit, further investigation is necessary. The
equation for a superconducting sample has the form

S 2 i“2
A

A2k
D 2

c2ac1ucu2c50; ~1!

herec is the superconducting order parameter,k is the GL
parameter, anda512T/Tc0, whereTc0 is the critical tem-
perature of a bulk superconductor.

If the matrix is a low-conducting medium, then the ord
parameter satisfies the boundary condition

]c

]r
50 at r5R. ~2!

Since we are considering the behavior of the system nea
phase transition (c→0), the addition to the external mag
netic fieldH caused by the inclusion can be assumed sm
~it is of the order ofucu2), and we can neglect the magnet
field generated by the inclusion. The vector potential for
magnetic field is chosen in the formA51/2
3@H3r #.

To determine the critical magnetic fields, let us consid
the linearized version of the equation in~1!, which in a
spherical coordinate system takes the form

2
1

r2 S ]

]r
r2

]

]r
1

1

sinu

]

]u
sinu

]

]u
1

1

sin2 u

]2

]w2D c

2ac1 i
H

A2k

]c

]w
1

1

8k2
H2r2 sin2 uc50, ~3!

where r5r /j0 is the dimensionless modulus of the radi
vector from the origin to the center of the sphere; the angu
is measured from the magnetic field direction; the magn
field is given in units of the thermodynamic critical fie
Hc0 ; j0 is the coherence length.

The general solution of this equation is found in the fo
of an expansion in orthogonal functions:

c5 (
i ,l ,m

Ailmf i lm , ~4!

where

f i lm5 j l S r

R
Aa l i DYlm~u,w!, ~5!
-
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j l(z)5Ap/2z Jl 11/2(z) is a spherical Bessel function of th
first kind, Jl 11/2(z) is a Bessel function of the first kind
Ylm(u,w) are normalized spherical harmonics, and the co
ficientsa l i are roots of the equation (] j l(r)/]r)ur5R50.

Substituting relations~4! and ~5! into Eq. ~3! and inte-
grating over coordinates, we obtain an infinite system of
gebraic equations for the coefficientsAjlm :

S a2a l j 1
mH

A2k
D Ajlm5

H2R2

8k2 (
np

AnpmF~ l ,p, j ,n,m!,

~6!

where

F~ l ,p, j ,n,m!5E
0

R

drr4 j l S r

R
Aa l j D j pS r

R
AapnD

3E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

du sin3 uYlm~u,w!Ypm~u,w!.

~7!

The solutions of Eqs.~6! are characterized by quantum num
bers m, which correspond to the number of magnetic fl
quanta trapped by the inclusion. Setting the determinan
equation~6! to zero~for fixed m) yields the eigenvaluesa,
which depend onR andH. The critical temperatureTc(H,R)
is determined from the minimum value ofa for which a
nontrivial solution of equation~6! exists. As the magnetic
field changes, the value ofm corresponding to this minimum
value of a can change. This is caused by a change in
number of trapped magnetic flux quanta. The states withm
50 are realized in the absence of magnetic field and in w
magnetic fields. In the absence of magnetic field the solu
of system~6! with the smallest value ofa is possible only
for a nonzero coefficientA100 (Ajlm5Ad j ,1d l ,0dm,0). Here
a1050 and, hence,a50, T5Tc0.

In the presence of a magnetic field but for small valu
of R (R,1), the coefficientA100 is dominant over the others
i.e., for j Þ1, lÞ0, mÞ0 the conditionA100@Ajlm holds. In
this case the system of equations~6! can be solved by per
turbation theory. If one keeps in~6! only the coefficients
Ajlm with j 51,2; l 50,1,2, then the dependence of the cri
cal temperature of the inclusions on the radius and magn
field will turn out to be given by the expression

Tc

Tc0
5120.05R2S H

k D 2

10.000141R6S H

k D 4

. ~8!

The series is decreasing for smallR.
We see that in zero magnetic field the phase transi

temperature is the same as the critical temperature for a
sample. It should be noted that for boundary conditions o
more general form than~2!, as would apply at a
superconductor–metal boundary, the phase transition t
perature exhibits a dependence on the radius even in
magnetic field. In addition, at very small sizes the critic
temperature depends on the radius because of the chan
the phonon and electron spectra, structural defects, and o
factors. As was discussed in the Introduction, such sm
samples will not be considered in this paper.

Keeping only the first two terms on the right-hand si
in ~8!, we obtain an expression relating the critical tempe
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ture, critical magnetic field, and radius which is the same
the Ginzburg result.12 Even in this case the state withl 50,
m50 is realized, and states withm.0 cannot be generated
Physically this means that the inclusion is too small to ac
modate even one vortex when the inclusion is in the sup
conducting state. Such mesoscopic disks were studied in
17.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the critical tempe
ture on the magnetic field for various radii of the inclusio
in a crystal with the parameters of Pb~for which Tc057.2 K,
j05830 Å, k50.23).

A study of the solution of system~6! shows that pertur-
bation theory does not apply for certain radii (1,R,2). In
that case the solutions of the system of equations~6! are
found by equating the determinant to zero for a limited nu
ber of nonzero coefficientsAjlm . As the magnetic field is
increased, states withmÞ0 will be realized starting at cer
tain values of the fields; this corresponds to the trapping
quantum of magnetic flux. In what follows we shall consid
crystals with inclusions for whichR<1, and therefore result
pertaining to states withm.0 will not be presented in this
paper.

3. MACROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF A CRYSTAL
CONTAINING SUPERCONDUCTING INCLUSIONS

To determine the temperature and magnetic-field dep
dence of the conductivity of a sample containing inclusio
let us apply the results obtained for an individual superc
ducting inclusion.

We consider a crystal containing spherical inclusio
that can have a superconducting phase. We suppose
there is dispersion in the radii of the inclusions. The cond
tivity of the matrix is assumed to be low, so that bounda
conditions ~2!, which apply to a superconductor–insulat
boundary, can be used in the calculations.

Let us calculate the conductivity of a system contain
superconducting inclusions by the effective medium meth

FIG. 1. Temperature–magnetic field diagram for different values of
radius of the inclusions,R/j0: 0.2 ~1!, 0.5 ~2!, 1 ~3! (k50.23). Curve4
shows the dependence of the critical temperature on the magnetic field
massive superconductor in the GL theory.
s
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We assume that the total volume occupied by the inclusi
is smaller than the volume necessary for the onset of pe
lation, and supercurrent does not flow through the en
sample. Therefore, in calculating the conductivity we c
assume that, depending on the temperature and mag
field, a spherical inclusion can be in one of two states:
perconducting, with an infinite conductivity, or normal, wit
a resistance corresponding to that of the inclusion materia
the given temperature. According to the formula for the co
ductivity in multicomponent systems18,19

s12s

s112s
Ps1

s22s

s212s
Pn1

s32s

s312s
P350, ~9!

where in the present problems15` is the conductivity of an
inclusion in the superconducting state,s2 is the conductivity
of an inclusion in the nonsuperconducting state, ands3 is the
conductivity of the matrix (s2.s3); Ps andPn are the rela-
tive volumes of the superconducting and normal inclusio
respectively:

Ps5P

E
0

Rc~T,H !

R3W~R!dR

E
0

`

R3W~R!dR

, Pn5P2Ps , P3512P,

~10!

whereW(R) is the probability that the system contains
inclusion with a radiusR within a unit interval, andP is the
inclusion part of the sample.

In general, the lower limit of integration overR in the
formula for Ps should be determined by a certain valueRmin

below which the GL equations used are invalid. We sh
assume that the size distribution of the inclusions is such
inclusions of that kind are few and their contribution to t
conductivity is unimportant, so that we can setRmin50.
Quantitative calculations were done for a normal distribut
of inclusions over radius,W(R), with a variances2 and a
centerR0:

W~R!5Z expF2
~R2R0!2

2s2 G , ~11!

where Z is determined from the normalization conditio
*0

`W(R)dR51.
The results of the calculations of the temperature dep

dence of the conductivity at various magnetic fields for
clusions with different variances of the size distribution a
presented in Fig. 2. A jump in the conductivity is observed
the low-temperature region. ForH50 this jump is very
sharp~curve1!, since in the model used the critical temper
ture in zero magnetic field is independent of the radius, a
all of the inclusions undergo a phase transition at the sa
temperature.

In the presence of a magnetic field (H.0) the critical
temperature of the superconducting inclusions is depen
on the radius, and therefore at a given temperatureT only
those inclusions withR<Rc(T,H)52kA5(12T/Tc0)/H
are superconducting. Therefore, as the magnetic field is
creased, the temperature region of increased conductivity
comes lower~curves2 and3!. The step becomes smoother
the variance of the size distribution increases.
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Figure 3 shows the dependence of the conductivity
the magnetic field. It is seen that the conductivity is high
low fields and falls off with increasing magnetic field, i.e.,
strong dependence of the conductivity on magnetic fi
~magnetoresistance! is observed. In this case the magneto
sistance is due to suppression of superconductivity by
magnetic field: at first in the larger inclusions and then
progressively smaller inclusions as the magnetic field is
creased. Figure 4 shows the dynamics of the change in
phase state of a crystal containing inclusions as the magn
field is increased. The darkened circles denote inclusion
the superconducting state, the number of which decre
with increasing magnetic field. The region of magnetic fie
in which the magnetoresistive drop in conductivity occu

FIG. 2. Conductivity versus temperature (P50.1, s2 /s355, k50.23, R0

50.1) for H50 ~1!, 1.5 ~2!, 2.5 ~3!; s50.01 ~a!, s50.1 ~b!.

FIG. 3. Conductivity versus magnetic field (P50.1, s2 /s355, k50.23,
R050.1) for T50.75Tc0 ~1! and 0.99Tc0 ~2!; s50.01 ~a!, s50.1 ~b!.
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depends on the mean radius of the inclusions, and the w
of the drop region depends on the variance of the rad
Thus the low-temperature curves of the resistance ve
field and temperature depend substantially on the size of
inclusions.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In summary, the presence of superconducting inclusi
has a substantial effect on the electrophysical properties
crystal at low temperatures. The conductivity of the crys
increases, and one observes a strong dependence of the
ductivity on magnetic field, which is due to phase transitio
of the inclusions from the superconducting to the nonsup
conducting state as the magnetic field is increased. All
these effects are strongly dependent on radii of the inclus
and on the distribution of the inclusions with respect to th
radii. Therefore, the study of the temperature and magne
field dependence in comparison with experiment provides
opportunity for determining the variance of the radius dis
bution of the inclusions.

The results can also be important for correct descript
of the electrical conductivity at low temperatures in bina
and more-complex semiconductors, in which precipitation
a superconducting phase may take place during technolog
processing or under external influences. Such features o
conductivity and magnetic properties have been observe
InAs, PbTe, PbI2, and GaAs, where the precipitation o
metal-enriched phases~In in InAs, Pb in PbTe and PbI2, and
Ga in GaAs! can occur.
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materials
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There are rather exotic semiconductor superlattices~SL! consisting of monochalcogenides of Pb,
Sn, and rare-earth metals which exhibit superconductivity at temperature as high as 6 K.
Here we report the results of precision x-ray diffractometry and TEM investigations as well as
Auger spectroscopy data obtained on some of the epitaxially grown superconducting
semiconductor SLs. It is established that the essential features of the SL structure determining
the appearance of superconductivity are the perfect single-crystallinity of the samples
and the presence of continuous dense grids of misfit dislocations on the interfaces between two
semiconductors. The segregation of free Pb which was observed in some cases does not
correlate, according to experimental data, with the appearance of superconductivity. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353698#
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INTRODUCTION

Among the wide variety of different kinds of artificia
superconducting superlattices~SL!, a special place belong
to the superconducting semiconductor SLs consisting
IV–VI semiconductors. Two SLs of this type—PbTe/Pb
and PbTe /SnTe—have been known for a long time.1 Re-
cently, novel superconducting semiconducting SLs with tr
sition temperaturesTc in the range 3–6 K have bee
discovered.2 Superconductivity has been observed in a nu
ber of additional multilayered compositions: PbTe/PbS
PbS/PbSe; PbTe/YbS; PbTe/EuS.2 The appearance of supe
conductivity in all these SLs is rather fascinating becaus
is inherent only to the multilayered compositions, while t
individual materials constituting the SLs are not superc
ductors~the only exception being SnTe, withTc50.22 K!.
Single thin films~with thicknessd515– 300 nm! of the chal-
cogenides of Pb, Sn, and rare-earth metals do not ex
superconductivity, either. The suggestions explaining the
gin of this phenomenon in semiconductor SLs are rat
contro-
versial,1–3 and none of them can be considered satisfactor
date, if all the known experimental data are taken into
count.

In this situation, when the phenomenon of supercond
tivity itself demands a clear explanation, structural investi
931063-777X/2001/27(2)/3/$20.00
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tions of the SLs become of major importance. On the o
hand, they can enable one to clarify the correlations betw
the structural features of SLs and the appearance of su
conductivity. On the other hand, they may be helpful f
explaining the processes which lead to the degradation
superconductivity with time in the structures considered.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The SLs investigated were grown epitaxially on t
cleaved~001! face of KCl single crystals. The details of th
PbTe/PbS SLs preparation are described in Ref. 4. Other
were prepared in the same way. In some cases the~0001!
face of mica was used as a substrate. The thicknesses of
constituent layers in the SLs were, as a rule, 100 nm. T
number of bilayersN in the majority of the samples wa
equal to 10. For the electron microscopy investigatio
samples withN51 andN51.5 were used, because our tec
nique permitted studying samples with thicknesses not
ceeding 150 nm~in the case of monochalcogenides!.

The transmission electron microscopy~TEM! and x-ray
diffractometry~XRD! studies that are the main topics of th
work show what essential features of the SL structure
important for the appearance of superconductivity in se
conductor SLs and for its degradation.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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A typical diffractogram of a SL is shown in Fig. 1. Ac
cording to XRD data, the most perfect single crystal hete
structures can be grown by the Frank-van der Merve met
on the~001! face of KCl substrates both at small misfit p
rametersf and at large ones as well. The misfitf is deter-
mined by the difference in the lattice parametera of the two
compounds:

f 52
~a12a2!

~a11a2!
.

The XRD data cover the whole range of parametersf from
the lowest value 0.5%~for EuS/PbS! to the largest value
13% ~for PbTe/YbS! for isomorphic monochalcogenide
with the NaCl-type structure and may be summarized as
lows.

i! All the data obtained may be regarded as evidence
SLs prepared on KCl substrates are perfect single-cry
multilayered structures with relatively small average stres
In the measurements in theu – 2u scanning mode with char
acteristic Cu radiation, only the reflections of (h00) type are
present for all compounds in the SLs and for the substr
The data of the other special scan modes that allow get
the reflections from crystal planes with different~hkl! values,
not parallel to the layer planes, testify that all crystal
graphic directions in the substrate and in heterostruc
components coincide.

ii ! For PbTe and PbS in all SLs the values of the latt
parametersa hardly differ from the ones tabulated for th
bulk compounds. Larger changes ofa ~up to 0.3%! are ob-
served in YbS and EuS when they are in combination w
PbTe.

iii ! The areas of coherent x-ray scattering in different
layers as a rule are about 100–200 nm~the only exception is
YbS, where it is 30 nm!. The microstresses in the laye
planes~with the same exception! are rather small~the value
of deformation is in the range 0.05–0.4%! and show a ten-
dency to increase with increasingf. Both the blocks of co-
herent scattering and the microstress values were determ
by an approximation method.

iv! In the case of the samples prepared on the mica s
strate the SLs consist of blocks with two different orien
tions ~with the axes@100# and @111# perpendicular to the
layer planes!.

FIG. 1. Diffractogram of PbTe/PbS SL.
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The stability of the semiconductor SLs studied is rath
low, and their lifetime, during which the samples stay co
tinuous and conducting, is very limited. There are a num
of factors leading to the destruction of multilayers. SLs a
pear to be destroyed due to the thermocycling connec
with low-temperature measurements. The most stable c
position is PbTe/PbS. These SLs may last for 10–20 te
perature cycles without degradation of the structure and
perconducting properties. Another reason for the degrada
is mechanical destruction~the appearance of cracks penetr
ing through the entire depth of the sample! due to elastic
stresses. In some cases a partial decomposition of the
containing compounds occurs, and the reflections charac
istic for polycrystalline Pb appear. They are always pres
on diffractograms of the freshly-prepared and aged EuS/P
In fresh PbTe/PbS SLs the Pb reflections are absent, but
appear as a result of aging after a month or two. This co
sponds approximately to the superconductivity lifetime
these samples, but a rather large statistics would be need
order to say whether this type of decomposition is direc
associated with the destruction of superconductivity. The
flections corresponding to pure Pb have never been see
PbTe/YbS samples~even after year-long aging!. Finally,
solid-state chemical reactions between different eleme
take place. As a result of the aging effect, additional refl
tions appear on the x-ray diffractograms. The majority
these reflections may be identified as belonging to the c
pounds of K and S with different valences. The location
these new compounds should be close to the interface
tween the substrate and the first semiconducting layer
cause, according to Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!
analysis, no traces of K were observed in several upper
ers of the EuS/PbS superlattice. Figure 2 shows
composition–depth profile obtained by means of ion etch
and AES on a EuS/PbS sample~the depth is shown in arbi
trary units because the calibration of the etching rates
not yet done on the single films!. The difference in the crys-
tal lattice parameters of these two chalcogenides is extrem
small, and on the diffractograms of these samples the s
rate reflections belonging to the two compounds cannot
distinguished. The diffractogram appears to be similar to t
which is characteristic for a mixture of the two compound

FIG. 2. Apparent concentrations of components in a EuS/PbS SL as a f
tion of depth.
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But the AES data in Fig. 2 show that there are the alterna
layers of EuS and PbS. The apparent concentration of
elements Eu, Pb and S~Fig. 2! obtained in the different
layers corresponds to the expected one for monocha
genides, within the limits of the experimental uncertain
The relatively large length over which the Eu and Pb co
centrations vary substantially as the interfaces cannot be
sidered as a real scale of the transition region due to
specifics of the technique used~it is attributed to the loss in
depth resolution caused by the ion etching!.

According to TEM investigations which have been ca
ried out on 2- and 3-layer samples~condensed on KCl sub
strates! with a total sample thickness,150 nm, for hetero-
structures withf .2% regular grids of misfit dislocations ar
observed. The grid periods obtained experimentally ag
well with the ones calculated according to the formula5

Dg5
ubue

f
,

wherebe is the Burgers vector of the misfit dislocation. Th
misfits f, grid periodsDg , and transition temperaturesTc for
the investigated systems are presented in Table I. It is s
that in the f range between 2% and 4.8%, decreasing
dislocation density leads to a noticeable lowering of the
perconducting transition temperature. Atf .4.8% the depen-
dence ofTc on the dislocation density shows an approach
saturation at a level of about 6 K. Misfit dislocations ha
not been observed in EuS/PbS SLs withf 50.5%. The quick
mechanical destruction of the latter SLs~just after prepara-
tion! did not allow us to test these heterostructures for sup

TABLE I. The misfitsf, grid periodsDg , and transition temperaturesTc for
the investigated systems.

System f, %

Dg , nm

Tc ,KCalc. Exp.

PbS/EuS 0.57 74.0 absent no data
PbTe/SnTe 2.0 23.0 23-25 2.97
PbS/PbSe 3.16 13.5 13.5-14 4.29
PbTe/PbSe 4.8 8.6 8.6 6.02
PbTe/EuS 7.7 5.7 5.7 5.01
PbTe/PbS 8.3 5.2 5.2 6.03
PbTe/YbS 13.0 3.3 3.3 5.93

*Tc values for each multilayered system are the averages for several
tical samples.
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conductivity. The PbTe/PbS SLs prepared on mica substr
have island-type dislocation grids covering only a small p
of the interfaces. On these samples only partial superc
ducting transitions have been found, at temperatures wh
are close to those for the same SLs condensed on KCl.
resistance jumps are usually about 15–20% of the nor
resistance.

SUMMARY

From a comparison of the structural and supercondu
ing properties of all the SLs investigated, the following co
clusions may be stated.

1. For the appearance of superconductivity it is essen
to have perfect single-crystalline structure and regular g
of misfit dislocations on the interfaces. When the latter are
the island type, only a partial superconducting transition
seen against the background of a large normal resistiv
surviving until the lowest temperature of the measureme

2. There is no correlation between the presence of p
Pb in the SLs and the appearance of superconductivity
particular, pure Pb has never been observed in supercond
ing PbTe/YbS SLs. Thus the origin of superconductivity
semiconductor SLs can hardly be attributed to lead segre
tion on the interfaces between two compounds.

3. Evidence obtained from the measurements of the c
cal magnetic fields shows that the superconducting layer
the SLs considered are confined to all interfaces between
semiconductors.4 On the basis of this fact and the conclusio
formulated in item 1, one may suggest that in semiconduc
SLs the superconductivity itself may result from the disloc
tion structures and specific interfacial electronic states.
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Temperature dependence of the critical current in high- Tc superconductors
with low-angle boundaries between crystalline blocks

É. A. Pashitski ,* V. I. Vakaryuk, S. M. Ryabchenko, and Yu. V. Fedotov
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A model for the limiting of the critical current in rather perfect high-Tc superconducting crystals
and epitaxial films with a block structure with small angles of misorientationu of the
crystalline blocks is considered for the case when the distanced between edge dislocations along
the boundary between blocks is greater than the coherence lengthj(T). It is shown that
under these conditions the transparency of low-angle boundaries for the superconducting current
carriers near the critical temperatureTc is practically independent ofu andT. As a result,
the only factor governing the temperature dependence of the critical current densityj c(T) remains
the depairing currentj 0(T)}(12T/Tc)

3/2. NearTc , whenj(T).d, a transition from the
dependencej c(T);(12T/Tc)

3/2 to a dependencej c(T);(12T/Tc)
2 occurs. This behavior of

j c(T) is in good agreement with the results of experimental measurements of the critical
currents in thin epitaxial films of YBa2Cu3O72d . © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Along with the critical temperatureTc , the critical cur-
rent densityj c is one of the most important characteristics
a superconductor. It can be measured both by the experim
tal determination of the transport properties of samples~re-
sistive methods! and by noncontact methods based, for e
ample, on measurement of the magnetic susceptibility
samples in alternating magnetic fields. The value and t
perature dependence ofj c are governed by various mech
nisms that limit the supercurrent, decreasingj c from its
maximum possible value corresponding to the depairing c
rent j 0.

One of the known mechanisms that limit the superc
rent is due to the depinning of Abrikosov quantum vortic
in type-II superconductors and can be described in a mo
based on the collective pinning of isolated vortices on str
tural defects.1 In the collective pinning model the charact
of j c(T) is intimately connected to the type of disorder th
is responsible for the vortex pinning in the sample, and i
determined by the dependence of the corresponding diso
parameterd. For pinning due to spatial variations ofTc (dTc

pinning! the dependence of the disorder parameter onT has
the form dT;(12T/Tc)

21/2, while the temperature depen
dence of the parameterd l characterizing the variation of th
mean free paths of the current carriers (d l pinning! is given
by the expressiond l;(12T/Tc)

3/2.
For both types of disordering in the collective pinning

isolated vortices the critical current density is given by t
expression1

j c5 j 0~d/«m!2/3, ~1!

where j 05cw0 /(12A3p2lL
2j) is the depairing current den

sity in the superconductor,w05hc/2e is the magnetic flux
quantum,lL is the London penetration depth of the magne
field, j is the coherence length, and«m is the ratio of the
961063-777X/2001/27(2)/7/$20.00
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anisotropic effective masses. For high-Tc superconductors
~HTSCs! based on layered cuprate compounds one has«m

5mc* /mab* @1, wheremab* and mc* are the effective masse
of the current carriers in the plane of the layers (ab) and in
the direction normal to the plane of the layers~along thec
axis!.

It follows from Eq.~1! that the dependence of the critic
current density onT is determined by the temperature depe
dence of the depairing currentj 0 and the disorder paramete
d. For temperatures sufficiently close toTc the function
j 0(T) can be obtained using the expressions forj andlL in
the BCS theory:j(T)}lL(T)}(12T/Tc)

21/2, which gives
j 0}(12T/Tc)

3/2. Substitution of the temperature depe
dence ofj 0 , dT , andd l into ~1! leads to a dependence of th
form j c(T)}(12T/Tc)

7/6 in the case ofdTc pinning and to
j c(T)}(12T/Tc)

5/2 in the case ofd l pinning.
Another possible factor limitingj c(T) is the existence of

different interfacial boundaries in granular and polycryst
line samples of HTSC materials. Then the dependence
j c(T) would be determined by the currentsj m(T) flowing
through the intergranular Josephson contacts. The temp
ture dependence of the Josephson currentj m(T) has been
calculated previously in the Ginzburg–Landau theory for d
ferent models of the contacts.2,3 In particular, for contacts of
the superconductor–insulator–superconductor~SIS! and
superconductor–normal metal–superconductor~SNS! types
the temperature dependence was found to bej m(T)}(Tc

2T) and j m(T)}(Tc2T)2, respectively. We note that a qua
dratic temperature dependence of the critical currentj c(T)
}(Tc2T)2 has been observed in HTSC materials.4–6 In ad-
dition, for a complex contact of the superconductor–norm
metal–insulator–superconductor~SNIS! type a dependence
j m(T)}(Tc2T)3/2, similar to theT dependence of the de
pairing currentj 0, was observed in Ref. 3.

In an experimental study7 of the temperature depen
dence j c(T) in thin (;500 Å thick! epitaxial films of
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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YBa2Cu3O72d a relatively large value was obtained for th
critical current (;106 A/cm2), and a dependencej c(T)}(1
2T/Tc)

3/2 was found.
Irradiation of the films by fast electrons with an ener

of 4 MeV at doses of;331016 electrons/cm2 led to a sev-
eralfold decrease in the absolute value of the critical curr
but did not alter the character of its temperature depende
In discussing the results, the authors of Ref. 7 offered
conjecture that the dependencej c(T)}(12T/Tc)

3/2 may be
due to the presence of a granular structure in the film, w
intergranular contacts of the SNIS type. However, this c
jecture is in poor agreement with the high critical curre
density in those epitaxial films.

In Ref. 8 a non-Josephson mechanism was consid
for the limiting of the critical current in rather perfect HTS
crystals and epitaxial films, which are generally charac
ized by a block structure and consist of slightly disorien
single-crystal blocks. The low-angle boundaries betwe
these blocks are periodic chains of edge dislocations~EDs!
separated by a distance that depends on the angle of m
misorientationu of the blocks and is determined by the we
known Frank formulad(u)5b/2sin(u/2)'b/u, whereb is
the modulus of the Burgers vector, which is equal in order
magnitude to the lattice constant.

As was shown in Ref. 8, near a periodic chain of para
EDs ~a dislocation wall!, in a region with a width of severa
times the coherence lengthj(T), the proximity effect leads
to suppression of the superconducting order parametec
and, as a consequence, a substantial weakening of the cr
current through the boundary, even at angles of misorie
tion u such that the nonsuperconducting regions around
cores of the EDs do not yet overlap and a continuous in
lating or normal~metallic! Josephson barrier is not forme
The angle dependence of the critical current obtained in R
8 is in good agreement with the quasiexponential dep
dencej c(u) observed experimentally in the absence of e
ternal magnetic field for HTSC bicrystals with differentu.

The temperature dependence ofj c(T) through the
boundary in Ref. 8 was not analyzed in detail, and it w
only for the case of rather large misorientation anglesu, at
which the strong inequalityd(u)!j(T) holds and a substan
tial role is played by the geometric effect of the narrowing
the superconducting channels between the insulating core
the EDs, that a dependencej c(T)}(12T/Tc)

5/2 was ob-
tained, which formally coincides with thed l -pinning model
but is realized in the absence of magnetic field. However,
case of low-angle boundaries, where the inequalityd(u)
.j(T) holds over a wide temperature interval, was not a
lyzed in Ref. 8, even though this can be of interest for HT
crystals in view of the anomalously small coherence leng
In addition, the dependencej c(T)}(12T/Tc)

5/2 given in
Ref. 8 was obtained as the result of an assumption that
transparency of the system of superconducting channe
the boundary goes to zero asT→Tc , whereas in actuality the
transparency of the boundary at a fixed value ofu should
increase asT→Tc andj(T)→` on account of the enhance
ment of the proximity effect between the superconduct
channels.

In this paper we use a model analogous to that of Re
to consider the mechanism limiting the critical curre
nt
e.
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through low-angle boundaries in rather perfect HTSC cr
tals and epitaxial films under the conditiond(u).2j(T).
We show that in this case the transparency of the bound
for the superconducting current carriers, which is determin
by the local suppression of the superconducting order par
eter along the boundary, is practically independent ofu and
T nearTc . If there is also a high transparency of the boun
ary due to the existence of rather wide superconduc
channels between the cores of the EDs at smallu, then
the only remaining factor governing the temperature dep
dencej c(T) is the depairing current. The dependencej c(T)
}(12T/Tc)

3/2 obtained in this model is in good agreeme
with the experimental results reported in Ref. 7 and in
present paper. On the other hand, if the ‘‘geometric’’ fac
limiting the superconducting current in the channels is i
portant ~e.g., on account of a large radius of the nonsup
conducting cores of the EDs! and the transparency of th
boundary does not go to zero asT→Tc but increases instead
then the temperature dependence of the critical current
have the formj c(T)}(12T/Tc)

5/4, which is different from
the dependencej c(T)}(12T/Tc)

5/2 obtained in Ref. 8.
However, as one approachesTc , where the conditiond(u)
.2j(T) ceases to hold, in both cases one observes a tra
tion to a quadratic dependencej cT}(12T/Tc)

2, which is
analogous to that for the critical current through an S
contact. In the present paper we compare the theoretica
sults with the experimental data for a YBa2Cu3O72d film
before and after its irradiation.

2. EXPERIMENT

The parameters of the HTSC films were measured by
low-frequency magnetic susceptibility method at a frequen
of 937 Hz in a temperature range 77–100 K in the magn
field of the Earth. The amplitude of the alternating magne
field perpendicular to the plane of the film was varied ov
the range 0.001–5 mT. The detection system consisted o
SR-830 lock-in amplifier connected to a computer throu
an RS-232 interface for storage and additional averaging
the data.

The contactless technique used to measure the cri
current density was based on analysis of the imaginary
of the complex magnetic susceptibilityx9 of the samples as
a function of the amplitudeh of the alternating magnetic
field.

As h is varied the measured value ofx9 reaches a maxi-
mum at a certain valuehm . In general the value ofhm has a
rather complicated dependence on the critical current den
and on the shape and dimensions of the sample. For sam
in the form of thin films excited by an alternating field pe
pendicular to the film plane the dependence ofx9 on h has
been examined in Ref. 9, for example. There it was fou
that for disk-shaped films the relationj c51.013hm /L is ob-
served, whereL is the thickness of the film. It has bee
shown10 that this same expression also gives a good desc
tion of the results of experiments on films of other isomet
shapes, including squares.

The value ofTc for the samples was determined on t
same apparatus used to measure the magnetic suscepti
from the start of the sharp rise ofx9(T) at the onset of
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superconductivity. According to our estimates, the error
the measurements ofTc was60.1 K.

We studied thin (L5500 Å! epitaxial films of the
HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d with Tc589.6 K. Thex axis of the
YBa2Cu3O72d epitaxial films, which were deposited on
LaAlO3 substrate, were oriented perpendicular to the pl
of the films. The samples had a nearly square shape in
plane, with dimensions of 0.530.5 cm.

The samples were irradiated at room temperature
4-MeV electrons at the E´LU-4 linear accelerator. The densit
of the electron beam was chosen so that the temperatu
the sample did not exceed 70–80 °C during the irradiatio

The dependence of the relative values ofx9 on the am-
plitude h of the ac exciting field was measured prior to irr
diation and after storage at room temperature for vari
time intervals. The relative error in the determination ofhm

and, hence, ofj c , is not more than 5% of the measure
value.

The main result of the studies of the temperature dep
dence of the critical current density in these films and how
is affected by electron irradiation~at a dose of 331016

electrons/cm2) was given in Ref. 7. The experimental da
can be approximated by the expressionj c(T)5Jn(1
2T/Tc)

s, where the parametersJn ands of the approxima-
tion were optimized by minimizing the mean-square dev
tion. For the initial film Jn5(1.4460.19)3107 A/cm2,
s51.4860.06. For the irradiated film immediately after i
radiation Jn5(6.3560.62)3106 A/cm2, s51.5160.04.
Thus the exponent in the temperature dependence c
sponds to a values53/2 and is not affected by irradiation
while the value of the critical current density, being initial
rather high, decreases to less than half after irradiation.
did not observe any changes, outside the measurement e
in the critical temperatureTc of the films as a result of irra
diation.

The first signs of the relaxation process began to app
during the first day after irradiation. However, these chan
were observed more in the temperature dependence ofx9(T)
and of the responses at high odd harmonics of the excita
frequency in experiments at given values ofh but were
hardly noticeable in the resulting temperature dependenc
j c(T) obtained from thex9(h) curves. Nevertheless,
turned out that that over a long period of time~several
months! the relaxation after irradiation became noticeable
j c(T) as well. Here the exponents remained constant~equal
to 3/2 within the measurement error! the entire time, while
Jn relaxed over time to the value observed prior to irrad
tion. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence ofj c(T)
for a film prior to irradiation, immediately after irradiation
and 540 days after irradiation. It is seen that over the
tended relaxation period the value ofJn , which had fallen to
less than half immediately after irradiation, was almost co
pletely restored to its original value.

3. MODEL OF LOW-ANGLE BOUNDARIES AND THE
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE CRITICAL CURRENT

To determine the temperature dependence of the cri
current j c(T) through a low-angle boundary with allowanc
for the proximity effect under the conditiont[(12T/Tc)
!1, we proceed from the Ginzburg–Landau~GL! equation
n
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for a spatially nonuniform superconducting order parame
c(r ) near the interfacial boundary, normalized to the u
form bulk valuec`;At ~Ref. 8!:

j2~T!Dc1c2c32 i 3/c35V~r !c. ~2!

HereD is the Laplacian operator,i 5 j / j 0 is the dimension-
less uniform current density in the bulk of the superco
ductor, normalized to the depairing currentj 0(T);t3/2, and
V is the effective potential, which determines the measure
local suppression ofc(r ) on account of the change inTc and
j near the interfacial boundary:

V~r !5
dTc~r !

tTc
2

i 0
2~r !2 i 2

c3~r !
, ~3!

wherei 0(r ) is the local value of the superconducting curre
density near the boundary. We note that in Ref. 8 the
nominator of the second term in~3! contained an additiona
factor of t, which corresponds to the poorly grounded a
sumption that the ‘‘geometric’’ transparency of the bounda
decreases asT→Tc .

The change in the supercurrent densityi 0(r ) flowing
through the boundary is related to the spatial redistribut
~filamentation! of the supercurrent in the superconducti
channels between the nonsuperconducting cores of the
formed as a result of the plastic deformation of the crys
lattice and also on account of the accumulation of defect
the elastic stress fields around the EDs, primarily copper
oms and oxygen vacancies, the growth in the concentra
of which leads to suppression of superconductivity in cupr
HTSC compounds. However, for low-angle boundaries
growth of the local supercurrent density is small, since
width of the superconducting channelsds(u)5d(u)22r i is
significantly greater than the ‘‘geometric shadow’’ regio
created by the insulating cores of EDs of radiusr i!d.

The local variation of the critical temperaturedTc(r ) in
~3! arises because the coupling constantg0(r ) responsible
for Cooper pairing varies near an ED on account of the e
tic strain of the crystal lattice and the redistribution of t
concentration of free current carriers~holes! in the electro-

FIG. 1. Measured critical current density versus the reduced tempera
T/Tc for an unirradiated film (h), immediately after irradiation of the film
by a dose of 331016 electrons/cm2 (j), and 540 days after irradiation (m).
Lines 1–3 are the approximating curvesj c(T)5Jn(12T/Tc)

s for these
states of the film, with the values of the parametersJn and s given in the
text.
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static fields of charged defects~ions, oxygen vacancies! over
distances of the order of the screening lengthl D ~Ref. 8!.

As a result, in the neighborhood of an ED there ar
regions with a depressed local value ofTc(r ), lower thanTc

in the bulk of the sample. In these regions a transition t
normal metallic state can occur at sample temperatures in
interval Tc(r ),T,Tc , and that should lead to suppressi
of the superconducting order parameter on account of
proximity effect at scales comparable to the coherence len
j(T)5j0 /At.

The value ofj0 can be estimated from the slope of th
temperature dependence of the second critical fieldHc2(T)
of a type-II superconductor asT→Tc :

j05F w0

2pTcHc28 ~Tc!
G 1/2

; Hc28 5
dHc2

dT
. ~4!

For Tc'90 K andHc28 (Tc)'2 T/K, values typical for
YBa2Cu3O72d , we obtain the estimatej0'12 Å.

Under the condition thatj(T) is much greater thanl D

and greater than the distanced(u)'b/u between EDs, the
value of the potentialV(x,y) averaged over the spatial pe
riod along the boundary~i.e., along they axis! can be written
approximately as~see Ref. 8!:

^V~x,y!&'
U0

td~u!j~T!
d~h!'

2pr 0
2ū0u

bj0At
d~h!. ~5!

Here h5x/j(T) is the dimensionless variable along thex
axis, perpendicular to the plane of the boundary,d(h) is a
delta function, andU0 is the zeroth Fourier component of th
short-range~screened! potential of the nonsuperconductin
core of the ED:

U052pE
0

`

U~r !r dr 52pr 0
2ū0 , ~6!

whereū0 is the dimensionless amplitude of the potential n
malized to the energykBTc (kB is Boltzmann’s constant!,
andr 0 is the effective radius of the normal~metallic! region
around the ED and is equal in order of magnitude to
screening lengthl D . We note that under the conditiond(u)
<j(T), each ED in thexy plane is associated with a regio
of area 2d(u)j(T) in which suppression of the superco
ducting order parameterc on account of the proximity effec
occurs.

However, at sufficiently large values oft and small val-
ues of the misorientation angleu, such thatd(u)>2j(T),
the regions with the suppressed value ofc around the indi-
vidual EDs are practically nonoverlapping, and their are
per ED are equal in order of magnitude topj2(T). In this
case we use the following expression instead of~5! for the
y-averaged potential:

^V~x,y!&'
2gU0

tpj2~T!
d~h!5g

4r 0
2ū0

j0
2

d~h!, ~7!

whereg is a dimensionless coefficient that is determined
the spatial distribution of the nonuniform order parame
around the ED. We see that expression~7! is independent of
both u andt.
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Equating expressions~5! and ~7!, we find the
t-dependent value of the critical angleuc at which the aver-
aged potential at the boundary begins to exhibit tempera
and angle dependence:

uc~t!5
2g

p

bAt

j0
. ~8!

Assuming thatb'a'4 Å (a is the lattice constant in the
plane of the layers! and taking a temperature interval corr
sponding tot'0.1–0.25, we find from~8! that the critical
angle has a valueuc'(4g/p)(1° –5°).

If we assume that the superconducting order param
near the ED is suppressed inside a cylindrical region wit
circular cross section of radiusj(T) and that the transition
from dependence~5! to ~7! occurs atd(u)52j(T), we ob-
tain the coefficientg5p/4. In general one hasg;1.

As a result of the substitution of~5! and~7! into the GL
equation ~2!, we obtain the following equation for the
y-averaged order parameterc(x,y):

d2c

dh2
1c2c32

i 2

c3
5G1cd~h! , ~9!

where

G1~u!'4gū0

r 0
2

j0
2 H 1, u,uc~t!;

u/uc~t!, u.uc~t!.
~10!

The average~9! far from the boundary~for hÞ0) is
uniform and can be integrated with the use of the bound
conditions

c~0!5c0 ; c~6`!5c` ; c8~6`!50; ~11!

c8~10!52c8~20!5
1

2
G1c0 . ~12!

The first integral of equation~9! under conditions~11!
and ~12! is ~see Ref. 8!

1

2 S dc

dh D 2

1U~c!5E, ~13!

where

U~c!5
c2

2
1

i 2

2c2
2

c4

4
; E5U~c`!. ~14!

The equation for finding the value of the suppressed
perconducting order parameterc0 along the boundary is ob
tained by substituting~12! into ~13! for c5c0:

2E2c0
21

c0
4

2
2

i 2

c0
2

5
G1

2c0
2

4
. ~15!

At a low current density, when the conditioni 2!1 is satis-
fied, there is no appreciable change in the superconduc
order parameter in the bulk of the superconductor, and s
good accuracy one can setc`'1. Then, according to Eq
~14!, one has to leading termsE'1/4. Assuming that the
order parameter is strongly suppressed near the boundar
that c0

2!1, we obtain in place of~15! the more genera
relation
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1

2
~G1

214!c0
2512

2i 2

c0
2

, ~16!

which reduces to a biquadratic equation with respect toc0.
The roots of equation~16!,

c0
25

1

G1
214

@16A124i 2~G1
214!#, ~17!

are real under the conditioni 2<(1/4)(G1
214), which implies

the following expression for the maximum~critical! super-
current density through the low-angle boundary:

j c~t,u!5
j 0~t!

2@G1
2~u,t!14#1/2

. ~18!

According to Eq.~10!, for u,uc(t) the parameterG1 is
independent oft andu, so that the temperature dependen
of the critical current~18! is the same as that for the depa
ing current,j c(t); j 0(t);t3/2.

On the other hand, according to Eqs.~8! and ~10!, for
u.uc(t) the parameterG1;t21/2. In that case, under th
conditionG1.2, Eq.~18! implies a quadratic dependence
the critical current ont: j c(t);t2. We note that thenG1

;u, so that the critical currentj c should fall off with in-
creasing misorientation angle asu21.

Figure 2 shows a log–log plot the critical current as
function oft for differentu, according to a calculation usin
Eq. ~18! together with~10!. We see that in the region o
smallt, where the critical angleuc(t) becomes smaller tha
the corresponding misorientation angleu, one observes a
transition from a dependencej c(t);t3/2 to a dependence
j c(t);t2.

However, asu increases and the distance between E
decreases, it becomes necessary to take into accoun
aforementioned ‘‘geometric’’ factor connected with the d
crease in the width of the superconducting channels betw
the insulating cores of the EDs. The the coefficient of thed
function on the right-hand side of Eq.~9! takes the form8

G~c,i !5G1c1G2i 2/c3, ~19!

FIG. 2. Log–log plot of the calculated dependence of the critical curr
density j c on t512T/Tc , obtained according to Eqs.~10! and~18! for the
following angles of misorientation of the intercrystallite blocks:u50.07~1!,
0.04 ~2!, and 0.01~3! radians (>4°, 2.3°, and 0.57°). The curves wer
constructed for the parametersb54 Å, j0512 Å, andg5p/4.
e

s
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en

where

G2~u!5
4r i

j~T! F d2

~d22r i !
2

21G5
4r iAt

j0

n~22n!

~12n!2
,

~20!

n5
4r i

b
sin~u/2!.

We note that under the conditionn51, which for r i

'b holds at a misorientation angleu'30°, the widthds

5d22r of the superconducting channel goes to zero. Th
a solid insulating barrier arises along the boundary, a
the situation corresponds to a transition to the regime o
SIS Josephson contact with a linear dependencej c(t)}t
~Ref. 2!.

With allowance for relation~19! for i 2!1 we obtain in
place of~16! the equation

1

2
~G1

214!c0
2512

i 2

c0
2 ~21G1G2!, ~21!

from which it follows that the critical current is

j c~T!5
j 0~T!

@2~G1
214!~21G1G2!#1/2

. ~22!

At small misorientation angles, whenn!1 andG2!1, and
for values ofG1 that are not too large, so thatG1G2,2,
expression~22! reduces to~18!.

However, if the parameterG1 assumes such a large valu
that, despite the smallness ofG2 for a low-angle boundary,
the conditionG1G2.2 holds, then foru,uc(t), when G1

5const @see Eq.~10!#, the temperature dependence of t
critical current ~22! according to~20! has the formj c(t)
;t5/4. At the same time, foru.uc(t), whenG1G25const,
in this case forG1@1 a quadratic dependencej c(t);t2 is
also realized, which actually corresponds to the formation
an SNS contact along the boundary.

4. DISCUSSION

According to the above analysis, in rather perfect HTS
crystals and epitaxial films with a block structure and lo
angle boundaries between blocks, there should be two
gimes of limitation of j c(T). One of them, which was con
sidered previously in Ref. 8, corresponds to small distan
d(u),j(T) between EDs in the dislocation wall and can
realized at sufficiently large misorientation angles of t
crystallites, whereas the second regime can occur only
small u or for not-too-smallt, when d(u).2j(T). These
two cases are characterized by a different temperature de
dence of the critical current density:j c(t);t2 for u
.uc(t), and j c(t);t3/2 ~for G1G2,2) or j c(t);t5/4 ~for
G1G2.2) for small anglesu,uc(t). Here it is assumed tha
the critical current for the depinning of Abrikosov vortices
much greater than the above-considered suppressed cr
current for depairing across the boundary.

Since j(T)→` as T→Tc , a transition to the case
j(T).d should always occur in a certain region of tempe
tures nearTc . However, for HTSC materials, which ar
characterized by a small coherence length, this region ca
too narrow for detection in experiments based on meas

t
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ments of j c(T). Therefore, in the case of small misorient
tion angles not exceedinguc(t), for values oft comparable
to the experimental uncertainty in the measurement ofTc the
dependencej c;t3/2 ~or j c;t5/4) will be observed in practi-
cally the entire region ofj c(T) measurements.

Apparently, it is this situation that is realized as a res
of relaxation after irradiation in the epitaxial films inves
gated in the present study. When one considers the ra
high initial value of j c in the samples under discussion, th
explanation is more natural than the conjecture of Ref. 7
SINS Josephson contacts are formed in them.

Figure 3 shows a log–log plot of the experimental d
of Fig. 1 on the temperature dependence ofj c(T) in the
initial and irradiated films. We see that at temperatures n
Tc , both the unirradiated and the fast-electron irradiated~im-
mediately after irradiation! films have a dependence ofj c(T)
that deviates from the dependencej c}t3/2 observed at lower
T to the side of larger values of the exponent oft, and within
the experimental error limits approaches a quadratic l
j c}t2. These deviations were unnoticeable in Fig. 1.

Although these deviations are comparatively small, th
nevertheless exceed the mean-square measurement
which stems mainly from the inaccuracy in the determinat
of t in the temperature interval where the deviations app
The corresponding error bars are shown in Fig. 3. The er
in the measurement ofj c are no bigger than the size of th
symbols representing the experimental data points in Fi
and are therefore not given individually.

Such behavior ofj c(T) is in qualitative agreement with
the theoretical curves~Fig. 2! of the critical current through
low-angle boundaries. From the point of transition of t
experimental curves fromj c}t3/2 to j c}t2 one can estimate
the value of the characteristic angles of misorientationn
the single-crystal blocks in the film by taking into accou
that the critical angleuc(t) corresponds to the maximum
angle of the boundary on the percolation paths of the su
current. As a result, for a critical valuetc'0.06~see Fig. 3!,
according to relation~7!, for b'a'4 Å, j0'12 Å, and

FIG. 3. Log–log plots of the measured critical current density ver
t512T/Tc for an unirradiated film (h), immediately after irradiation of
the film with a dose of 331016 electrons/cm2 (j), and 540 days after
irradiation (m). Lines 1–3 are the approximating curvesj c(T)5Jn(1
2T/Tc)

s for these states of the film, with the parametersJn ands given in
the text. For the points at temperatures close toTc the error bars (60.02) for
the determination oft are shown. For the other points the error is no bigg
than the size of the symbols indicating the values ofj c .
lt
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g5p/4 we obtain the estimateu<uc(tc)'2.5°, which cor-
responds to distance between EDs ofd(uc)>90 Å!j0.

Comparing the experimental values of the critical cu
rent in the regiont.tc in the unirradiated film,j c(T)'1.4
3107t3/2 A/cm2 with the depairing current, which fo
lL(0)'1500 Å has the valuej 0(T)'3.63108t3/2 A/cm2,
we can estimate according to~18! the value of the transpar
ency factor of the boundary in the regionu,uc(t): G1

'pū0r 0
2/j0

2'12. Clearly hereG1G2,2.
As a result of irradiation by fast electrons the value

j c(T) decreases to less than half~see Fig. 1!, and fort.tc it
amounts toj c(T)'6.43106t3/2 A/cm2. This corresponds to
an increase inG1 to a valueG1'28, which may be due to
growth of the effective radius of the nonsuperconducting
gions around the cores of the EDs on account of the ac
mulation of radiation defects. Here the quantityj(T)12r i ,
as before, remains smaller thand, and in the corresponding
region oft values the dependencej c}t3/2 is preserved.

After a long relaxation of the film at room temperatur
the value of the critical current is practically restored to
original value ~cf. Figs. 1 and 3!. In terms of the model
considered here, this can be understood to be the resu
recombination of the radiation-produced vacancies and in
stitial oxygen atoms~with the restoration of the previou
values ofr i andG1). The possibility and rate of such a pro
cess will depend substantially on the specific types of rad
tion defects produced during the irradiation.

The effect of electron irradiation on the value ofTc and
on the transport properties of HTSCs was investigated
Refs. 11–14. The maximum energy of the electrons in th
experiments was not more than 350 keV. The authors
those studies concluded that the defects formed are du
displacements of the oxygen atoms. It was show in Ref.
that in the irradiation of thin films of YBa2Cu3O72x by low-
energy electrons (E,40 keV! the oxygen defects are forme
predominantly in the region of the CuO chains.

If it is assumed that, despite the much higher elect
energy (E54 MeV! used for irradiation in the present stud
and in Ref. 7, oxygen vacancies remain the main type
defects, then the observed rate of their ‘‘healing’’ as a res
of storage of the samples in air at room temperature wo
be about as expected.

However, the temperature dependence ofj c(T) in the
film after relaxation does not exhibit any deviation fro
j c}t3/2 outside the experimental error in the entire inves
gated interval oft ~see Fig. 3!.

Of course, the initial state of the sample and its st
after relaxation are not identical in respect to the parame
that influence the critical current, and one can make differ
assumptions about the causes of the possible difference
uc in them. For example, they may be due to a change in
block structure~polygonization! of the film during the long
relaxation atT'300 K, as a result of which the misorienta
tion angles of the blocks decrease and, consequently,
number of EDs decreases and the average distance bet
them increases, so that the characteristic values ofu remain
less thanuc(t) all the way down to the lowest values oft
that can be measured.

However, we will not present a detailed analysis of t
deviations of j c(T) from the dependencej c(T)}(1

s
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2T/Tc)
3/2 or of the possible causes of differences in the sta

prior to irradiation and after relaxation. Moreover, at te
peratures nearTc the curves presented can also be affec
by the systematic error due to the chosen method of de
mining Tc from the start of the sharp change inx9.

5. CONCLUSION

In summary, our investigation of a particular mechani
limiting the critical supercurrent density in low-angle gra
boundaries in HTSC crystals and epitaxial films has sho
that in the typical case for a HTSC material, where the
herence length is smaller than the distance between
along a low-angle boundary, the dependencej c(T) is mainly
determined by the temperature dependence of the depa
current under the condition that the critical current for dep
ning of vortices is greater than the given value ofj c(T) at all
temperaturesT. In the region closest toTc , where the in-
equality d.2j is violated, the dependencej c}t3/2 ~or j c

}t5/4) gives way to a dependencej c}t2. This model can
satisfactorily describe the experimental temperature dep
dence of the critical current observed in Ref. 7 and in
present study. It also makes it possible to understand qu
tatively the main features of the changes inj c(T) brought
about by fast-electron irradiation of the films and by rela
ation of the radiation defects after a long storage of
sample.
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